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1. ExecuDve Summary 

1.1 This is the final report of the tailored review panel, established by the Welsh Government to review 
Amgueddfa Cymru/Museum Wales (AC). It takes account of comments, where we believe them as an inde-
pendent panel to be appropriate, made by AC, Welsh Government (WG) officials and a Challenge Panel set 
up as part of the tailored review process. We use abbreviaIons (e.g. Amgueddfa Cymru - AC) throughout 
the report for convenience. A glossary is aJached at Annex 1. 

1.2 We have conducted some 111 conversaIons with individuals and groups, reviewed thousands of pages 
of documentaIon and visited all seven AC sites as well as the NaIonal CollecIons Centre. We have ob-
served two meeIngs of AC trustees and two commiJees. We produced an interim report focusing on cor-
porate governance in December 2022. In addiIon to further discussion and proposals on corporate gover-
nance, this report deals with the remainder of our comprehensive remit. 

1.3 The report contains 77 recommendaIons which should be seen as a programme of work – mainly for 
WG and AC working together. Notwithstanding the large number of recommendaIons, there is much to 
celebrate in the work of AC. Indeed, once things seJle down aRer recent turbulence, we believe that WG, 
working with AC, should do more to showcase AC to Wales and the world. A new chair and chief execuIve 
of AC will be in post within months. However, we hope that progress can be made on our proposals during 
the interregnum. With that in mind we have produced proposals which do not require a lengthy process of 
change to AC’s Royal Charter and Statutes. 

1.4 We disIlled our remit into seven key themes, namely governance; equality, diversity and inclusion; 
partnerships and relaIonships; contribuIon to economy and society; effecIveness, efficiency and econo-
my; performance and structures; and opportuniIes for growth, investment and shared services. Panel 
members took lead responsibility for the various themes and for the resulIng authorship of their secIons 
of the report. In pracIce, effecIveness, efficiency and economy, and performance and structures, have 
been absorbed into the other themes. 

1.5 Our review took place over a challenging period for AC as it emerged from the Covid 19 pandemic, 
alongside dealing with a number of complaints and grievances from the former Director General against 
the former President and the Trustees. These maJers have now been resolved through a separate process 
from ours. We menIon them here since their existence is in the public domain and because we needed to 
know about them in general terms in order to carry out our review. Our concern has been with systems and 
processes with a view to pu_ng forward proposals aimed at strengthening the corporate governance of AC 
and miIgaIng the risk of similar issues arising in future. 

1.6 It has been suggested to us that we should prioriIse some of our more far-reaching recommendaIons. 
On balance, we decided not to do so since we wanted all our proposals to be considered in the round. Our 
report is inevitably comprehensive due to the nature of our remit, the complexity and importance of AC 
and the extent of our evidence base. We hope that this digest, combined with the summary of recommen-
daIons in Annex 7, assists readers in terms of the accessibility of the report. In addiIon, each of our rec-
ommendaIons is numbered and set out in bold at the appropriate point in the text. 

1.7 We have concluded that AC should conInue to be incorporated by Royal Charter and remain a regis-
tered charity. We believe the current Framework Agreement between WG and AC should evolve into a 
partnership agreement to signify a relaIonship of trust and mutual support. We propose that the current 
balance of trustees appointed by WG and AC should conInue, but that they should work more closely to-
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gether, using a skills and experience matrix, to build over Ime a trustee body of 12-14 members that re-
flects more closely the diversity of backgrounds and cultures in the populaIon of Wales. We are pleased 
that WG has already decided to support our proposal that the president and vice-president roles should be 
replaced by chair and vice-chair and that AC has agreed the post of director general should be replaced by 
that of chief execuIve. The new chief execuIve should carry out a full review of structure, organisaIon and 
culture to ensure that they are financially and environmentally sustainable and aligned with the delivery of 
the 2030 strategy. We also propose that AC appoint a finance director. 

1.8 In the light of recent experience we propose, subject to legal consideraIon, a dispute resoluIon 
process with a series of steps designed to create Ime and space for invesIgaIon and earlier resoluIon of 
complaints, grievances or formal disagreements at the top of the insItuIon. We set out a number of cor-
porate governance reforms (summarised at 1.13 below) designed to improve decision making and trans-
parency, to comply more fully with good governance guidance and pracIce and to make fuller use of the 
skills, experience and talents of trustees and senior managers. 

1.9. Although strictly speaking out of scope for our review, we believe that the Historic Wales Partnership, 
of which AC is a vital part, should be reset and relaunched with a more strategic remit to avoid nugatory 
compeIIon and to opImise use of scarce resources. 

1.10. Finally, we warmly welcome the intenIon of WG to produce a new culture strategy for Wales by the 
end of 2023. This would provide a much needed overarching framework for cultural bodies to work within. 

1.11. The remaining paragraphs of the execuIve summary summarise our proposals in a very condensed 
form, all of which are set out with explanaIon and argumentaIon in the main body of the report. 

1.12 We are very grateful to all those who supported and contributed to our work. Our conclusions are our 
own as independent reviewers but they are based on the evidence of a wide range of partners, regulators 
and stakeholders. We hope they recognise the insItuIon we describe and are able to embrace the reforms 
we propose. 

1.13 Governance 

The corporate governance of AC was the most important topic for many of our consultees. We have there-
fore devoted considerable space to it in this report. RecommendaIons cover the following areas: 
• AC should retain its registered charity status, exisIng for the public benefit. 
• AC should conInue to be incorporated by Royal Charter. 
• A new Partnership Agreement should be created to replace the exisIng Framework Agreement between 

WG and AC. 
• WG and AC should work together with a skills, experience and diversity matrix to create, over Ime, a 

trustee board of 12-14 members. 
• The balance of WG and AC trustee appointments should conInue. 
• Titles of president and vice-president should be abolished in favour of chair and vice-chair [already ac-

Ioned]. 
• Post of treasurer should be disconInued. 
• New execuIve head of AC should be enItled chief execuIve (CE) rather than director general and ap-

pointed on a fixed-term, renewable contract [already acIoned]. 
• A finance director of AC should be appointed. 
• A dispute resoluIon process as described in Annex 5 of the report should be adopted if legally possible. 
• One of the trustees should be designated “senior trustee”. 
• AC’s commiJee structure should be reviewed as set out in detail in the report. 
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• Trustees and senior execuIves should hold a workshop to rebuild relaIonships and learn from recent 
events. 

1.14 Equality, diversity and inclusion 

• A board champion for EDI should be idenIfied and it should be a standing item on the agenda for each 
board and commiJee meeIng. 
• Hold workshops on demographic trends and unconscious bias. 
• ConInue to develop de-colonisaIon acIon beyond addressing slavery. 
• Introduce more training and targets from board level down. 
• Work with partners to improve access for people living with visible and hidden disabiliIes. 
• ConInue to adapt interpretaIon and the museum environment for people with visible and hidden dis-

abiliIes and for diverse communiIes. 

1.15 Partnerships and rela7onships 

• Develop a new strategy for partnership and community engagement. 
• Reach out to people who do not engage and consider how to be a museum for the whole of Wales. 
• Foster good relaIonships with staff following recent damage to morale. 
• Reset Historic Wales. 
• Progress plans for the NaIonal Contemporary Art Gallery and AC’s role in it. 
• Support for the decision of WG to produce a culture strategy in 2023. 
• AC to build on current co-operaIon with media partners. 
• Improved AC working with local authoriIes and public services boards. 
• AC to work with Public Health Wales on social prescribing and other relevant public health iniIaIves. 
• AC to engage more widely with the corporate sector in Wales, especially Wales-based companies. 
• AC to consider re-joining NaIonal Museums Directors’ Council. 
• Recognise the convening power of WG in relaIon to the FIFA Men’s football World Cup and use it as a 

model for future collaboraIon. 
• Place more emphasis on philanthropy. 

1.16 Contribu7on to economy and society 

• Publish, when complete, and update, in a Imely way, collecIons policies and de-accession policies. 
• Develop a shared understanding of what disInguishes a naIonal museum. 
• Engage more widely through loans and partnerships with local authoriIes and other agencies. 
• Consider the approach to industrial heritage sites to ensure relevance to future generaIons. 
• ConInue to update research, learning and educaIon policies with metrics. 
• Provide addiIonal opportuniIes for people to use Welsh. 
• Ensure that the new chair and/or chief execuIve can speak Welsh or have an expectaIon to learn. 
• Test sustainability strategy, ensure it is public-facing and that a systems approach applies across the or-

ganisaIon. 
• Work more closely with Visit Wales. 

1.17 Effec7veness, efficiency and economy 

• New CE to carry out a full review of structure, organisaIon and culture. 
• Present a dashboard of KPIs, including financial ones, for presentaIon to all board meeIngs and appro-

priate commiJees. 
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• WG, with advice from Cadw, to work with AC to idenIfy capital investment needed in the Museum’s his-
toric estate over 25 years. 
• AC to remain free for site access but that opportuniIes to generate income other than from the naIonal 

collecIon be encouraged in the interest of financial sustainability. 
• Consider whether, in any future re-branding, Amgueddfeydd Cenedlaethol Cymru/NaIonal Museums 

Wales, would more accurately represent the inclusion of all sites and AC’s status, in a country with rela-
Ively few naIonal insItuIons, alongside other naIonal museums such as those in Scotland and Ireland. 

1.18 Opportuni7es for investment, growth and shared services 

• With Historic Wales, commit to implemenIng recommendaIons from work to assess opportuniIes for 
joint working/shared services with WG considering funding on an invest to save basis. 
• Develop place-based plans for Blaenavon, Caerleon and Llanberis. 

1.19 ImplementaDon 

• WG to consider an implementaIon budget to help defray the direct costs of our proposals. 
• Task and finish group to oversee implementaIon and produce a costed acIon plan. 
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2. IntroducDon 

2.1 The tailored review panel (the panel) was appointed in late August 2022 to conduct a tailored review of 
Amgueddfa Cymru/Museum Wales (AC). The panel’s membership is set out in Annex 2. Its comprehensive 
remit, drawn up by AC and the then Welsh Government (WG) Culture and Sport Partnership Team (PT) is at 
Annex 3. The PT is now the Culture Partnership Team and some job Itles menIoned in this report have 
changed since it was wriJen. This is the second tailored review conducted on behalf of the WG and a 
Welsh Government Sponsored Body (WGSB). The review of the NaIonal Library of Wales was published by 
WG in November 2020 [A tailored review of the NaIonal Library of Wales | GOV.WALES]. 

2.2 It was originally intended that this review be concluded by Christmas 2022. Given the extent of the re-
mit, it quickly became apparent that this was unachievable from a standing start in September 2022. We 
therefore decided, with the support of the PT and AC, that we would produce an interim report, focusing 
on corporate governance, for discussion with the PT and AC before Christmas, with our full report being 
delivered not later than St David’s Day (1 March 2023). This final report incorporates much of the interim 
report (which was not for publicaIon). It also benefits from feedback from the PT and AC on the full report 
that we made available to them on 1 March. We have incorporated this feedback where, in our opinion as 
independent reviewers, it is appropriate. In this final version of our report we have also taken account of 
the advice of a WG Challenge Panel separate from AC and the PT (part of the tailored review process) with 
whom we met on 11 May, as well as further feedback from WG more widely than the PT. 

3. Tailored Reviews 

3.1 In carrying out our work we have, as required by para 1.1 of our remit, paid due consideraIon to the 
Cabinet Office Guidance on Reviews of Public Bodies [Cabinet Guidance]. In parIcular, we have sought to 
conduct our review in accordance with the principles idenIfied in the guidance, namely: 

• ProporIonality 
• Challenge 
• Being Strategic 
• Pace 
• Inclusivity 
• Transparency 

3.2 The panel chair took the opportunity, when we first met the AC trustees and senior execuIve team 
(SET) on 6 September 2022, to emphasise that the panel intended “to do things with you rather than to you 
and to avoid surprises.” 

4. Our Process 

4.1 In accordance with our remit, we adopted the following process: 
• A desk review of relevant documentaIon, including benchmarking informaIon relaIng to com-

parator museums in the rest of the UK and Ireland. 
• ObservaIon of trustee and commiJee meeIngs. 
• A programme of visits to the various AC sites. 
• Stakeholder consultaIon. 
• ConversaIons with trustees, SET members and other AC staff, WG officials, the Charity Commis-

sion and Audit Wales (AW). 
• A full list of interviewees and consultees is aJached at Annex 4. 
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4.2 As a panel we have been in constant contact and met at least weekly. We have spoken to some 111 
people through individual conversaIons or stakeholder engagements. We developed guidance for the con-
versaIons to enable people to prepare in advance. In parIcular, it should be noted that the conversaIons 
were conducted mainly 1:1 and on a non-aJributable basis to encourage openness. The conversaIons have 
been invaluable and most of the ideas discussed later in the report derive from these discussions. We con-
ducted conversaIons in Welsh or English, depending upon the preference of our interviewees. 

4.3 SecIon 5 of our remit encouraged us to visit a selecIon of sites. AC has seven sites and the NaIonal 
CollecIons Centre. We decided, in the interests of equity and of fully informing ourselves, that we should 
visit all the sites with as many panel members as possible. The sites are as follows and, between us, we 
have visited them all: 

• NaIonal Museum Cardiff, Cathays Park. 
• St Fagans NaIonal Museum of History, Cardiff. 
• NaIonal Slate Museum, Llanberis. 
• NaIonal Roman Legion Museum, Caerleon. 
• NaIonal CollecIons Centre, Nantgarw. 
• NaIonal Wool Museum, Dre-fach. 
• NaIonal Waterfront Museum, Swansea. 
• Big Pit NaIonal Coal Museum, Blaenavon. 

4.4 We have considered a wide range of documents, partly suggested to us by AC and WG and partly re-
quested by us. All the review documentaIon, including notes of conversaIons, is stored on an ObjecIve 
Connect workspace, accessible only to panel members and our small secretariat drawn from the WG Public 
Bodies Unit (PBU), but acIng independently for us. 

5. Acknowledgments 

5.1 We are indebted to all those who have engaged with us, including WG officials, AC trustees and staff, 
AW, the Charity Commission and stakeholders. We have been greatly encouraged by the courtesy we have 
been shown and the support for our work. We are especially grateful to our small secretariat, headed ini-
Ially by Lindi Lloyd and subsequently Richard Shearer. In addiIon, Julia Douch and Jo Glenn from the PBU 
kindly aJended a number of our meeIngs. Finally, we would like to express our thanks to Dr Simon Thurley 
CBE whose 2017 report and AC’s response to it has influenced our thinking. [Review of Amgueddfa Cymru 
(gov.wales)] 

6. Basic AC InformaDon 

6.1 AC was incorporated by Royal Charter in 1907. It turns over around £35m a year and employs over 700 
people, excluding a pool of staff that AC can call upon as required. Visitor numbers are recovering towards 
pre-pandemic levels at about 1million a year, with around half of visits being to Cardiff and St Fagans. The 
majority of visitors are from Wales, although around 40% come from the rest of the UK and the world. Ad-
mission to the sites is free. 80% of AC funding comes from WG grant in aid (GIA). The remainder is a mix-
ture of philanthropic giving, sponsorship, charging for special events, hospitality, car parking and retail. 
Around 70% of expenditure is on staffing (88% of GIA). AC hosts world-class fine art and natural history col-
lecIons in addiIon to its focus on life in Wales, history, language and culture. The collecIon numbers over 
5 million items. As with other museums, it is only possible to display a small fracIon of the collecIon, the 
bulk of which is held at the NaIonal CollecIons Centre, where access is by appointment. 

6.2 AC, through its schools’ programmes and other iniIaIves, is the largest school-age educaIonal body in 
Wales outside the school system. It has an acIve outreach programme, concentraIng parIcularly on less 
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advantaged and minority communiIes. There is also an acIve research programme in partnership with 
universiIes and research councils. 

6.3 During the period of this review many organisaIons, individuals and colleagues have spoken with pas-
sion and enthusiasm of the great work AC does. There is clearly a highly moIvated team which has 
achieved much, as highlighted by the success AC has enjoyed over recent years, including the presIgious 
Art Fund Museum of the Year award for St Fagans in 2019. AC parIcularly excels in the work it does on 
learning and educaIon, has been a leader in the sector on work linked to cultural democracy and has made 
significant progress in recent years on its commercial acIviIes. AC does much that the people of Wales can 
be rightly proud of, and WG should recognise the benefits and opportuniIes AC provides and value this 
contribuIon. 

6.4 As would be expected in a tailored review, we have found things that, in our view, require improve-
ment, but that should not detract from the fact that there is much to celebrate. AC is a huge asset for 
Wales. 

RecommendaDon 1: that WG acknowledges the good work AC does for Wales and is more proacDve in 
promoDng this. 

7. Remit Themes 

7.1 At an early stage in our work, we idenIfied seven themes drawn from our remit (although in pracIce 
effecIveness, efficiency and economy and performance and structures were absorbed into other themes) 
and allocated panel members as theme leaders and lead authors of their secIons of the report. The 
themes are as follows: 

• Corporate governance including culture, relaIonships, compliance and accountabiliIes. 
• EffecIveness, efficiency and economy. 
• OpportuniIes for growth, investment and shared services. 
• Performance and structures. 
• Equality, diversity and inclusion. 
• Partnerships and relaIonships. 
• ContribuIon to economy and society (including Welsh language and culture). 

8. Environmental Scan 

8.1 This tailored review took place at a Ime of global and domesIc change brought about by a confluence 
of the COVID-19 pandemic; de-globalisaIon; the war on Ukraine; and an acceleraIon in climate change. 
While it was not possible for the Tailored Review Panel to explore all potenIal impacts of such change on 
the future and adaptability of AC, we felt it to be both prudent and grounding to give some iniIal consider-
aIon to the operaIng environment for museums at this Ime. As far as possible, the panel aJempted to 
focus on the broad, macro issues facing the museum sector, helping to ensure that our recommendaIons 
have strategic import in potenIal implementaIon. 

8.2 The following is a summary of the key issues that the panel has considered. AC provided us with a very 
helpful response detailing its response to these issues, including the acIons it is taking and the plans it is 
making. 

8.3 De-globalisa7on: The COVID pandemic, coupled with the climate crisis, has accelerated a shiR away 
from globalisaIon to more localisaIon. For the museum sector, de-globalisaIon is playing out in mulIple 
ways: there is a shiR away from the blockbuster/ touring exhibiIons in favour of programmes focused more 
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on local audiences. From a public funding perspecIve, for example, the UK Government’s levelling-up 
agenda has manifested in a re-allocaIon of cultural funding in England intended to re-balance cultural ac-
Ivity outside London. 

8.4 Infla7on and cost of living crisis: The cost-of-living crisis, coupled with a conInued risk of recession in 
the UK, will have a plethora of implicaIons, many of which have yet to be played out. “StagflaIon” i.e. high 
inflaIon, accompanied by low growth, impacts on everyone and has the potenIal to last longer than the 
global recession in 2008. Persistent low growth will, inevitably, impact on public expenditure and this poses 
risk for bodies, such as publicly funded cultural insItuIons, which are heavily reliant on public funding 
(around 80% of turnover in the case of AC). The crisis will, as it persists, impact on people’s ability to spend 
on leisure acIviIes, and their secondary spend when visiIng aJracIons. On the other hand, publicly fun-
ded insItuIons, such as AC, have the opportunity to further posiIon themselves as a low-cost, high-value 
day out as well as deepening their relevance in communiIes. In addiIon, the fall in the value of sterling 
makes the UK a more aJracIve desInaIon for internaIonal visitors. These opportuniIes are predicated on 
any museum’s ability to grow and maintain income streams during a recessionary period alongside double 
digit increases in operaIng costs. AC will be compeIng with schools, hospitals and social care for public 
funds. 

8.5 Climate change, de-carbonisa7on and the energy crisis: The role and responsibiliIes of museums in 
climate acIon is mulI-faceted. As educaIonal insItuIons, museums have the capability and flex, through 
natural history and other collecIons, to create public understanding of the scale and impact of climate 
change on areas such as biodiversity and natural heritage. Many museums, including AC, are undertaking 
efforts to recognise this in a strategic and programmaIc way. But alongside their laudable role in raising 
awareness of climate acIon, museums themselves are a source of direct and down-stream emissions. The 
carbon footprint of the museum sector has been brought into sharp focus since the onset of the energy 
crisis: across Europe energy costs for museums have increased by 400% since 2021 (NEMO Statement En-
ergy Crisis in Europe). The requirement to maintain climate control condiIons for collecIons, and the his-
toric nature of many museum buildings, make energy efficiency a challenge for the sector. The pracIce of 
unsustainably collecIng, at a mass scale, by museums has also been called into quesIon, given the envi-
ronmental and economic costs of such pracIce. Alongside inflaIon and downturn, AC is – like counter-
parts across the sector - faced with energy cost inflaIon and an urgency to de-carbonise both of which re-
quire immediate prioriIsaIon. Finally, as domesIc energy bills rise, public buildings will increasingly be-
come places where people gather to keep warm, placing even more pressure on energy consumpIon for 
AC. All this needs to be considered in the context of the WG aspiraIon for the Welsh public sector to be 
carbon neutral by 2030. 

8.6 Democra7sa7on: The debate about the role of museums, especially those which are state funded, has 
been ongoing in recent decades, oRen resulIng in divergence between those who consider the care of col-
lecIons as central to museum business, and those who consider public access and engagement to be 
paramount. The divergence of views contributed to the Ime it has taken the InternaIonal Council of Mu-
seums (ICOM) to agree upon a definiIon of a museum that is fit-for-purpose. The ICOM definiIon, agreed 
in 2022, states: 

“A museum is a not-for-profit, permanent ins;tu;on in the service of society that researches, col-
lects, conserves, interprets and exhibits tangible and intangible heritage. Open to the public, acces-
sible and inclusive, museums foster diversity and sustainability. They operate and communicate ethi-
cally, professionally and with the par;cipa;on of communi;es, offering varied experiences for edu-
ca;on, enjoyment, reflec;on and knowledge sharing.” 

8.7 The inclusion of the public, and parIcular references to accessibility, inclusiveness and parIcipaIon of 
communiIes reflects contemporary museum pracIce and thinking, as it relates to a more democraIsed 
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space, reflecIng collecIons and histories of those communiIes who have been under-represented, or not 
represented, in the past. 

8.8 In 2020, the Black Lives MaJer (BLM) movement brought new focus to the democraIsaIon of muse-
ums, causing many quickly to pivot interpretaIon, programming and community engagement. Directly 
linked to this has been engagement of museums in anI-racism campaigns, some of which, as in the case of 
AC, are being led and supported by government. 

8.9 It remains the case that many museums have some way to travel in terms of diversity, across all 
grounds of discriminaIon, with many offering only limited access to people with mobility issues or not 
catering adequately for those with sensory or cogniIve impairments. 

8.10 Beyond this, the pandemic has leR museums with reduced fooualls. Recovery is, for the most part, 
slow. Visitor numbers in aJracIons across the UK are at an average of 85% of those in 2019 and in-
ternaIonal tourism is sIll 28% down on 2019 figures. Museums are being forced to consider new ways of 
engaging with the public. Introducing a broader range of programmes and new offerings – such as desIna-
Ion cafes, music concerts and reconfiguraIon of spaces for the public to simply hang out – are among ways 
that museums are shiRing to engage with changing demographics. 

8.11 The move away from globalisaIon is causing insItuIons to drop ambiIons to be world class, and con-
sider more what local communiIes want. Blockbuster-type exhibiIons are being replaced by more rele-
vant cultural experiences: a move to integrate popular music acts to aJract young audiences has assisted in 
aJracIng a new demographic to the museum se_ng. 

8.12 Culture wars / decolonisa7on / repatria7on: Within the space of two-years, the language, collecIons 
policy, interpretaIon and approach to ‘world collecIons’ has been turned on its head. Again, the BLM 
movement has had a far-reaching impact on museums in this regard. Museums, and especially their collec-
Ions, are part of the so-called “culture wars” which, in the UK context, have become strongly linked with 
colonialism. 

8.13 There is a widely held view among EU and UK cultural insItuIons and governments (though not exclu-
sively so), that museums should acIvely engage in the repatriaIon of cultural material. The terms ‘resItu-
Ion’ and ‘repatriaIon’ do not have any strict legal definiIon as far as museum pracIce is concerned. They 
tend to be used rather loosely but, in essence, they have tradiIonally described the process of returning 
cultural material to its original owners (resItuIon) or its place of origin (repatriaIon). Considered more 
broadly, however, responding to a claim for resItuIon and repatriaIon can encompass much more than 
this, and enable museum pracIce to develop and adapt. 

8.14 There is no such thing as a single, uniform process or set of procedures which consItute a ‘resItuIon 
blueprint’. As such, individual museums and states are establishing their own pracIces and modelling. This 
has become an area requiring greater resources – including at a strategic and leadership level – in the sec-
tor. This area of focus for museums will conInue into the medium-term and opens a wider debate about 
how museums collect and interpret artefacts and material. 

8.15 While we understand that AC transferred its ethnographic collecIon, and is no longer the custodian, 
we are also aware of AC’s planned audit to idenIfy elements of the NaIonal CollecIon that may sIll be 
contested. 

8.16 Demographics: The world’s populaIon is expected to increase by two billion people, from 7.7 billion 
at present to 9.7 billion in 2050, before reaching a peak of nearly 11 billion by the end of the century as fer-
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Ility rates conInue to decline. During this period, the global populaIon is projected to become more ur-
ban, and older. Since 2018, children below age 5 have been outnumbered by people aged 65 or above. By 
2050, older people will outnumber the populaIon aged below 25 years. 

8.17 Half of global populaIon growth between now and 2050 is expected to come from: India, Nigeria, Pa-
kistan, the DemocraIc Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia, Tanzania, Indonesia, Egypt and the United States of 
America (in descending order of increase). The populaIon in Europe will conInue to shrink. 

8.18 In Wales, overall, the populaIon is ageing and becoming more urbanised, with some regions facing 
significant populaIon decline. Like many European countries, Wales will rely on inward migraIon to sup-
port economic growth and societal infrastructures. 

8.19 The demographic trends, highlighted below, are from the 2021 census and were considered by us, es-
pecially with regard to Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) and society (Wales: Census 2021 - ONS): 

8.20 Demographics in Wales: 
• On Census Day, 21 March 2021, the size of the usual resident populaIon in Wales was esImated to 

be 3,107,494, the largest populaIon ever recorded through a census in Wales. 
• 2.9 million usual residents in Wales idenIfied within the high-level ethnic group category 

“White” (93.8% of the populaIon, compared to 95.6% in 2011). 90.6% of the populaIon idenIfied 
as “White: Welsh, English, Sco_sh, Northern Irish or BriIsh” in 2021. 

• The second largest high-level category in Wales in 2021 was “Asian, Asian Welsh or Asian BriIsh”, 
with 89,000 people idenIfying within this category (2.9% of the populaIon, compared to 2.3% in 
2011). 

• In Wales, Poland remained the most common country of birth outside the UK in 2021 (24,832 peo-
ple, 0.8% of all usual residents). 

• 124,557 usual residents (4.0%) held a non-UK passport, with the most common non-UK passport 
held being Polish. 

8.21 Age: 
• In 2021, the average (median) age in Wales was 42 years. This is higher than the average (median) 

age of 41 years in 2011. The average (median) age in England in 2021 was 40 years. 
• The local authoriIes with the highest average (median) age were Powys (50 years), Conwy and 

Monmouthshire (both 49 years). The local authoriIes with the lowest average (median) age were 
Cardiff (34 years) and Newport (38 years). 

• The rate of populaIon growth in Wales was considerably lower than in England, where the popula-
Ion grew by 6.6%. PopulaIon growth was also lower in Wales than in all English regions. The rate of 
growth in Wales was nearly six Imes lower than the East of England, the English region with the 
highest percentage change in the size of the populaIon (8.3%). It was also lower than the English 
region with the lowest populaIon growth, the North East (1.9%). 

• The percentage of the populaIon aged 65 years and over was higher in Wales (21.3%) than in Eng-
land (18.4%) in 2021. The only English region with a larger percentage of the populaIon aged 65 
years and over than Wales was the South West (22.3%). This contrasts with London (11.9%), which 
was the region with the lowest percentage of the populaIon in this age group. 

• There were more deaths than births in Wales between 2011 and 2021. The populaIon growth since 
2011 is therefore due to posiIve net migraIon into Wales (approximately 55,000 usual residents). 

8.22 Religion 
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• 2.9 million respondents in Wales (93.7%) chose to answer the voluntary religion quesIon in 2021, 
whereas 195,000 (6.3%) chose not to answer. More people answered than in 2011 when 92.4% an-
swered and 7.6% chose not to answer. 

• 1.4 million usual residents in Wales reported that they had “No religion” in 2021 (46.5% of the pop-
ulaIon, up from 32.1% in 2011). More people reported “No religion” than any single religious affili-
aIon. 

• 43.6% of usual residents (1.4 million) described their religion as “ChrisIan” in 2021. This religious 
affiliaIon had previously been selected by over half of residents in Wales in the 2011 Census 
(57.6%). 

• The next largest religious affiliaIon in Wales was “Muslim”, with 2.2% of the populaIon (67,000 
usual residents) idenIfying as “Muslim” in 2021. This is an increase from 1.5% in 2011. 

8.23 Digi7sa7on: The digital capacity or digital deficits of museums was brought into sharp focus during 
the pandemic. Museums with exisIng, strong digital infrastructure made a quick ‘pivot’ to audience en-
gagement in the online space, while those without struggled. Where effecIve, digital engagement opened 
museums to new audiences and, in the post-lockdown era, audiences now expect digital engagement to 
complement and enhance in-person visits. Such expectaIon has placed pressures on museums, which have 
yet to invest in a robust digital infrastructure, to budget and plan for full parIcipaIon in the online space. 

8.24 At a more general level in the digital sphere, the development of Web3 – a decentralised internet built 
on blockchain technologies, user ownership of data, open-source soRware code and immersive experi-
ences – represents the most profound technological change. From an arts and culture perspecIve, the 
emergence of Web3 has potenIal implicaIons for public engagement acIviIes; digital collecIng and valua-
Ions; the circulaIon of artefacts and other materials between insItuIons. It is enIrely plausible that an 
individual, two friends or a group of strangers from around the physical world, with a shared interest, could 
aJend a totally immersive exhibiIon, performance, lecture or event hosted by a museum in the metaverse. 
Equally, the metaverse would ostensibly support sectoral innovaIon through closer collaboraIon, regard-
less of geographies. ArIficial Intelligence (AI) has emerged as both a challenge and an opportunity for the 
creaIve and cultural spaces. 

8.25 With digital opportuniIes for museums, new threats and risks arise, including the rise of cyber-aJacks. 
Finding suitably qualified staff from a secIon of the labour market that conInues to be in high demand 
(and expensive) is challenging for the cultural sector, more generally. 

9. Recent Events 

9.1 A number of our interlocutors wished to refer to recent difficulIes affecIng the governance and man-
agement of AC at the highest levels. These maJers are in the public domain and are referenced by AW in a 
note on AC’s 2020/21 financial statements which includes a reference to the Auditor General having a 
“watching brief” in relaIon to our review. Our review has been carried out concurrently with formal pro-
cesses which have now concluded. Public announcements have been made that the former President leR 
on 31 December 2022 and the Director General (DG) leR in April 2023. There is now a significant opportu-
nity for AC to put recent perturbaIons behind it and move forward under new leadership. 

9.2 Our remit includes governance, effecIveness and relaIonships so recent events were relevant to our 
work. However, we have been careful not to interfere with, compromise, nor undermine formal processes. 
They needed to run their course without unhelpful comment or interference on our part. Some people 
have told us they think the Iming of our review is unfortunate given the issues; others felt a review was 
overdue. We took the view that we had a duty to discharge our remit. Given that the review was commis-
sioned to coincide with recent events, it is inevitable that these were to the forefront of the minds of many 
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of our interviewees. It is therefore important that we bear witness to deep concerns expressed to us, while 
recognising that AC is now determined to move forward and put recent events behind it. 

9.3 Our contribuIon is to idenIfy lessons learned and put forward ways and means of dealing with such 
crises, through policies and procedures. This has required us to review the framework under which AC op-
erates, and in parIcular the respecIve roles of trustees, ministers, officials, the Charity Commission and 
AW, as well as those of AccounIng Officer (AO) and AddiIonal AccounIng Officer (AAO). Whenever there 
are irreconcilable differences at the very top of organisaIons, disrupIon and uncertainty are inevitable, but 
we hope that our proposals on dispute resoluIon and related protocols and guidance, if adopted, will pro-
vide miIgaIon in the event of similar circumstances arising in the future. Our remit confines us to AC but 
we have draRed our proposals in such a way that they could have applicaIon more widely. 
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10. AC Governance 

Preamble 
10.1 Sound governance is at the heart of public confidence and organisaIonal success, underpinned by the 
Seven Principles of Public Life (the Nolan Principles) which have stood the test of Ime since Lord Nolan de-
vised them in 1995: 
• Selflessness 
• Integrity 
• ObjecIvity 
• Accountability 
• Openness 
• Honesty 
• Leadership 

10.2 All holders of public office are expected to abide by these principles and an understanding of them is a 
pre-requisite for appointment as an AC trustee. The principles are enshrined in Managing Welsh Public 
Money [Managing Welsh Public Money (gov.wales)], a seminal document which sets out the main princi-
ples for handling public funds with probity and in the public interest. Our governance proposals are intend-
ed to be fully consistent with Managing Welsh Pubic Money, as well as with the Nolan Principles, the Chari-
ty Guidance Code for Larger ChariIes and the Clore Leadership Governance Guide for the cultural sector 
[Charity Governance Code / The Clore Leadership Programme]. 

10.3 What might be described as the three legs of the AC governance stool comprise the trustees, the SET 
and the PT. Each leg must be stable for the stool to be stable. This not only means each component having 
a clear understanding of their own role but also understanding and respecIng the roles of the others. 

10.4 AC has published a comprehensive and lengthy Corporate Governance and Standards Framework, to 
which are appended documents such as the Royal Charter, the Statutes and the WG Framework. It is valu-
able to have such documents available to be read and referenced by all trustees and senior execuIves of 
AC. We recognise that care has been taken in the document to arIculate principles that set out the way 
such an important insItuIon is governed. However, the present document is unwieldy and repeIIve. It 
would be more valuable if it were clearer and more robust. We realise that there is always a potenIal gap 
between saying something and doing it in pracIce, but AC would be well-served by having a revised and 
simplified Framework as its lodestone. 

RecommendaDon 2: that AC prepares a revised, modernised and simplified Corporate Governance and 
Standards Code of PracDce. 

Panel experience and focus 
10.5 As a panel, we have wide experience, execuIvely and non-execuIvely, of corporate governance in a 
number of se_ngs and jurisdicIons including Wales, England, and Ireland, the NHS, public service, cultural 
organisaIons, charitable bodies, further and higher educaIon, the private sector and local government. 
Panel members have carried out numerous governance reviews, so we feel well placed to provide advice. 
We have the benefit of access to a wide range of views and professional advice. Corporate governance has 
been, by far, the most pressing issue raised with us by AC and WG interviewees, so we make no apology for 
devoIng a significant part of our review to it. 

10.6 Notwithstanding the ability, experience and commitment of trustees and senior execuIves, gover-
nance processes and structures fractured under intolerable pressure during much of 2021/22. This led us, 
having listened carefully to the concerns of some interviewees and stakeholders, to conclude that signifi-
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cant reform to the corporate governance of AC is required. Bad cases do not make good law, so we have 
tried to look beyond recent events (while learning lessons from them) to propose a robust, proporIonate 
governance culture and structure which has the resilience to deal with the unexpected. But we also want to 
avoid over-reacIon to recent events which were, in our experience, unprecedented, and therefore rare and 
unusual. We also wish to reassure stakeholders and funders that we are confident that exemplary gover-
nance can be recovered within a year or so if the measures we propose are implemented in a Imely man-
ner. This is partly why we have focused on reforms that do not require significant consItuIonal or organisa-
Ional change. We should also record that, throughout the perturbaIons, AC conInued to funcIon (at high 
personal cost in some cases), to serve its communiIes and support its staff, as it did during the pandemic. 

10.7 In considering these issues of governance we asked ourselves the following quesIons: 
• What is the hierarchy of the various consItuIonal provisions? 
• Are they likely to change? 
• Are they mutually compaIble and, if not, can the incompaIbility be overcome, if not always techni-

cally, then through informal and formal dispute resoluIon processes? 
• Are the arrangements capable of simplificaIon? 
• What should future arrangements look like? 

Royal Charter 
10.8 As noted above, AC was incorporated by Royal Charter in 1907 (as was the NaIonal Library) [Royal 
Charter (museum.wales)]. Supplemental Charters were granted in 1911,1990 and 2007. The granIng of a 
Royal Charter is generally regarded as the highest form of incorporaIon, partly due to its presIge as a giR 
from the Sovereign, partly because only important organisaIons are granted Royal Charters, and also be-
cause the Charter and accompanying Statutes mean that chartered corporaIons can do anything a real, 
legal person can do within the law. This independence is constrained, however: a body with a Royal Charter 
cannot do things that are incompaIble with its funcIons under the Charter, and it is further constrained 
where public money is concerned. AC cannot, for example, borrow or lend money without WG approval. 
Royal Charters are generally granted in perpetuity, although a notable excepIon is that of the BBC, which is 
renewed every ten years by the Westminster Parliament with a legally binding accompanying Framework 
Agreement. 

10.9 The purpose of AC is defined in its Charter as follows: 
“THE ADVANCEMENT OF THE EDUCATION OF THE PUBLIC: (I) PRIMARILY, BY THE COMPREHENSIVE 
REPRESENTATION OF SCIENCE, ART, INDUSTRY, HISTORY AND CULTURE OF, OR RELEVANT TO, 
WALES, AND (II) GENERALLY, BY THE COLLECTION, RECORDING, PRESERVATION, ELUCIDATION AND 
PRESENTATION OF OBJECTS AND THINGS AND ASSOCIATED KNOWLEDGE, WHETHER CONNECTED 
OR NOT WITH WALES, WHICH ARE CALCULATED TO FURTHER THE ENHANCEMENT OF UNDER-
STANDING AND THE PROMOTION OF RESEARCH.” 

10.10 A number of Charter provisions are of interest to our review since they indicate the wide discreIon 
the trustees have to make changes to their governance without seeking Charter amendments from the 
Privy Council. These include: 

ArIcle 6 
(i)The Trustees are clearly the governing body with a wide range of powers; 
(ii) there can be no fewer than 10 nor more than 17 Trustees; 
(iii) the officers are the President, Vice-President and Treasurer but the Trustees can vary these I-
tles; [note: in pracIce in consultaIon with WG] 
(vi) Trustees may be paid subject to prior Charity Commission approval. 
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ArIcle 7 Trustees appoint and remove the CEO (i.e. DG). The DG has a general responsibility for 
management and administraIon on behalf of the Trustees. 

ArIcle 11 The Charter can be surrendered by a majority vote of 75% of Trustees present and voIng 
(being an absolute majority of the whole number of Trustees). 

10.11 The Statutes set out powers and processes in more detail than the Charter. Some Statute provisions 
include (numbers/leJers refer to the various Statutes): 

2 (2) (a) Welsh Ministers appoint the President/Vice-President in consultaIon with the Trustees. 
(b) Trustees appoint the Treasurer in consultaIon with Welsh Ministers but only if Trustees want 

to appoint. 
(c)(d) Officers serve no more than two terms of four years and no more than 12 consecuIvely as a 

Trustee. [In pracIce this is limited to ten years by the Charity Commission and WG’s policy is no 
more than two four year terms.] 
2 (6). If Welsh Ministers do not appoint a President/Vice-President they have to appoint a Chair/ 
Vice-Chair. 
3. Welsh Ministers appoint up to nine Trustees in consultaIon with the Trustees; Trustees appoint 
up to seven. 
4. (1) President or five Trustees can require the DG to call a special meeIng. 

(3) Quorum for meeIngs is five including an Officer. 

10.12 While technically possible, it is vanishingly unlikely that the trustees would surrender a Royal Charter, 
so we regard it as a given. Charters and Statutes can be changed by peIIoning the Privy Council, providing 
details of proposed changes, consultaIon on the changes and their raIonale. The Privy Council Office 
would, we understand, consult WG prior to placing the changes before the Lord President of the Council. 
The process is Ime-consuming but possible. In pracIce, chartered bodies tend to “save up” changes to 
avoid repeated peIIons to the Privy Council. The ChariIes Act 2023 permits chartered chariIes to make 
certain changes to Charter and Statutes but they must follow any process set out in their charters if there is 
one. In AC’s case a peIIon to the Privy Council would sIll be required since it is a Charter requirement. Our 
proposals have been designed to operate within the exisIng Charter and Statutes since, in our view, they 
provide sufficient flexibility to do so and because we are anxious to produce proposals which can be im-
plemented quickly. 

10.13 There are plenty of examples of chartered bodies receiving public funds and reconciling their chari-
table purposes with the requirements of public accountability. Examples in Wales include the NaIonal Li-
brary and universiIes such as Aberystwyth, Bangor, Cardiff and Swansea. We further note that a senior of-
ficial of WG is conducIng a review of Welsh public bodies with Royal Charters. We have spoken with him and 
believe our approach is consistent with his. 

RecommendaDon 3: that, consistent with the recommendaDons of the tailored review of the NaDonal 
Library of Wales and the review of Chartered Bodies, AC should conDnue to be incorporated by Royal 
Charter. 

Charitable status 
10.14 AC is a registered charity (no 525774) and therefore governed by charity law and regulated by the 
Charity Commission (some museums in England are exempt chariIes and regulated differently). It is gov-
erned by Royal Charter and will remain a charity unIl such Ime as the Charter is revoked, amended or ad-
ded to in such a way as to render it no longer a charity. When an organisaIon meets the definiIon of a 
charity and also meets the requirement to register as set out in part 4 of the ChariIes Act 2011, it must do 
so. ThereaRer it must remain registered unIl such Ime as it is dissolved or no longer meets the registraIon 
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requirement. The Senedd has no power to amend the law of chariIes because that is reserved to the 
Westminster Parliament. It is, however, theoreIcally possible for the Senedd to legislate to alter the legal 
status of AC in a way that might result in it losing its charitable status. We have been given no evidence that 
it would be desirable for AC to cease to be a charity, and we see no case for the removal of this status, es-
pecially in the absence of other clear governance rules. On the contrary, we believe that it is important that 
AC remains a charity. We note that the NaIonal Library Tailored Review arrived at a similar conclusion to us 
in relaIon to the status of the NaIonal Library. 

10.15 Charitable status brings tax benefits; capacity to fundraise through charitable donaIons; as well as 
ensuring the independence of the trust that administers the charity. Trustees' overriding duty, regardless of 
whom they are appointed by, is to follow the objects of the charity and to act in its best interests - any oth-
er obligaIons, including obligaIons to WG as its principal funder in AC’s case are important, but secondary. 

10.16 There is potenIal for tension between the duIes of the trustees to advance their charitable objects 
and WG requirements. If such tension were to exist, it is clear from the governance documents we have 
seen that all parIes are aware that trustees’ duIes are to the charity. However, both trustees and WG are 
united in wanIng AC to succeed, and with WG providing 80% of AC’s funding, it is incumbent upon trustees 
to resolve any tensions iniIally through discussion and, should informal routes fail, through formal pro-
cesses. 

10.17 We have been pleased to note the current congruence between the WG Programme for Govern-
ment, AC’s remit leJer from WG and AC’s 2030 strategy. We have noted some interest in AC being placed 
on a statutory fooIng similar to that of museums in England. Such a major change would require strong 
jusIficaIon, the introducIon of legislaIon, significant disrupIon and a possible threat to the charitable 
status of AC. Given that legislaIon is even more inflexible than a Royal Charter we are unconvinced that 
such a change is necessary nor desirable. 

RecommendaDon 4: that AC remain a registered charity, exisDng for the public benefit. 

10.18 Although tailored reviews are not audits, we have noIced that, in certain respects, AC is not compli-
ant with the Governance Code for Larger ChariIes. The Code recommends that every charity should exam-
ine its compliance with the Code and should then either adopt the Code or explain why it is not doing so. 
This should be done by AC. 

RecommendaDon 5: that AC should prepare a schedule of compliance with the Governance Code for 
Larger ChariDes and that, where AC is not compliant, an appropriate explanaDon be provided in its An-
nual Report. 

Well-being of Future Genera7ons (Wales) Act 2015 
10.19 AC is one of the 44 public bodies that are required to meet the requirements of the Well-being of 
Future GeneraIons (Wales) Act 2015. As a result, AC is required to set well-being objecIves designed to 
maximise its contribuIon to the well-being goals set out in the Act and adopt its five ways of working – 
based on looking at the long-term, on prevenIon, on an integrated approach, on collaboraIon and on in-
volvement. The Act is audited by AW which undertook an examinaIon of AC’s engagement acIviIes in 
2019 and found that “AC has demonstrated commitment to the Well-being of Future GeneraIons Act and 
has applied the Sustainable Development Principle to some engagement acIviIes but it recognises that it 
could more proacIvely apply and embed the five ways of working throughout its engagement programme.” 
[WFG: AC's engagement acIviIes (audit.wales)] We understand that AW has recently announced that it will 
again examine AC’s compliance with aspects of the Act in 2023, together with other culture bodies. 
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10.20 During our work we have idenIfied a number of posiIve examples of how AC is delivering the Act. 
However, comments from some indicated that AC could do more to engage with Public Services Boards, 
which funcIon at a Local Authority level, and this may provide an opportunity for AC to influence Local 
Well-being Plans and develop partnerships with Local AuthoriIes, Health Boards, Public Health Wales, Na-
Ional Park AuthoriIes and other public bodies at a local and naIonal level. Where possible (in keeping 
with principle of proporIonality) we have placed reliance on the work of third parIes rather than re-in-
venIng the wheel and seeking assurance ourselves. We are happy to take assurance from the work of AW 
so far as compliance with the Well-being of Future GeneraIons Act is concerned. 

The Framework Document 
10.21 As previously noted, we understand that the Framework Document (Annex 6) has been under review 
with a view to aligning it with the 2017 Delivering Together report by Julia Douch and David Rosser and 
sub-Itled “Strengthening the Welsh Government’s Sponsorship of Arm’s-length Bodies”. We are informed, 
however, that full implementaIon of this report has been delayed by the pandemic and a lower than anIc-
ipated transfer of staff to the PBU – staff needed to enable it to meet the enhanced role and responsibiliIes 
envisaged in the report. Delivering Together strikes us as a thoughuul and pragmaIc analysis which stands 
up well five years later. We accept that it may have been somewhat overtaken by events and resource con-
straints, but we believe its principles are sound in terms of mature relaIonships, culture, mutual respect 
and trust, especially since partnership, senior engagement, training and development are at the core of the 
proposals. [Table of recommendaIons - Delivering Together report | GOV.WALES] We have been given ac-
cess to the draR of a revised Framework Agreement since the current one is outdated and our advice has 
been sought. The revised draR will, in our view, require considerable updaIng to become a Partnership 
Agreement. While we remain in being as a panel, we stand ready to comment if required as the draRing 
progresses. 

10.22 The current Framework Document and the Remit LePer [Remit leJer | Museum Wales] are the main 
oversight tools between AC and WG. The current Framework Document is a mix of sensible principles and 
detailed prescripIon. The laJer does not always sit lightly with the principles. At the outset, the document 
clearly states that conflict between it and AC’s status as a Charter body and Registered Charity is possible 
and that, in such cases, charity law and the Charter take precedence. This would be the case whether or 
not the document says so, but it is useful to have it clearly stated. The Framework is therefore lower in the 
hierarchy of governance. The independence of chariIes from the state is also emphasised; there is a wel-
come acknowledgement that AC should be given as much flexibility as possible and that remit leJers 
should be no more prescripIve than necessary. AC is responsible for developing its own strategy, and the 
trustees are responsible for overseeing its implementaIon. 

10.23 As stated, it is useful that the strategic objecIves of AC, in its new corporate strategy, align with Gov-
ernment objecIves across a number of important areas. However, such strategic alignment might not al-
ways be possible and, as an independent body, AC must be the author of its own strategy, taking into ac-
count, of course, the interests of all of its stakeholders, from community to statutory funders. We consider 
strategy formulaIon and implementaIon below. The Framework Document goes on to recognise the ex-
perIse of AC, and effecIve communicaIon and collaboraIon is specified. The trustees are idenIfied as 
having the primary governance and internal control responsibility, with the sponsorship team (as the PT 
was then called) focusing on delivery, outcomes and relaIonships with WG. There are helpful provisions on 
the need for proporIonate, risk-based regulaIon alongside the recogniIon that WG might someImes need 
to intervene “with a stronger grip”. The need to set out clear roles and expectaIons for the various actors is 
stated. The remainder of the document sets out detailed arrangements for governance and accountability, 
management arrangements, financial arrangements and responsibiliIes. 
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10.24 We suggest that it is now Ime for a new Partnership Agreement to be drawn up to replace the 
Framework Agreement (a term now more commonly associated with public procurement). This would re-
flect the move in WG from “sponsorship” to “partnership” teams. If the designaIon is to be more than 
window dressing it needs to be underpinned by new, formalised, partnership working arrangements. Such 
an agreement might have applicability for other arm’s length bodies, although that would be out of scope 
for us. The new agreement would be drawn up through triparIte discussion between the PT, PBU and AC, 
drawing on the Delivering Together analysis. Some of the guiding principles for such a document might be: 
• Respect for AC’s independence as a chartered body, charity and fulcrum insItuIon in Wales. 
• ApplicaIon of Agreement to be confined to public funding, not funds raised elsewhere by AC. 
• Focus on impact rather than inputs and process. 
• Strategic level engagement. 
• Clarity on what happens if things go wrong, including processes and procedures, roles and responsibili-

Ies, contractual obligaIons and role descripIons (see Dispute ResoluIon processes below for more de-
tail). 

• ProporIonate risk-based regulaIon aligned to performance. 
• Regular engagement at official level with the chair and CE and 1:1 engagement at least six monthly be-

tween the relevant Minister or Deputy Minister and the chair 
• An annual ministerial visit to the board, taking the opportunity to meet staff and view faciliIes at the site 

where the trustees are meeIng (we believe this would liR morale and send a strong signal of the value 
WG places on AC). 

• Avoidance of requests for informaIon which would not otherwise be useful to AC or where the cost of 
producIon outweighs the benefit. 

• Avoidance of micro-management e.g. in staffing levels or terms and condiIons, provided costs are con-
tained within agreed parameters and there are no wider implicaIons for WG. 

• Clarity on reporIng to WG, including frequency; to whom; on what acIviIes; and in what format on 
progress with delivering the operaIng plan to achieve WG expectaIons. 

• An onus on AC to provide concise, Imely and relevant high-level reports RAG rated (i.e. red, amber or 
green). 

• Encouragement through incenIves for AC to diversify its income streams, for example: 
- a guarantee that grant-in-aid would not reduce as a direct result of successful non-exchequer in-

come generaIon; 
- support for business plans e.g. through capital investment with, should WG require it, a return to 

WG as well as AC; 
- flexibility on charging for addiIonal offerings across all of the museum sites while preserving the 

principle of free admission;# 
- a common understanding of the definiIon of a ‘free museum’ across AC and WG; and consideraIon 

whether the concept of a ‘free museum’ is the best approach to reaching communiIes who are ex-
cluded and face ‘threshold fear’ when it comes to engagement with AC’s sites;# 

- matched funding up to pre-determined limits where, for example, WG could encourage phil-
anthropic giving through a matching or at least supporIng contribuIon. 

10.25 The Partnership Agreement should be reviewed regularly by the PT, AC and PBU and, in any case, at 
least quinquennially. It will inevitably be a formal document in the sense that it has to incorporate the rele-
vant provisions of Managing Welsh Public Money but, at its heart, it should be seen as underpinning a gen-
uine commitment to work together. This would include mutual obligaIons to be open, candid and respect-
ful and a commitment to avoiding surprises and doing things with rather than to each other. 

RecommendaDon 6: that a Partnership Agreement, as outlined above, be drawn up, in consultaDon 
among PT, PBU and AC and implemented as soon as pracDcable to replace the Framework Agreement. 
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Remit LeUer 
10.26 AC’s Term of Government Remit LeJer 2021-26 was issued by the Deputy Minister on 22 December 
2021. We have received some comments that remit leJers are too long, someImes issued too late and are 
not focused enough on museum-specific issues. The leJer was issued a month late but is courteous and 
only two pages long. Its concluding paragraphs encapsulate for us the healthy relaIonship between WG 
and AC towards which all should strive: 

10.27 “Your charitable and Royal Charter status and the need for Amgueddfa Cymru to act independently 
on a day-to-day basis is clear, and it is my inten;on that our rela;onship will con;nue to be based on mutu-
al trust and respect, and on open and honest communica;on. Amgueddfa Cymru should not just reflect con-
temporary Wales but be at the heart of it. There is much to do, but I am convinced that my porSolio can 
make a posi;ve and las;ng difference to people’s lives. I look forward to working with you to achieve this”. 

10.28 The nine-page Annex to the leJer sets out expectaIons very clearly and provides overall strategic 
context. On the posiIve side, the programme of work set out for AC is undoubtedly transformaIonal, both 
for the insItuIon and the people of Wales. It goes well beyond what many people might think of as the 
tradiIonal model of a museum, to acquire, to keep, to curate, to interpret, to educate, into nothing less 
than the transformaIon of Welsh society to one that is fairer, greener, beJer educated, less dependent and 
healthier. On the negaIve side, it is certainly the case that the aspiraIons contained in the Annex are rather 
general and vague, even panglossian. AC, through its strategy, has aJempted to embrace the aspiraIon 
whilst adhering to its charitable purpose. The challenge now will be delivery, accompanied by the neces-
sary investment, at a Ime of increasing economic headwinds. 

One public service 
10.29 We are conscious of the First Minister’s ambiIon to create “one public service” for Wales. No doubt 
other public bodies have been given similar marching orders to those of AC. Taken together, this may have 
the potenIal to create a powerful, integrated engine for change. Public leaders in Wales have commented, 
in the past, that the members of public bodies, harnessed together in a common purpose, provide an un-
der-uIlised resource of commitment, wisdom, experIse and experience. The Public Leaders’ Forum is a 
manifestaIon of this. The principles set out in the aptly named Delivering Together are an opportunity to 
make the whole greater than the sum of the parts. 

10.30 In the context of “one public service” a number of interviewees pointed out that AC’s work and strat-
egy encompasses more WG divisions and directorates than Culture, Sport and Tourism where it is located 
within the Directorate of Economy, Treasury and ConsItuIon, but that it is not always straighuorward for 
AC to interact with parts of WG outside its home Directorate. Clearly, it cannot be a free for all, but we be-
lieve ways and means should be devised to enable pan-Wales organisaIons, such as AC to be able to seam-
lessly access all areas across WG. EducaIon, research, health and climate change, for examples, are all im-
portant areas where AC has a contribuIon to make. 

10.31 We suggest that a dedicated relaIonship manager is idenIfied whose role includes acIng as an “ac-
count manager” for AC to help guide it through the labyrinth, open doors and generally facilitate AC’s con-
tribuIon to the wider WG, while respecIng its role in relaIon to its PT. Our aJenIon has also been drawn 
to the arrangement with the Development Bank for Wales whereby a lead manager coordinates those with 
a policy interest to engage with the Bank. It would clearly be unrealisIc for each cultural body in Wales to 
have its own relaIonship manager but the idenIficaIon of an official to act as a conduit for cultural organi-
saIons to interface with WG, as necessary, beyond the PT remit might prove to be an efficient use of scarce 
resources. Whatever process is decided to facilitate AC’s access across WG, the PT clearly has a criIcal role, 
not only in terms of oversight but also in enabling AC to access officials in the wider WG. 
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RecommendaDon 7: that WG supports the principle of easy access for AC to all parts of WG to which it 
can contribute and facilitates it either through a designated official or via some other appropriate inter-
venDon. 

The trustees 
10.32 We had conversaIons with all current trustees, one recently reIred trustee and with the two-imme-
diate past presidents. The conversaIons have largely informed our consideraIons on maJers relaIng to 
the trustee body. 

Size of the trustee body 
10.33 It has been put to us by a number of interviewees that the trustee body is too large. The Clore Lead-
ership OrganisaIon has thirteen trustees but recommends boards of 5-12 members in its Code. Para 5.6.2 
of the Charity Governance Code [Charity Governance Code] states (in relaIon to larger chariIes: “A board 
of at least five but no more than twelve trustees is typically considered good prac;ce”.) As noted above, Ar-
Icle 7 of the AC Charter states there can be no fewer than 10 nor more than 17 Trustees. 

10.34 Although it is part of WG rather than a separate charitable trust, a comparison has been made with 
Cadw, the body responsible for safeguarding Wales’ historic environment. Cadw has a board of six mem-
bers, including a non-execuIve Chair and three other non-execuIve directors, together with two senior ex-
ecuIve directors. Cadw is regarded by some as more fleet of foot and commercially minded and its gover-
nance model is felt to be one that could be replicated by AC. This would require Charter and Statute 
changes and might threaten charitable status if paid execuIves were to be trustees. However, we do 
recognise that small execuIve / non-execuIve boards are a tried and tested model in the corporate sector 
and the NHS, and undoubtedly have merit. Such unitary boards are not without their supporters among 
those we consulted, not least because senior execuIves are directors rather than the bifurcaIon on chari-
table boards between trustees who comprise the board and the paid execuIves. There are examples of 
chartered bodies, for example the BBC and universiIes which have unitary boards. Chartered universiIes 
have charitable status with governing bodies that include non-execuIve, senior execuIve, staff and student 
membership. While it would not be permissible under the current Charter for AC’s board to be unitary, the 
possibility could be kept open for consideraIon in any future Charter review. 

10.35 A number of trustees are nearing the end of their periods of office so there could be scope, in consul-
taIon with WG, to reduce trustee numbers, if necessary, through natural wastage. However, demands on 
trustees are not likely to reduce in the short term. For example, we set out below some thoughts on the 
commiJee structure of AC, including the introducIon of more commiJees. We suggest a significantly lower 
number of trustees would struggle to cover the necessary skills and experIse; encourage diversity; provide 
cover for absences; populate commiJees; and do all the things required of trustees who are, apart from 
the chair, currently volunteers. A number of interviewees have suggested that non-trustees with specific 
experIse could be co-opted onto various commiJees to supplement for skills gaps, and we agree with this 
(see p.44-46). However, trustees have responsibiliIes that co-opted members cannot have. 

10.36 At the current Ime we would counsel cauIon in relaIon to the size of the trustee body. AC is not un-
usual, across the museum sector, in its trustee numbers, as the comparators below indicate. Indeed, di-
verse board-level experIse is oRen required in museum leadership, balancing responsibiliIes around public 
access, collecIons care, income generaIon and governance. This might not be achieved with a smaller 
number of trustees. AddiIonally, bigger boards have capacity to address diversity and regionality dispari-
Ies. 

• NaIonal Museum of Ireland 16 
• NaIonal Museums Scotland 13 
• NaIonal Museums NI 15 
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• NaIonal Museums Liverpool 14 
• BriIsh Museum 21 
• NaIonal Library of Wales 14 

10.37 Given that flexibility already exists in trustee numbers, over Ime, our advice is that, while AC works 
through a significant period of change, the balance of risk favours retaining exisIng trustees at least unIl 
their periods of office expire. Rather than trustee numbers per se, at this Ime we think the emphasis 
should be on reforms to the appointment process as we set out below. Once WG and AC processes are 
harmonised and a skills, experience and diversity matrix has been developed, it would then be Imely, with 
a new Chair and Chief ExecuIve in post, to review the size and shape of the Board. 

RecommendaDon 8: that, in the short term, priority be given to harmonising appointment processes and 
building a robust, diverse skills and experience matrix to guide board recruitment rather than an early 
reducDon in trustee numbers. 

RecommendaDon 9: that, in the medium to longer term, a proporDonate board size is maintained, re-
flecDng the broad range of skills required, diversity imperaDves and other essenDal board characterisDcs 
and competencies.  To this end (and consistent with board numbers on other WGSBs), board member-
ship should not fall below 12 to 14 members. 

Who should appoint trustees? 
10.38 As noted above, WG appoints up to nine trustees and AC seven. In other jurisdicIons it is more usual 
for government to appoint all trustees. However, as long as appointment processes are harmonised, with a 
common purpose of building a diverse, skilled and experienced board, we see some merit in maintaining 
the current arrangement. Some interviewees felt WG should appoint every trustee and some felt that AC 
should. All the trustees who commented on the maJer were clear that, in pracIce, the appoinIng body 
was immaterial as, once appointed, all trustees are legally bound to owe a fiduciary duty to AC as a charity. 
Not all trustees were clear whether they were WG or AC appointed and we found no evidence of trustees 
being influenced by which body appointed them. We conclude that the appoinIng arrangements have an 
elegant symmetry, and that it is right for the elected WG to appoint the Chair/Vice-Chair and a small major-
ity of trustees given the importance of AC to the people of Wales and the public funding involved. We do 
not see a compelling enough case to seek Charter/Statute changes and therefore do not propose any 
change in the current balance of appointments. The key consideraIon, rather than the appoinIng authori-
ty, is that appoinIng arrangements are coordinated with a view to making the best possible appointments 
with a clear vision of the duty of stewardship to AC. 

RecommendaDon 10: that the current balance of trustee appointments between WG and AC should con-
Dnue to be the case. 

How should trustees be appointed? 
10.39 Depending upon whether a vacancy is an AC or WG one, trustees are appointed via two different sys-
tems. WG applicants are public appointments made by the Deputy Minister on advice from an appoint-
ments panel following public adverIsement. The panel includes an AC representaIve (normally in the past 
the President), an independent panel member and is chaired by a senior official. The chair/vice-chair panel 
includes a Senior Independent Panel Member. Following interviews, the panel submits a list of appointable 
candidates to the Deputy Minister, who makes the appointment. Applicants submit an applicaIon form, 
against a job and person specificaIon set out in advance. AC has the opportunity to influence the contents 
of the specificaIon. ApplicaIons are encouraged from less well represented groups and communiIes. 
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10.40 The AC process is similar and carried out in consultaIon with WG. AC has an Appointments and Re-
muneraIon CommiJee (see commiJee secIon p.43-46) but we found liJle evidence that it has acIvely 
sought to make appointments in accordance with an inclusive skills and experience matrix. Indeed, the 
CommiJee seems rarely to meet, although we note that AC has appointed an experienced new chair to 
lead the invigoraIon of the CommiJee. Given that AC is represented on appointment panels for WG 
trustee appointments it would be in the spirit of partnership for a WG official to sit on AC trustee appoint-
ment panels. 

10.41 We understand the board recognises the need for more diversity within its membership. This begins 
by collecIng data on the board’s diversity which can be shared and reviewed internally. We make sug-
gesIons later on how the board can improve its diversity. 

10.42 We would not assume to assign characterisIcs to board members without seeing data but, from our 
observaIons, there is a good balance between the two most common genders (male and female) and 
some further evidence of representaIon from people with protected characterisIcs. Like many boards, 
however, the trustees are not always representaIve of the communiIes they serve. 

10.43 The key players in trustee appointments are the PT, PBU and AC. It is therefore important that they 
work together to create a board which reflects the people of Wales in all their diversity, in terms of pro-
tected characterisIcs, linguisIc ability, geographical distribuIon and diversity of thought. Diverse boards 
avoid group think, are less likely to make category errors and provide role models since “you have to see it 
to be it”. To avoid boards enIrely composed of “usual suspects” from similar backgrounds who already 
have extensive board experience, it is important that credit be given to “lived experience” to bring a differ-
ent perspecIve and leaven the mix on the board. We noted with approval some recent trustee appoint-
ments from refreshingly different backgrounds. 

10.44 We have appended a check list to guide the nominaIons process in building a more diverse board 
(Annex 7). It is essenIal to work from a skills, experience and diversity matrix and to pay aJenIon to lived 
experience as well as formal qualificaIons. This enables nominaIons commiJees to idenIfy gaps in the 
skills and experience required on the board as well as diversity deficits. IntervenIons such as board “not 
quite ready” preparaIon courses (as used by PBU), board apprenIceships schemes, shadowing and build-
ing experience through co-optaIon to commiJees are all important aspects of building diverse boards, 

10.45 Some interviewees felt that WG processes lacked transparency and that it would be preferable for 
panels to be chaired by the independent panel member referred to in 10.39 above rather than a senior PT 
official. We agree with this (although we appreciate the ramificaIons for other public appointments be-
yond our remit) as a protecIon for officials from any accusaIon of bias, and to emphasise the importance 
of the independent presence safeguarding the public interest. In doing so we emphasise that the role of 
the independent panel member would simply be to chair the panel. Officials would sIll be members to re-
flect ministerial prioriIes and provide divisional and poruolio insights to the panel. The only change would 
be that the independent panel member would be in the chair in addiIon to being a member. For the 
avoidance of any doubt, decisions on appointments would conInue to be made by the Deputy Minister. 

RecommendaDon 11: that WG appoinDng panels for AC trustees, including chair and vice-chair, be 
chaired by an independent panel member (or Senior Independent Panel Member in the case of chair/ 
vice-chair), that a WG official sit on AC trustee appointment panels and that appointment processes be-
tween WG and AC be harmonised as far as possible, including the use of a co-created and shared skills, 
experience and diversity matrix. 

How should trustees be rewarded? 
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10.46 The quesIon of trustee compensaIon/remuneraIon arose repeatedly during our conversaIons. 
Some felt that it was right for the chair to be remunerated; others disagreed. There were differing views as 
to the level of remuneraIon, with the point being made that the level should not imply a significant execu-
Ive role, but should be set at a level to aJract a strong field. Others felt that the presIge of the role would 
in itself aJract a strong field and remuneraIon should be reserved to promote diversity and compensate 
those who required their Ime to be remunerated. 

10.47 There were two camps among those favouring remuneraIon. Some felt that all trustees should be 
remunerated for reasons of equity and avoiding assumpIons that trustees could afford to donate their 
Ime. However, the majority view is that charitable trustees should not be automaIcally remunerated, but 
that remuneraIon should be available to encourage applicaIons from members of groups under-repre-
sented for financial reasons, to support childcare or other specific costs and to compensate employers to 
release staff of working age. 

10.48 We understand that the new chair will be remunerated on a per diem basis and that WG policy would 
currently preclude targeted remuneraIon depending on the needs of the successful candidate. Given that 
resources are limited, we believe a debate on whether targeted, rather than general remuneraIon, would 
be desirable, as a means to encourage a more diverse range of applicants. However, we accept that such a 
debate would come too late to affect the current recruitment as the posts of chair and vice-chair are about 
to be filled. The current Ime commitment for the chair is esImated to be two days a week. This could be 
reviewed in the light of experience given that the role is non-execuIve, but we appreciate that AC is a 
complex organisaIon and that there is much for the new chair to do, not least in the light of this report. 
However, it is not the role of the chair to manage the process of change operaIonally. The role of the chair 
is more high level and strategic, providing leadership to the board and holding the chief execuIve to ac-
count. 

10.49 PracIce across WGSBs varies with some boards being remunerated and others not. At the Higher Ed-
ucaIon Funding Council for Wales (which is not a charity) for example, the chair is remunerated at about 
£25k pa and the council members at around £5k. Trustees of Sport Wales and the Royal Commission on the 
Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales (RCAHM) are remunerated. Our aJenIon has also been drawn 
to legal and operaIonal hurdles in relaIon to targeted remuneraIon as a posiIve acIon measure under 
the Equality Act 2010. Our purpose in raising the issue is to reflect comments from our interviewees and to 
emphasise that remuneraIon, while not a moIvator for many charitable trustees, makes it pracIcally pos-
sible for many from less advantaged backgrounds even to consider the possibility of applying to become a 
trustee. 

10.50 The concept of unripe Ime is always present in relaIon to remuneraIng charitable trustees. Remu-
neraIon is the excepIon rather than the rule and must be enshrined in governing documents and ap-
proved by the Charity Commission. Paid trustees, should they so wish, have the opIon of declining pay-
ment, accepIng it and donaIng it for example to AC as a charity, or paying it to their employer where they 
are employed outside the charity. It is for WG/AC to decide on the remuneraIon policy. Our concern is that 
barriers to the creaIon of a more diverse trusteeship should be removed, as far as possible. 

RecommendaDon 12: that remuneraDon of trustees be supported, subject to Charity Commission ap-
proval, as part of a range of measures to encourage a diverse range of applicaDons for trustee vacancies. 

RecommendaDon 13: that, in line with current WG pracDce, the Dme commitment of the chair should be 
kept under review in the light of experience and that the chair should use the Dme to be high level and 
strategic rather than office-bound. 
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The officers 
10.51 The officers currently comprise the President, Vice-President and the treasurer. As noted above, WG 
appoints the President and Vice-President and AC appoints the treasurer, in consultaIon with each other. 
Officers are appointed for four years with the possibility of re-appointment for a further four provided they 
do not exceed twelve years in total as trustees. The President and Vice-President are ministerial ap-
pointees, not employees, whereas the staff, including the execuIve head, are employed by AC, with a mix-
ture of open ended and fixed term contracts of employment. 

10.52 The appointment of President is a venerable one daIng, like that of the NaIonal Library, to 1907, 
during which Ime only one woman has held the post. However, a number of interviewees have suggested 
change. The Itle of President is unusual; other museums have chairs. The Itle implies execuIve responsi-
biliIes and the appointment of a remunerated President with a two-day a week commitment indicates a 
significant role, which has the unfortunate potenIal to introduce overlap between presidenIal and execu-
Ive head responsibiliIes. 

10.53 We understand that the NaIonal Library has decided to conInue with the Itle President, but we see 
liJle risk that a change of Itle will diminish interest in such a presIgious role at AC. We propose that the 
role is non-execuIve with the job of the chair being to run the board and to perform the other funcIons 
set out in the Large Charity Governance Code, especially to lead the board in se_ng the direcIon and 
strategy of the charity. The role descripIon and remit of the Chair and Vice-Chair should be prepared in 
consultaIon between the PT, PBU and AC and, once agreed, appended to our proposed Partnership 
Agreement. In our interim report we proposed the change of name and were delighted that this was ac-
cepted and acIoned for the current recruitment. We include our recommendaIon here for completeness. 

RecommendaDon 14: that the President Dtle is replaced by that of non-execuDve chair, as permieed in 
the Statutes, and the Vice-President Dtle by that of vice-chair. [already acDoned] 

10.54 The Code also deals with staff/trustee relaIonships, requiring a clear statement of their respecIve 
roles. It provides that the trustee board should support, but also construcIvely challenge, the execuIve – 
and in parIcular its most senior officer. AC’s Corporate Governance Framework (at para 7.4.13) does con-
tain a secIon on relaIonships between trustees and staff, but, while it is unexcepIonable, it is expressed in 
too general terms to be useful. For the future, the relaIonship between chair and execuIve head must be 
based on an unambiguous understanding of their respecIve roles. It is the funcIon of the execuIve head 
to run AC, but they are always answerable to the board and to the chair. The chair would conInue to be the 
main conduit to ministers, and have public-facing accountability requirements, and the chair would, as ap-
propriate, share with the execuIve head the responsibility for being the public face of AC. The chair and 
execuIve head would work closely together, respecIng and understanding each other’s roles and respon-
sibiliIes.  

10.55 A number of trustees feel that the role of treasurer is now old-fashioned and potenIally confusing 
with that of execuIve finance professionals. If there were a Finance CommiJee, it is argued, the chair of 
that commiJee should be the non-execuIve finance lead. Others feel that the role could conInue with the 
treasurer being chair of finance. The treasurer currently chairs the Audit, Risk and Assurance CommiJee. 
This is not appropriate as he is closely involved with the finances of AC and signs the financial statements. 
The chair of audit should be at arm’s length from spending decisions; the finance trustee lead should be 
separate from the audit chair. In the commiJees secIon below we propose the appointment of an inde-
pendent (that is, non-trustee) audit chair. There seems to be a broad consensus, including from the post 
holder, that the role of treasurer be disconInued once the current occupant steps down. 
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RecommendaDon 15: that the post of treasurer be disconDnued once the current post holder demits of-
fice and that the current treasurer should no longer chair nor be a member of the Audit, Risk and Assur-
ance Commieee and that the financial statements in future be signed by the chair rather than the trea-
surer, alongside the AO. 

10.56 In this context we note that, while it has a competent finance team, AC does not have a professional-
ly qualified finance director as required by Managing Welsh Public Money. AC does not have a comprehen-
sive financial strategy. A key role of a finance director would be to develop such a strategy covering the 
whole AC economy. We note that the Chief OperaIng Officer is a qualified accountant but that role has a 
wide range of responsibiliIes beyond finance. We believe that the finance funcIon should be led by a pro-
fessionally qualified and experienced finance director, as would be expected in any large, complex organisa-
Ion and as set out in Annex 4.1 of Managing Welsh Public Money relaIng to Finance Directors. 

RecommendaDon 16: that AC takes steps to appoint a finance director and that an early task of the ap-
pointee be to lead the process of developing a robust financial strategy. 

Chief Execu7ve/Director General 
10.57 At the operaIonal level, the DG (who is not a trustee) leads and directs AC. The new chair of AC will 
have the responsibility of leading the process to fill the vacancy. The chair and appointment panel, working 
closely with WG, will need to ensure that a wide and disInguished field of applicants is aJracted, and that 
the best candidate is appointed. In this context, it is important that the new chief execuIve fully under-
stands the challenges facing AC and has the ability and empathy to work in partnership with others to de-
liver collecIve benefit to the cultural sector in Wales. 

10.58 It is becoming more usual for senior appointments to be made on a fixed term basis to provide an 
opportunity for periodic mutual review. We therefore think it would be sensible for the replacement for the 
current DG to be on a fixed term, renewable basis. We do not specify the length of the fixed term as that 
should be leR to AC, in consultaIon with WG, with a view to aJracIng the highest quality field. A number 
of interviewees suggested this and also suggested that the Itle director general is an outdated one. They 
would prefer “chief execuIve” as set out in the Charter. We concur and henceforth use the term chief ex-
ecuIve (CE) unless the context requires the use of DG. 

RecommendaDon 17: that, for future appointments, the paid head of AC should be enDtled chief execu-
Dve and appointed on a fixed term, renewable basis. [already acDoned] 

Accoun7ng Officer and Addi7onal Accoun7ng Officer 
10.59 The role of the AO inside government departments and execuIve bodies is a vital one in ensuring 
that public money is well spent. The AO is normally the most senior official of the body. The AO must keep 
proper accounts and records and safeguard assets, but also has to ensure that some fundamental princi-
ples are followed by the body for which the individual is AO: parIcularly, that it acts lawfully and complies 
with proper standards of regularity, propriety and value for money. This is a personal responsibility. Some-
Imes the AO will be concerned by what they are being asked to do, and the role will involve saying difficult 
things to those who set policy, whether ministers or boards. There is oRen a negoIaIon and a compro-
mise. However, if an AO conInues to believe that the acIons of the minister or the board are contrary to 
the fundamental principles, the AO must seek a direcIon, and in the case of a WGSB, must report the mat-
ter to WG. This will absolve the AO from any personal responsibility, but the AO must then carry out the 
direcIon. Such a situaIon should be regarded as a last resort to be avoided if at all possible. That means 
that the board of AC needs to understand, recognise and respect the responsibiliIes and funcIons of the 
AO, and that the AO must not do anything which might look as if it weaponises those responsibiliIes and 
funcIons. 
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10.60 The Permanent Secretary is the Principal AccounIng Officer with powers to designate a number of 
AddiIonal AccounIng Officers (AAOs). All the WG Director Generals have been so designated. AC’s AO 
therefore has a reporIng line on their AO funcIons to the relevant WG Director General as AAO. The whole 
ecosystem was helpfully set out in an AccounIng Officer System Statement in 2020 [AccounIng Officer Sys-
tem Statement (gov.wales)]. In the light of recent events, we have concluded that there may well be a use-
ful enhanced role for AAOs, drawing authority from exisIng provisions of Managing Welsh Public Money, 
where the AO of a WGSB is compromised in some way. We consider this further in the Dispute ResoluIon 
secIon below. 

Dispute Resolu7on 
10.61 Prior to considering formal processes, we emphasise that, where possible, informal engagement and 
mediaIon are always preferable to formal processes, whether they be disciplinary, a grievance or whistle-
blowing. 

10.62 An irreconcilable breakdown in relaIonships at the very top of an organisaIon is one of the most 
challenging scenarios a board can face, especially when complicated, as in the case of AC, by the need for 
WG to be involved owing to the public interest. In this secIon, we seek to learn from what has happened 
and put forward some ideas to minimise the chance of a recurrence, or to miIgate its impact should it oc-
cur. As we have made clear, we do not take sides and we make no aJempt to adjudicate on the merits of 
the case; that is for other formal processes. Our concern is with process and procedure in an aJempt to 
design a more resilient framework rather than an ad hoc response. It is of course easy to be wise aRer the 
event. We recognise how hard trustees, execuIves and officials tried to resolve the issues, but we do be-
lieve they would have been assisted by being able to draw upon a process designed before rather than dur-
ing a dispute. We understand the need for confidenIality in relaIon to individuals and have, therefore said 
no more in a report which may be published than is already in the public domain through press arIcles e.g. 
in the Western Mail in March and December 2022. 

10.63 We have been informed that the trustees had to design a senior execuIve grievance process because 
they did not have a fit for purpose process to fall back on. Now this process is in place, amended as neces-
sary in the light of experience, the trustees should be beJer placed to deal with any recurrence. In general, 
we consider that internal processes should be exhausted prior to third party involvement, provided third 
parIes such as a regulator, funder or government have confidence that grievances at a senior level are ca-
pable of local resoluIon. In the case of AC, AW also has an important role to play. It was their report on the 
2020/21 AC financial statements which brought the issues to the aJenIon of the Senedd. As a charity, AC’s 
principal regulator is the Charity Commission. A number of our interviewees felt that the Commission could 
have intervened as a regulator at an earlier stage. The Panel Chair and Secretary therefore met officials of 
the Commission on 21 April 2023 to discuss the issues in general terms. For the Commission, AC is a charity 
like any other, notwithstanding its status as a WGSB. The Commission uses a risk-based assessment in its 
analysis of concerns raised and in holding trustees to account. Evidence of misconduct and/or misman-
agement in AC would be required before the Commission could exercise certain powers available to it un-
der secIon 46 of the ChariIes Act 2011. No evidence of misconduct or mismanagement had been found in 
relaIon to AC. The officials we met were confident that AC, with the support of WG, had the necessary 
skills in its trustee body to deal with the issues idenIfied with no detriment to the charity. The meeIng 
concluded that communicaIons between the Commission and WG were capable of improvement e.g. by 
idenIfying a general point of entry for the Commission to WG. It was felt that the PBU was well placed to 
take on such a role. We have therefore included the proposal in our draR dispute resoluIon process below 
(para 10.68/Annex 5). 
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10.64 We can, however, understand that, as the major funder and partner of AC, it was inevitable that WG 
would need to become involved with a view to helping to seek a resoluIon. It was frustraIng for WG when 
it discovered that, in pracIce, it had few levers to pull. Against that background, while re-affirming our be-
lief that AC should be an independent chartered corporaIon regulated by the Charity Commission, we set 
out some ideas for a twin-pronged ministerial and AAO process for intervenIon where necessary and ap-
propriate. 

10.65 The immediate past-President kindly provided us with a copy of his terms of engagement which do 
contain provision for terminaIon but not for suspension. We understand that contract terms relaIng to 
terminaIon are likely to be ineffecIve since the Royal Charter does not confer such a power on Welsh Min-
isters. While chairs of public bodies oRen tend to feel they serve at the minister’s pleasure, this cannot be 
translated into a formal power under present arrangements. A difficulty therefore arises when there are no 
“disciplinary” issues, but relaIonships have broken down. We are aware that WG is seeking to update the 
terms of engagement with the new Chair and we would expect the issue of suspension (should it ever be-
come necessary) to be part of those discussions. 

10.66 Managing Welsh Public Money provides in para 3.8.4 that, in defined circumstances, the AAO can 
remove the AO of a WGSB (the DG in the case of AC at the Ime). There are also provisions, as discussed 
above, for the AO to seek a direcIon from the chair and inform the AAO. 

10.67 What seems to us to be missing from the procedure is the ability for the Deputy Minister to suspend 
the chair on full pay and for the AAO to take similar acIon in relaIon to the AO responsibiliIes of the exec-
uIve head. It would be for the trustees as the AO’s employer to decide, with legal advice, as to whether it 
would be tenable for the CE to conInue in post with the AO designaIon withdrawn. The important point is 
that acIon should be coordinated to ensure equitable treatment and without apporIoning any blame. The 
temporary removal of the chair and CE would provide the Ime and space for invesIgaIon to take place 
and avoid placing, in AC’s case, trustees and senior managers in the untenable posiIon that recent events 
have placed them. 

10.68 A number of interviewees with knowledge of recent events have asked us to provide advice in case 
of a recurrence. We do so tentaIvely since we are not legally qualified and are aware that the ground has 
been well trodden over the past two years or so. However, we put forward for consideraIon at Annex 5 
some thoughts on elements of a process which we feel would be required to enable WG and AC to take the 
acIons we believe would be necessary to miIgate the risk of any future breakdown of relaIonships at the 
very top of AC. Clearly, WG and AC would need to take professional legal advice, but we hope our ideas will 
be helpful in framing the creaIon of a process which, in future, would be available in advance of, rather 
than developed during, a crisis. 

RecommendaDon 18: that, subject to legal advice commissioned by WG and AC, a process along the lines 
of that in Annex 5 be put in place as soon as pracDcable. 

A senior trustee? 
10.69 It is commonplace for public companies to have senior independent directors (SIDs), and they are 
mandated on NHS boards. They are increasingly being appointed by universiIes. The role of the SID is to be 
a senior, respected board member whom other board members can approach for advice and to be a recipi-
ent of complaints or concerns relaIng to the chair and vice-chair. We suggest that AC might consider such 
an appointment if a suitable board member is available and willing to accept it. The senior trustee (ST) (a 
Itle we use since all the trustees are independent and non-execuIve) would be a “backbencher” but with 
the standing to be a commiJee chair or an officer. We see merit in the ST having some involvement in the 
appraisal process of the chair, for example by briefing the relevant officials, having taken soundings from 
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trustees and being present for the appraisal discussions. This would emphasise partnership working and 
give the trustees a sense of ownership of the appraisal process for their chair. We propose that the nomina-
Ions commiJee or equivalent of AC should recommend to the board the appointment of an ST, having in-
vited expressions of interest from eligible trustees but that, in the interest of partnership working, the PT 
be kept informed and consulted prior to the appointment being made. Appointment as ST would be co-
terminous with appointment as a trustee and the ST would be appraised by the board chair as part of the 
general trustee appraisal process. 

RecommendaDon 19: that an experienced, respected trustee be appointed through an AC board nomina-
Dons process (including consultaDon with the PT) as senior trustee and that WG consider including the 
senior trustee in the appraisal process for the chair of trustees. 

Board commiUees 
10.70 Following the appointment of a new Corporate Governance Manager, the board is considering re-
viewing its commiJee structure. With a new strategy in place, this is an opportune Ime to review the 
structure in order to ensure that it underpins the pillars of the strategy. The key commiJees currently are 
the Planning, Performance and Resources CommiJee (PPRC) which comprises all trustees, the Audit, Risk 
and Assurance CommiJee (ARAC), a Research Advisory CommiJee and an Appointments and Remunera-
Ion CommiJee (ARC). We have observed meeIngs of PPRC and ARAC. 

10.71 A minority of trustees feel PPRC is useful in order to enable all trustees to have a similar level of fi-
nancial knowledge and informaIon. The majority, however, feel that it is an odd governance construct, 
since in essence it is another board meeIng held in private. In our view, the board might be beJer advised 
by a smaller finance commiJee with some co-opted members added for their experIse. The other key en-
ablers of strategy: people and infrastructure, might also be represented by their own commiJees or via a 
single streamlined resources commiJee. We would favour the former, given the importance of physical and 
digital issues (and the balance between them) combined with a need, in our limited exposure to the board, 
for people issues and the HR funcIon to be more visible. Although it could be argued that the Board would 
then have too many commiJees, the necessary focus would be brought to bear on people, finance and in-
frastructure and the experIse of trustees in these areas would be opImised. PPRC could be stood down, 
and instead the new finance, people and infrastructure commiJees would report to board meeIngs aRer 
their meeIngs. The commiJees should be chaired by trustees but with execuIve membership and in-
volvement and expert external co-opted membership. 

10.72 AlternaIvely, provided it has a finance commiJee and ARAC, the board could adopt a more flexible 
approach than creaIng more standing commiJees, for example through the use of more delegated author-
ity to execuIves and the creaIon of task and finish groups with trustees, execuIves and independent ex-
perts. These would deal with parIcular issues and then disband. At least in the short to medium term we 
favour more formal arrangements and commend them to the trustees who can keep the maJer under re-
view in the light of experience. We would counsel the trustees to start making progress now rather than 
waiIng for new officers and a new CE. 

10.73 ARAC has unIl recently had two very experienced external members and is chaired by the treasurer 
(we have already proposed this should change). Some feel ARAC should revert to the previous pracIce of 
being chaired by an independent (that is, non-trustee) member – this is, indeed, required by the WG 
Framework and preferred in the RegulaIons. We believe that an independent audit chair, alongside the 
appointment of a senior trustee would help provide confidence to trustees and stakeholders that, in the 
event of governance challenges, mechanisms were in place for people to raise concerns. 
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10.74 We observed meeIngs of ARAC and PPRC in late February although our observers were not able to 
observe all of PPRC since it overran its alloJed Ime considerably. Both meeIngs were chaired by the trea-
surer which would not recur if our proposals are approved. We were encouraged by the open, inclusive na-
ture of the discussions and by the progress already made on some of our suggesIons in our interim report. 
The quality of the papers and the discussion was generally high and we were pleased to see the presenta-
Ion of a detailed operaIonal plan. 

10.75 There is a Research Advisory CommiJee which seems sensible but no parallel commiJee to cover 
educaIon, outreach and widening parIcipaIon. It would seem appropriate to create such a commiJee to 
sit alongside research and innovaIon. The commiJee would help AC to discharge the duty under SecIon 6 
of its Statutes to consult with the public. 

10.76 In general, we would favour the coopIon of non-trustee members to all board commiJees. This 
should allow greater diversity (including diversity of thought) to inform the work of the board and should 
bring in experIse from people who might not be willing to become full trustees. In some cases, it may also 
allow potenIal future trustees to have exposure to the board’s work. Co-opted members would be non-ex-
ecuIve, and care would need to be taken to describe their remit e.g. they might have speaking but not vot-
ing rights. Numbers of co-opted members might be limited to one or two per commiJee to retain the ap-
propriate balance of membership. These issues should, in due course, be codified in the board’s standing 
orders 

10.77 We have been told that ARC is currently not meeIng. In our view nominaIons and remuneraIon are 
different things – and the commiJee structure set out in RegulaIon 17.2 reflects this. We appreciate that a 
minority of appointments to the board are controlled by the trustees but nevertheless there is important 
work to do in partnership with PBU and the PT. As proposed above, the NominaIons CommiJee, chaired 
by the board chair, should develop, in addiIon to the issues discussed in the EDI secIon below, a skills, ex-
perience and diversity matrix to map out the following areas: 

• succession planning; 
• diversifying the board in terms of protected characterisIcs, geography, demographics, diverse back-

grounds and thinking, as well as demographic data; 
• idenIfying the skills and experience required by the board and a gap analysis. 

10.78 The matrix can then be discussed with WG in terms of advising on the drawing up of job and person 
specificaIons for vacancies in WG appointments. There will remain a need for a remuneraIon commiJee, 
probably meeIng once annually since much execuIve remuneraIon is outside the control of AC. The board 
chair should be a member of this commiJee but not chair it. 

RecommendaDon 20: that the board review its commieee structure taking account of our advice. In par-
Dcular, we advocate the creaDon of a finance commieee to replace PPRC, a people commieee, an in-
frastructure commieee and an educaDon and outreach commieee, the appointment of an independent 
chair of ARAC and the replacement of ARC by separate nominaDons and remuneraDon commieees, with 
the nominaDons commieee, but not the remuneraDon commieee, chaired by the chair of trustees. 

RecommendaDon 21: that all commieees should be strengthened by co-opDon. 

Head of Corporate Governance 
10.79 We are pleased that a Corporate Governance Manager has been appointed to support the board and 
improve corporate governance. However, we have also idenIfied a need for the board to be supported by a 
more senior role, akin to a company secretary, who would have a duty to advise trustees about compliance 
and the law, as well as ensuring that proper pracIces are followed. It is of vital importance that the person 
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who acts as board secretary is a strong, authoritaIve and credible source of advice to the board, without 
fear or favour. The secretary needs to operate at a high level in the organisaIon in order to understand and 
interpret it, but must not be captured by management. The secretary should be the board’s person but also 
work closely with the chair and CE. While it can be appropriate for such an appointee to be located within 
the execuIve for pay and raIons, they must be seen to be independent and free to provide objecIve ad-
vice to the board. 

10.80 The secretary should be well placed to lead the nominaIons processes, take forward commiJee re-
forms and ensure high quality recruitment (where applicable), inducIon, development and appraisal for 
board members. We are pleased to see that, in the meanIme, the Governance Manager is acIvely working 
with trustees to implement reforms. 

RecommendaDon 22: that a board secretary should be appointed with a contractual accountability to the 
chair and, via the chair, to the board for corporate governance. 

Board mee7ngs 
10.81 We are pleased to see meeIngs taking place again in person or in hybrid mode. We were very sur-
prised to learn that, from June 2021-March 2022, the board was conducIng its business via email and 
without proper debate and discussion. AC’s website records that the 23 September 2021 board meeIng 
“did not go ahead and no minutes were taken” and on 16 December 2021 “the meeIng was conducted via 
wriJen communicaIon, and no minutes were produced”. We understand that this was decided on the ba-
sis of legal advice. However, advice is simply that; it is for the board to decide whether and how to meet. In 
our view it is self-evident that the more difficulty a board faces, the greater the imperaIve for it to meet 
and seek soluIons. Such meeIngs can, of course, be held virtually as they were during the pandemic as 
long as proper debate and decision making takes place. This is fundamental to sound governance so, while 
we sympathise with the challenges the trustees faced, we take the view that they should have conInued to 
meet and conduct their business, especially since the lack of board meeIngs meant that commiJees also 
failed to meet. Our conversaIons indicate that a significant number of trustees share this view and regret 
that the meeIngs were not held. Others feel that they had to follow legal advice and that their hands were 
Ied. 

10.82 We were also told that groups of trustees held numerous meeIngs whose status was not clear and 
whose deliberaIons were recorded post hoc by a firm of solicitors. This was confirmed at the ARAC meet-
ing we observed. Our dispute resoluIon proposals should, if implemented ensure that there would be no 
repeIIon. All trustee meeIngs should be aJended and recorded by the secretary. Their status should be 
clear, and the board should approve them taking place and receive reports from them. The need for confi-
denIality is understood but it must be within a transparent framework. 

10.83 We commend the pracIce of holding board meeIngs in different sites. The board should take every 
reasonable opportunity to build strong relaIonships with the SET e.g. through away days and social events, 
especially since charitable boards do not tend to have the same mix of execuIve and non-execuIve mem-
bership as unitary boards such as in the NHS or corporate boards. 

10.84 The lack of board meeIngs at a crucial Ime and the cancellaIon of PPRC and ARAC meeIngs (at a 
Ime when audited financial statements needed to be considered) are indicaIve of a board under stress. 
There should be a forward programme of meeIngs that is strongly adhered to, together with a schedule of 
business drawn up at the beginning of each financial year, so that execuIves and trustees know what will 
be considered at each meeIng well in advance. These measures should be accompanied by a scheme of 
delegaIon se_ng out delegaIons from the board to commiJees and officers. Decisions should be taken 
within delegated remits and reported as necessary to the board. Repeated discussion of the same items in 
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commiJee and board should be avoided as far as possible. Papers should be concise with a standard cover 
sheet indicaIng: 

• the author and contact details; 
• an execuIve summary; 
• any previous consideraIon of the maJer; 
• recommendaIons to the board; 
• concise discussion with opIons with addiIonal material in annexes; 
• implicaIons for other policies and strategies. 

10.85 We have been pleased to note that a new format has been implemented recently. 

RecommendaDon 23: that a scheme of delegaDon be drawn up and approved as soon as possible, and 
that a schedule of forward business is provided to the board at the beginning of each financial year and 
kept updated. 

10.86 The first trustee meeIng we observed in September 2022 was reasonably effecIvely chaired, despite 
the technological challenges of a hybrid meeIng. The meeIng felt inclusive with much evidence of sup-
porIve challenge with everyone being encouraged to contribute. ContribuIons were well-informed, arIcu-
late and thoughuul. We were disappointed, without consultaIon, to be disinvited from a workshop discus-
sion concerning the museum development in North Wales. It would have been very interesIng to see how 
the trustees and SET interacted in such discussions, especially considering we made the effort to aJend. To 
our mind, this indicated a certain defensiveness, especially as the reason we were given for being excluded 
was that SET members would feel constrained from speaking. 

10.87 The second meeIng we observed in December 2022 was chaired effecIvely by the Vice- President. 
Professional event organisers had been draRed in to manage a hybrid meeIng which worked well. Our in-
terim report was well received without defensiveness and with a clear commitment to implement at pace. 
RelaIons between execuIves and trustees seemed noIceably more relaxed. Business was conducted ex-
pediIously with good discussion and a wide range of contribuIons. We noted that, in both meeIngs we 
observed, there was an absence of financial reporIng to the board other than an announcement of the 
draR WG budget seJlement at the December meeIng. 

Agenda and paperwork 
10.88 In addiIon to the points above, some trustees feel too many papers are offered for noIng rather 
than decision. It is also the case that RegulaIon 5.2 appears to give too much control of the board agenda 
to the CE rather than to the chair and other board members. The agenda se_ng process should be clearly 
set out partly via the schedule of business and partly via an agenda se_ng meeIng between the chair and 
vice-chair, the CE and the secretary (once appointed) well before each board meeIng. It is important that 
the board has control over what they discuss and how they discuss it. We are pleased to note that, al-
though overdue, an applicaIon is to be introduced for papers to be accessed electronically. 

Challenge 
10.89 ConstrucIve and supporIve challenge is a key role of trustees. Some execuIves feel that trustees act 
too much as cheerleaders and do not provide effecIve challenge. Some trustees feel that they are “tolerat-
ed” by the execuIve and that some execuIves can be over-sensiIve and defensive when challenged. No 
doubt this has been exacerbated by recent events, as people feel they have been “treading on eggshells” in 
their anxiety not to make a difficult situaIon worse. Most of our interviewees feel that the resumpIon of in 
person meeIngs will go a long way towards building a culture where challenge is welcomed and acted 
upon. It is vital that the trustees and SET have a relaIonship of mutual trust, confidence, openness, recep-
Iveness and construcIve challenge. 
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RecommendaDon 24: that, in the interregnum between new chair and CE appointments, the board and 
SET hold a workshop to learn lessons from recent events and rebuild their relaDonships. 

Evalua7on and reflec7on 
10.90 The board and commiJees, supported by the Corporate Governance Manager, should take regular 
opportuniIes to evaluate their performance e.g. through quesIonnaires and governance reviews. In fact, 
assuming WG independently annually checks internal controls, governance should be among the checklist 
of randomly tested controls. We note that AC’s internal auditors, having paused a governance controls re-
view, will now carry it out. A process of self-assessment of board performance on an annual basis, as well 
as external evaluaIon on a frequent basis (say, every two/three years), should be set out in the Partnership 
Agreement, ideally with a common approach for all arm’s-length bodies. In our understanding, most 
trustees have never been part of a review of board effecIveness. 

10.91 Occasionally, and at least twice a year, a few minutes should be taken at the end of meeIngs to re-
flect on the quality of the meeIng and its culture. Care needs to be taken to avoid re-running the argu-
ments; the objecIve is to reflect upon the quality of discussion and whether improvements could be made 
rather than re-visit decisions. 

RecommendaDon 25: that appropriate arrangements for reflecDon, evaluaDon and review be put in 
place as soon as pracDcable. 

Induc7on, development, mentoring and appraisal 
10.92 InducIon, development, mentoring and appraisal are all important elements of board effecIveness. 
A structured inducIon should be provided for new trustees with refreshers as necessary. Development op-
portuniIes should be provided and trustees kept well informed of training events. New trustees should be 
assigned a mentor to help them seJle in. Appraisal is the contractual responsibility of the chair and should 
include at least an annual meeIng with the chair (or vice-chair if necessary) to set objecIves and receive 
mutual feedback. 

RecommendaDon 26: that the chair and Corporate Governance Manager put in place appropriate induc-
Don, development, mentoring and appraisal processes in consultaDon with the board. 

Strategy development and delivery 
10.93 AC’s Strategy 2030 has, as previously noted, been praised by a number of stakeholders for the inclu-
sive nature of the process which led to its adopIon and its alignment with WG’s Programme for Govern-
ment. Perhaps because of the pandemic and recent events, however, the high-level ambiIons of the vari-
ous pillars of the strategy have not been accompanied by an acIon plan with clear targets and deliverables. 
It has therefore been difficult for the trustees to monitor the success or otherwise of the strategy. We were, 
however, pleased to note that a comprehensive acIon plan was submiJed to the February 2023 meeIng of 
PPRC. 

10.94 There are usually three drivers of strategy renewal or refresh; the appointment of a new CE, a severe 
shock to the organisaIon or the effluxion of Ime. Given that the first two apply to AC, we expect that the 
incoming CE will wish to refresh the strategy. The current strategy has seven years to run and its high-level 
formulaIon gives it flexibility. 

RecommendaDon 27: that any strategy refresh should conDnue to be accompanied by SMART (specific, 
measurable, achievable, relevant and Dme-bound) objecDves in order that trustees, WG and stakehold-
ers can monitor progress and exercise proper scruDny. 
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Partnership related governance 
10.95 AC’s partnerships are considered in a later secIon. Here we wish to refer to the governance 
arrangements for a number of key areas where cooperaIon is crucial, namely the Historic Wales Partner-
ship, the Museum of North Wales and the NaIonal Contemporary Art Gallery Wales. In each of these areas 
it is essenIal that the partners work closely together to deliver a shared vision alongside Imely delivery, at 
a high quality, and within budget. Some interviewees and stakeholders shared concerns around governance 
on the basis that they feared compeIIon rather than collaboraIon and a provider-driven, rather than 
client-led, approach. 

10.96 In the case of the Museum of North Wales, concerns remain as to how the whole of North Wales can 
be interpreted and what the effect would be on local museums from Anglesey to Wrexham with their very 
different cultures, history and tradiIons. The development of the Museum for North Wales is now being 
led by WG, while the development of the NaIonal Slate Museum in Llanberis is being led by AC with an in-
dependent chair. The Historic Wales Partnership is felt to have been disappoinIng as a partnership vehicle 
with liJle to show so far. As far as the NaIonal Contemporary Art Gallery Wales is concerned, there is a 
danger that it might face compeIng pressures in relaIon to collecIon and display policies. 

10.97 In the voluntary sector people someImes talk about the “CuJy Sark problem”: if you are a Trustee of 
the CuJy Sark then your moral and legal duty is to the CuJy Sark rather than, say, the Mary Rose when in 
reality it would be preferable for a duty to be owed to all historic ships. Similarly, there is a risk that organi-
saIons such as AC, the NaIonal Library and Cadw might find it necessary to put their own interests ahead 
of those of the partnership. 

10.98 It is therefore essenIal, in our view, that transparent governance arrangements with an independent 
component are put in place as early in the genesis of important naIonal partnerships as possible. We make 
no recommendaIon here since only AC is within scope for us but do wish to register the point. In all such 
partnerships it is vital that effecIve project management and oversight arrangements are in place; the new 
chair and CE of AC will need to assure themselves on this point. 
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11. Equality, Diversity and Inclusion 

11.1 From the outset, the importance AC and the PT aJaches to EDI was emphasised to us. In addiIon to 
our own experience, therefore, we were delighted to be able to co-opt Professor Aaqil Ahmed as a panel 
member specifically to advise on EDI issues both internally in AC via its policies and pracIce and externally 
via its exhibiIons, interpretaIon, educaIon and outreach. 

11.2 Professor Ahmed reviewed documents and spoke to staff and stakeholders. His full notes will be made 
available to the Head of HR at AC. In this secIon we focus on AC’s Strategic Equality Plan 2022-25 [Strategic 
Equality Plan (museum.wales)], on Professor Ahmed’s advice and on our stakeholder meeIngs. In keeping 
with his advice that EDI should be embedded across organisaIons and not confined to HR, we have already 
referred to EDI issues in relaIon to building diverse boards and provided a check list at Annex 6. As well as 
EDI we also refer to “belonging” since EDI experts increasingly talk about belonging as something that goes 
beyond inclusion: inclusion gives you a seat at the table but belonging gives you a voice. In the Environ-
mental Scan above we provide demographic data since we believe that AC could do more to track demo-
graphic change and respond to demographic developments in terms of reaching out to all. EDI is an area of 
constant change. The evidence base to inform policy and approaches to creaIng as inclusive an organisa-
Ion as possible needs constant refreshing to avoid exclusion. 

AC’s Strategic Equality Plan 2022-25 (SEP) 
11.3 A pillar of AC’s 2030 strategy is that it “belongs to everyone” and should ensure “everyone is repre-
sented”. In its current SEP, AC states that it is fully commiJed to delivering its general duIes under the 
Equality Act 2010 as well as those specific to Wales, but it also endeavours “to go beyond compliance”. The 
SEP “goes hand in hand” with AC’s Widening Engagement AcIon Plan which derives from joint work with 
the Arts Council of Wales (ACW) on widening engagement. We were encouraged at the linkage between 
corporate strategy and EDI, the AnI-racist Wales AcIon Plan and AC’s developing work on LGBTQ+. AC is 
also in the process of implemenIng its Welsh Language AcIon Plan. A monitoring group is measuring 
progress against the seven objecIves of the SEP, namely: 

1. We will recruit and retain staff and volunteers to be representaIve of the populaIon of Wales; 
2. Support all employees and volunteers to achieve their personal and professional ambiIons and 
remove the barriers to them achieving these; 
3. Ensure that everyone has equal opportunity to parIcipate in and access our services; 
4. Ensure equality is embedded into the procurement process and is managed throughout delivery; 
5. We recognise our unique role in represenIng and celebraIng the histories and creaIvity of 
Wales’ diverse communiIes; 
6. Ensure that strategic leadership is accountable and that governance arrangements are in place, 
ensuring standards are high and consistent across all areas of responsibility; 
7. ConInue to reduce the pay gap between men and women. 

11.4 Each of the objecIves is accompanied by an acIon plan with key milestones but there is no indicaIon 
of who is responsible for delivery or by when. We have not had the opportunity to review AC’s progress on 
each of these objecIves. However, we suspect that, if the first objecIve is typical, there is some distance to 
travel. A dashboard of people data was presented to the meeIng of PPRC in February 2023. There are cur-
rently 729 staff (584 full-Ime equivalent). 

11.5 Of these: 
• 55.5% of staff are female, 44.2% male with 0.3% preferring not to say. Males are over-represented 

at the highest and lowest grades 
• 44% of staff are over 50, 42% 31-49 
• 68% declare as white, 2.2% as non-white and 29% have made no declaraIon 
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• 2.51% declare a disability 
• 25% are proficient Welsh speakers, 5.6% advanced and some 22% have some facility in Welsh. 

11.6 In terms of applicants: 
• 50% are male, 38% female, 9% non-binary and 3% not declared or prefer not to say 
• percentages for disabled applicants are not provided but a pie chart indicates around a quarter of 

applicants declaring a disability 
• 46% declare as heterosexual, 37% as other sexual orientaIon and 17% make no declaraIon. 

11.7 AC is aware that it has some distance to travel to convert applicaIons from some less well-represent-
ed groups into appointments. The Head of HR is acIvely considering intervenIons to improve the posiIon. 

11.8 The SEP reflects WG policies, is embedded in strategy, fully supported by trustees and senior man-
agement and, in general from our conversaIons, has support as well as challenges among stakeholders. We 
are not as clear as to how well the plan is resourced and how embedded it is across all sites. We think the 
general message from stakeholders is a recogniIon that AC is commiJed to the agenda but has tended to 
focus on Black Lives MaJer (BLM) and decolonisaIon. Some of those Professor Ahmed spoke with, or 
whose views were reported to him, clearly feel liJle affinity with AC as it is configured. Access for others is 
restricted through disability, neurodiversity, poverty (although the Museum is free, travel and subsistence 
are not) and others are alienated - for example, working class white boys. AC is working hard to counter 
these inequaliIes, but the need is great and resources limited. We also picked up a feeling among some 
stakeholders that AC should listen to them more rather than impose its own soluIons. 

Demography 
11.9 The demographic data in the environmental scan (p.14-16) demonstrates the huge range of ethnicity, 
faith and no faith and disability in Wales. No less than 22% of the populaIon describe themselves as living 
with a disability. These have, many forms, both seen and unseen. We were very encouraged by the willing-
ness of Public Health Wales, through social prescribing and other intervenIons, to work acIvely with AC to 
support access. 

11.10 We detect a lack of understanding in AC of the demographic change in Wales and the geographical 
composiIon of culturally diverse groups in the country. It is argued that because admission is free visitor 
data cannot be gathered at a fine-grained enough level. In our view ways and means need to be idenIfied 
to enable AC to get a beJer picture of the diversity of its visitor base. 

11.11 At a more general level, as AC considers the major works at the Slate Museum and other investment 
in its estate, the objecIve of universal access should be a key ambiIon. Universal access, at its very core, 
applies not only to physical access, but also to the accessibility of content and services, including those on-
line. Quiet areas, sensiIve interpretaIon reflecIng neurodiversity, faciliIes for religious observance and 
dietary requirements all contribute to the sense that AC really is for everybody. 

11.12 In later secIons on partnership and society in this report, we consider the importance of AC’s en-
gagement with excluded groups, and the need conInually to sense-check exhibiIon policy, parIcularly 
where permanent exhibiIons are being re-developed, to ensure they reflect all experiences. 

11.13 DecolonisaIon so far has been seen as slavery related and exhibiIons, such as the one on Picton, are 
a great indicaIon of what can be achieved working alongside affected communiIes. However, for other di-
verse groups, this is not a priority and does not reflect their experience. Decolonising should be extended 
to look at the BriIsh Empire globally and include the Asian community in parIcular. As an illustraIon of 
this, we were very interested by Professor Ahmed’s findings from discussions with people of Asian and 
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Muslim backgrounds. We recognise that work is under way to develop new displays during 2023-25 in sup-
port of WG’s AnI-racist Wales AcIon Plan. The work of the DecolonisaIon Working Group has also been 
brought to our aJenIon and we are encouraged that AC will develop its decolonisaIon work with a wider 
range of communiIes. 

11.14 Some of the comments are as follows: 
• “They are not easy to get to, some are miles away and even within Cardiff there is a cost because of 

transport etc.” 
• “I go there with my children, but I don.t see people like me. I have accepted I won.t see myself in 

the museums but as someone who is training to be a teacher, I want the kids I teach to be inspired 
and represented by the museum.” 

• “I have no idea what.s going on inside the buildings, there is no connecIon at all.” 
• “Everything seems to be based around BLM, but I am not black. What about me?/ 
• “The atmosphere isn’t great, it’s quite standoffish. The café is quite poor as well and in general it 

just all feels very white and tradiIonal. There just isn’t enough diversity.” 
• “Make it super welcoming – prayer rooms and halal food so we can make a day of it. Accessing a 

room there is so difficult – I asked once and ended up just going to the university as it was less fuss.” 
• “Indigenous costumes and clothing of the migrant communiIes that make up Wales should be kept 

and displayed.” 
• “The collecIons need to represent us more – the GeJy collecIon has a collecIon of photos of the 

first Mosque on Peel Street, maybe that should be bought.” 

11.15 These are a snapshot rather than a scienIfic survey, but these comments are very helpful in illustrat-
ing the views of individuals for whom AC is clearly not delivering. There are other communiIes, too, to 
whom AC should reach out – the Polish community and the Gypsy/Roma/Traveller community, for example. 
We would also like to see increased effort to make AC a welcoming place for people with neurodiversity. 

Governance and management of EDI 
11.16 It is important to have leadership and focus for EDI e.g. through a board champion and professional 
staff, but it is also vital that the commitment to the SEP is reflected across AC sites and all parts of the or-
ganisaIon. Training and development are criIcal; including unconscious bias, understanding privilege and 
workshops/networks designed to gain greater understanding of the needs of diverse communiIes. 

RecommendaDon 28: that a board champion is idenDfied for EDI and that EDI features as a standing 
agendum item on each board and commieee meeDng. 

RecommendaDon 29: that the Strategic Equality Plan acDon plan includes Dmelines and responsibility for 
delivery of the various acDons. 

RecommendaDon 30: that, working with local communiDes, decolonisaDon should be further developed 
beyond slavery and BLM to embrace the effects of the BriDsh Empire on wider populaDons in Wales. 

RecommendaDon 31: that greater account be taken of demography in developing plans and acDons. 

RecommendaDon 32: that training and targets be more widely deployed, including at board level e.g. 
workshops on demographic literacy and unconscious bias. 

RecommendaDon 33: that AC be encouraged, building upon its exisDng acDvity, to work in partnership 
with Public Health Wales, the wider NHS and the voluntary sector to improve access for people living 
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with disabiliDes and adapt interpretaDon and the Museum environment accordingly. A commitment to 
universal design in all new AC projects would be important in this regard. 
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12. Partnerships and RelaDonships 

Why partnerships? 
12.1 The development of partnerships with those outside AC, and the fostering of good relaIons with the 
wider community, are important both for AC and its partners. For AC, they raise its profile, aJract new au-
diences and bring more foouall and more revenue; and by bringing in new experience and experIse, they 
are also a challenge to fixed ways of doing things. For the external partners, there is great benefit in being 
able to share the experIse and the cultural enrichment that AC brings. 

12.2 AC told us that it has around 200 partnerships, and partnership is menIoned frequently in AC’s Opera-
Ional Plan. However, it is clear that the depth and quality of partnerships vary greatly. A strategic approach 
to building partnerships has not always been apparent: one board member told us that there was a sense 
that AC had been “collecIng MoUs” for the sake of doing so. Amassing more partnerships should not be a 
goal in itself, not least because, as we were told, it is important to balance maintaining exisIng partner-
ships and developing new ones. EffecIve partnerships will be genuine, well-structured, never forced and 
with clear benefits for both parIes. We appreciate that this is recognised in AC and that there is progress in 
the direcIon we favour. 

12.3 There will be many ways in which effecIve partnerships can be created and nurtured. For example, 
the proposals we have made elsewhere for widening the board’s commiJee structure by bringing in more 
co-optees may be a useful way to strengthen key partnerships: a headteacher might be co-opted to the ap-
propriate board commiJee so that the relaIonship with schools is deepened inside AC. AC needs clear 
thinking about what partnership is for and how it can add value. This will entail the development of a new 
strategy for partnerships and community engagement, driven by a member of SET and a board champion. 
We hope that what we say in this report will inform that process. 

RecommendaDon 34: that, building upon strategic partnership acDvity that has worked effecDvely, AC 
develop a focussed strategy for partnership and community engagement uDlising the new outreach 
commieee we propose above. 

Partnership with the public in Wales 
12.4 AC’s most important partnership and relaIonship is with the Welsh public. It is their collecIon and 
their museum, and they should all feel welcome and included whatever their ethnicity, class, poliIcal 
views, age, gender, sexuality or ability. This means that AC needs to conInually examine who does not 
come to its sites and does not feel welcome and implement policies to reach out to them. Much has been 
done, quite rightly, to welcome people from minority ethnic groups or people with disabiliIes – but AC also 
belongs to the Brexit voter from AberIllery, the farmer from Radnorshire and the supermarket-worker 
from Rhyl. 

12.5 The need to work with, and to represent, all Wales’s communiIes is strongly felt among trustees and 
staff at AC. In parIcular, there is a recogniIon that AC’s sites are very far away for many audiences, espe-
cially those in North and Mid-Wales, and that there is a very common percepIon – which we frequently 
encountered – that AC is too Cardiff-centric and that, despite being a na;onal museum, it offers liJle to 
Meirionnydd or Powys or Blaenau Gwent. To do so effecIvely of course needs resources, as well as the 
Ime to properly listen to those communiIes. 

12.6 A strong partnership with the Welsh public implies a widening of access in the broadest sense with the 
aJempt to bring into AC as many as possible of those who are currently absent and to bring AC to people 
where they are. This is what one board member described to us as “cultural democracy”. Within the sec-
Ions of this report relaIng to EDI and society, we make a number of recommendaIons that could further 
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enhance AC’s partnership with the Welsh public, including through digiIsaIon and access to collecIons in 
community se_ngs. 

12.7 DigiIsaIon is not the only route to take AC to the people, however. A trustee described a “low tech” 
intervenIon involving experts taking objects to communiIes where they are relevant and talking about 
them with local people in community faciliIes, in partnership with local councils and voluntary organisa-
Ions. 

RecommendaDon 35: that AC examine how it can enhance and embrace cultural democraDsaDon and 
reach out to people who do not at present engage with it, and that it redoubles its efforts to become a 
museum for the whole of Wales. 

12.8 There is already much evidence of excellent work by AC with third sector and community groups, re-
flecIng the second pillar of its 2030 strategy to develop “community partnerships across Wales”. Examples 
menIoned to us included AC’s work to expand engagement with young people through working with Chil-
dren in Wales and the Sub-Sahara Advisory Panel, and its work with organisaIons like the Alzheimer’s Soci-
ety, Race Council Cymru, Jukebox CollecIve, Mudiad Meithrin, Flying Start, Mentrau Iaith and Llamau. 
These organisaIons work across Wales, but local organisaIons are also important partners. Community 
outreach is more obvious in some AC sites than others – we were impressed by the community garden 
project in Swansea, for example, and we are aware of excellent work with Innovate Trust at St Fagans and 
Cathays Park. 

12.9 AC’s work with volunteers is also excellent: it has on several occasions (most recently in 2022) met the 
standard for the UK-accredited InvesIng in Volunteers accolade. It has also worked well with the Welsh 
Council for Voluntary AcIon (WCVA) over a number of years. An example cited to us was the recruitment of 
volunteers to help with the St Fagans Food FesIval. We understand that AC has also shown a very posiIve 
approach to working with disabled and homeless volunteers. We were told that the pastoral care for volun-
teers was excellent and that AC is always prepared to learn how it can work beJer with volunteers. We ap-
plaud what has been achieved to date. 

RecommendaDon 36: that AC should further invest resources in developing the skills of volunteers, espe-
cially building on its work to encourage the young and those facing disadvantage to volunteer. 

Staff as partners 
12.10 For SET and the board, the second most important relaIonship is with AC’s own staff. During our vis-
its to all seven AC sites, we met enthusiasIc and posiIve staff at all levels, and we have no sense that our 
impression of an engaged and commiJed workforce is mistaken. We were also told by the trades union 
representaIves we met that the difficulIes in the past before the Thurley Report were now over and there 
was a posiIve relaIonship between management and unions – something confirmed by the head of HR at 
AC. There is greater transparency in the relaIonship, and a willingness to see common purpose in support-
ing AC – doing things with staff, not to staff is management philosophy. Developing this good relaIonship 
with AC’s staff is an opportunity that we hope the new chair and CE will regard as a priority. 

12.11 There is one area, however, where the new chair and CE will have a parIcularly important role. That 
is to remedy the damage that has been caused to some staff as a consequence of recent events. We wit-
nessed this ourselves – good staff members who have felt that their personal professional reputaIon has 
been damaged through no fault of their own. Others have no doubt been distressed by the events swirling 
around them and over which they had no control. A healing process will be necessary. 
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RecommendaDon 37: that fostering good relaDons with staff should be a priority for the new CE, suppor-
ted by the chair and the trustees, with parDcular aeenDon to healing damage to morale caused by recent 
events. 

Public sector in Wales: Welsh Government and Welsh Government Bodies 
12.12 As previously noted, the idea that there should be a One Wales Public Service has been part of WG 
thinking for some Ime and appears again in the 2021 Programme for Government. The basic concept is 
that all parts of the public sector in the small polity of Wales need to work together so that resources are 
not wasted and beJer outcomes are delivered for people. Across the wider public sector, AC has a small 
but significant role in that Welsh public service. It already works well with many other parts of the public 
sector, and it shares the ambiIon of achieving beJer outcomes for the people of Wales. In this part of our 
report, we examine what else it could do. 

12.13 One excellent example of public service working together and with other partners is of direct rele-
vance to AC: the Slate Landscape Group brought together AC, Cadw, RCAHMW, Gwynedd County Council, 
Snowdonia NaIonal Park Authority, Visit Wales, the Welsh and UK Governments and private operators. 
They worked together successfully to obtain World Heritage status for the Slate landscape of North West 
Wales, showing what partnership can achieve. This is One Wales Public Service operaIng at its best. 

Welsh Government 
12.14 The primary formal partnership of AC is with WG. The history of the relaIonship has been difficult 
since before the Thurley Report, having deteriorated during the period of difficult industrial relaIons. Rela-
Ionships have improved recently, but we are aware that many tensions remain. Elsewhere in this Report 
we deal with the governance arrangements and the formal ways in which AC and its principal funder 
should interact, with more frequent dialogue and mutual respect. Here we simply emphasise the impor-
tance of this relaIonship and the opportunity for it to be reset with the imminent change in leadership at 
AC. The relaIonship should be one of partnership, trust and mutual respect, as Thurley recommended. Mi-
cro-management and excessive control on the one hand, and avoidance of accountability on the other, 
should have no place in a well-funcIoning relaIonship. 

Other Welsh Government cultural bodies 
12.15 There are four other cultural bodies with close relaIonships with Welsh Government: NaIonal Li-
brary of Wales in Aberystwyth, set up at around the same Ime as AC and governed in a very similar man-
ner; Cadw which is directly within Welsh Government and which owns and/or manages historic buildings 
and sites across Wales, as well as having responsibility for scheduling monuments and lisIng buildings; Arts 
Council of Wales, an independent charity established by Royal Charter and therefore more independent 
from Welsh Government but substanIally funded by them; and the Royal Commission on the Ancient and 
Historical Monuments of Wales (RCAHMW), established by Royal Warrant but within Welsh Ministers’ con-
trol under a Framework Agreement and remit leJer similar to those of AC. All these bodies have close rela-
Ionships with AC. The only tailored review in Wales to date has been of the NaIonal Library. This recom-
mended that the Library should further develop its relaIonship with AC (and other relevant culture and 
heritage partners) by establishing a memorandum of understanding that would address collecIon policies, 
and share experIse with regards to fundraising, markeIng and engagement. That recommendaIon was 
accepted and progress has been made as a result. 

12.16 AC and the NaIonal Library now work together in a number of areas to mutual benefit. Examples in-
clude joint planning for the NaIonal Contemporary Art Gallery Wales; cooperaIon on digital parIcipaIon; 
cooperaIon on storage; and collecIon exchange for exhibiIons. They have also previously tendered to-
gether for internal audit services. In the past, before the difficulIes arose in AC, the Presidents and Chief 
ExecuIves of AC and the Library also met regularly. However, the relaIonship does not seem always to 
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have been easy, with the two organisaIons seeing themselves as compeItors for funding. There has also 
been a long-standing grey area in respect of responsibility for art collecIon between AC and the Library, 
and there are some parts of AC’s collecIon that might have a beJer home in the Library: for example, the 
photographic collecIon of AC, which is not on display, might be beJer placed in the Library’s NaIonal Col-
lecIon of Welsh Photographs. 

12.17 Cadw and AC signed an MoU in 2021 to commit to closer working on joint projects. Internal issues in 
AC have meant that this has not made as much progress as hoped. We believe there are considerable op-
portuniIes for future closer working. In parIcular, as we amplify later, Caerleon and Blaenafon are sites 
where Cadw and AC need to cooperate beJer. The commitment to do so is contained in the 2021 MoU. 
Visitors have no interest in the fact that different insItuIons manage different parts of the sites; they need 
a seamless offering. To make progress at these sites, high level commitment and a willingness to allocate 
staff and resources towards a joint approach are needed, even if this impacts on organisaIonal idenIty. 
Compromise will be inevitable. We note that the immediate previous President of AC has been appointed 
by WG to conduct a review of Cadw’s governance and the wider provision of public heritage services in 
Wales. 

12.18 At SET level, we were told that relaIons between AC and the Arts Council of Wales had become clos-
er and more cooperaIve over the past three years. For example, there has been a joint bid to WG in rela-
Ion to its AnI-racism AcIon Plan. An imaginaIve plan for wider engagement with people from impover-
ished communiIes or with disabiliIes has also been drawn up jointly by AC and the Arts Council, as refer-
enced in the EDI secIon above. 

12.19 RelaIons with the small RCAHM appear to have been somewhat strained. For example, we were told 
that AC and the RCAHM have competed for research funding for projects that were intended to be collabo-
raIve. 

BeUer coopera7on: Historic Wales Partnership 
12.20 It is clear there are many opportuniIes for much greater synergy, and that there should be no room 
for grandstanding by any of the cultural bodies in Wales. They need to work beJer together, to be more 
collaboraIve and to put the public interest, not their own interests, first. This starts at board level where 
we understand that there is comparaIvely liJle contact across the insItuIons. ImaginaIve thinking would 
allow joint operaIons in a range of areas, not least “back-office” funcIons and in commercial develop-
ments. More common frameworks or campaigns across the sector would help in achieving common goals 
and beJer cooperaIon. This will not compromise independence nor affect the disInct responsibiliIes and 
legal structure of the different bodies. We return later to a number of pracIcal ways in which cooperaIon 
could be improved in the future. 

12.21 The Historic Wales Partnership was an excellent idea, aimed at breaking down the barriers between 
the four organisaIons. Although there had been a proposal in 2015 to merge elements of two of the organ-
isaIons, the Historic Wales Partnership was intended as a much looser collaboraIon: it was not intended to 
result in a merger. However, some in AC appear to have feared that merger was the real intenIon, though 
others in AC (including some trade union representaIves we met) have seen the advantage of sharing ser-
vices and working together across the organisaIons. Unfortunately, however, conInued resistance has 
meant that sensible progress on collaboraIon was mired by turf wars, introspecIon and unwillingness to 
do things differently. This meant that the opportunity of the Historic Wales Partnership has not to date 
been realised. AC appears to have been parIcularly refractory and unwilling to embrace the advantages 
that cooperaIon would bring. There is now an opportunity for a reset. 
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12.22 If there is a reset, WG will need to be more explicit in the way it deals with the four organisaIons and 
their funding, as well as its ambiIons for the Historic Wales Partnership. Regular meeIngs between WG 
and the four organisaIons, especially in the run-up to the annual WG budget announcement, should take 
place. Other than AC, the components of the Historic Wales Partnership are out of scope for us, but we see 
merit in the three arm’s length bodies sharing their respecIve remit leJers (which are publicly available) 
and all four organisaIons sharing their strategic and operaIonal plans. 

12.23 In planning for this reset, WG could usefully look outside of Wales at frameworks for sectoral collabo-
raIon. Ireland’s cultural sector has seen a fundamental, posiIve shiR in collaboraIon across its naIonal 
cultural insItuIons, partly through core objecIves for cultural collaboraIon, set down as policy under the 
naIonal cultural strategy, but also through specific iniIaIves established under the State’s ‘Decade of Cen-
tenaries’ programme. While not a cultural insItuIon, per se, the Heritage Council, established under the 
Heritage Act 1995, plays an important co-ordinaIng, co-operaIon and policy funcIon across the cultural 
insItuIons. All publicly-funded cultural insItuIons are required to sit on the Council of NaIonal Cultural 
InsItuIons, also established under legislaIon [Council of NaIonal Cultural InsItuIons]. Its composiIon 
also includes the Heritage Council, even though it has no responsibility for a naIonal collecIon or literary 
cannon. 

RecommendaDon 38: that the Historic Wales Partnership should now be reset as an opportunity for 
partnership working and mutually beneficial cooperaDon, and that all publicly-funded cultural insDtu-
Dons be required, as a condiDon of their funding, to co-operate.   

RecommendaDon 39: that a broad framework – potenDally through legislaDon in the fullness of Dme – 
for the Historic Wales Partnership be considered, including clarifying responsibility for the naDonal col-
lecDon, as it relates to each cultural insDtuDon. The Partnership could also be given a policy advisory 
funcDon to support work of WG and the cultural insDtuDons. 

Na7onal Contemporary Art Gallery Wales 
12.24 There was a commitment to “further develop proposals for a NaIonal Contemporary Art Gallery 
Wales” in the 2021 Programme for Government. Three arm’s-length public bodies have a role in this – Arts 
Council of Wales, NaIonal Library of Wales and AC. We explored with AC and other stakeholders the way 
these plans are developing. We were told that the idea has not progressed as quickly as it could have. Orig-
inally conceived as a single gallery, the current thinking is that a network of galleries will be linked across 
Wales and these will consItute the NaIonal Gallery. Such a distributed model is one that we welcome. AC’s 
Cathays Park site is clearly well-placed to be the lynch-pin of this important naIonal asset. The NaIonal 
Contemporary Art Gallery Wales will also have a key role in commissioning new art. This is also welcome -
we heard that AC has in the past been slow to welcome contemporary arIsts and that several opportuni-
Ies in the past had not been taken up. However, there is sIll liJle that is definite or publicly known about 
the model of the NaIonal Contemporary Art Gallery Wales, and deadlines for announcements appear regu-
larly to have been missed. This lack of progress and transparency is regreJable. 

12.25 The Arts Council, NaIonal Library and AC kindly met a Panel member to provide further informaIon 
on the project. A Project Manager has been appointed and regular meeIngs of the partners are being held 
to progress the iniIaIve. There do not, however, appear to be formal governance arrangements in place. 
For example, the appointment of an independent Chair might be appropriate. In addiIon, there does not 
appear, at least to us, to be a coherent collecIons and display policy in place which could result in nugatory 
compeIIon and inefficiency. There is a danger that provider-driven consideraIons could override the pub-
lic interest. 
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12.26 This is a potenIally very exciIng and important project for a country that lacks a naIonal gallery. The 
vision, governance and project management arrangements will need to be of high quality for the iniIaIve 
to succeed. 

RecommendaDon 40: that there should be more clarity about the plans for and governance of the Na-
Donal Contemporary Art Gallery Wales and the role of AC in those plans. 

Culture strategy 
12.27 Many of our interviewees commented upon the need for a new culture strategy for Wales since it 
has not been renewed, partly because of the pandemic, since 2016. It is important for AC and no doubt 
other cultural bodies to work within a WG strategic framework to help them prioriIse and collaborate. 

12.28 A new culture strategy is a key Programme for Government commitment intended for delivery by the 
end of 2023. This is a welcome development. In our view it would be desirable for the strategy to include, 
or be accompanied by, an operaIonal/acIon plan to guide cultural bodies in areas, for example, such as 
collecIons policy and to provide a framework for prioriIsaIon and division of labour. The aim should not 
be to second guess the judgements of individual bodies but to ensure that resources are not duplicated 
and the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. With reference to our previous consideraIon of the His-
toric Wales Partnership, in its re-imagined form, it would provide a forum for guiding cohesive collecIons 
policies as part of a cultural partnership for the good of the naIonal collecIon. 

RecommendaDon 41: that the intenDon of WG to produce its culture strategy by the end of 2023 be wel-
comed. 

Wider Welsh public sector 
Senedd Cymru 
12.29 The incoming chair AC will have a responsibility to the Senedd, as well as to WG. Maintaining rela-
Ions with all Members of the Senedd and relevant commiJees, especially the Culture, CommunicaIons, 
Welsh Language, Sport and InternaIonal RelaIons CommiJee, and the Public Accounts and Public Admin-
istraIon CommiJee, is important for AC, and should not be regarded as compromising the obligaIons it 
has to the Welsh Government. 

RecommendaDon 42: that AC should conDnue to recognise the importance of engagement with Senedd 
Cymru members and the relevant Senedd commieees. 

Commissioners 
12.30 Wales has four Commissioners, all of whom should have an interest in the work of AC, and with 
whom AC should work closely. We sought to speak to each of the Commissioners. We were disappointed 
that, despite several requests, we received no comments from the Children’s Commissioner for Wales nor 
from the Older People’s Commissioner that could inform our review. Both represent the interests of key 
groups that AC wants to serve so this is regreJable. We did, however, receive a very posiIve appraisal of AC 
from the other Commissioners. In the case of the Welsh Language Commissioner, this accords with our ob-
servaIon of the treatment of bilingualism in AC. The Future GeneraIons Commissioner’s office was also 
very posiIve in its assessment of AC, and we were able to observe ourselves how the well-being goals set 
out in the Well-being of Future GeneraIons (Wales) Act 2015 inform all the work of AC. We were also very 
pleased to see that the outgoing DG has had the accolade of being named by the Commissioner as one of 
Wales’s 100 Future GeneraIons change makers. 

Broadcasters 
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12.31 There is scope to build upon the already posiIve relaIonship with broadcasters. We were told, for 
example, that there is considerable potenIal for the further development of the relaIonship between AC 
and the BBC. An MoU was signed before the pandemic, but now needs to be built on. The BBC and AC can 
help and learn from each other. For example, the BBC has sophisIcated ways to analyse audiences, espe-
cially in a digital world. In the Welsh context AC’s relaIonship with S4C is also an important one. 

RecommendaDon 43: that AC should consider how it can conDnue to develop cooperaDon with broad-
casters. 

Universi7es 
12.32 Partnerships and cooperaIon with universiIes are vital for a research insItuIon like AC. We discuss 
these issues later (see paras 13.34-13.39). 

Local authori7es 
12.33 While AC’s relaIons with some local authoriIes, especially in Gwynedd and Swansea and with Snow-
donia and Pembrokeshire Coast NaIonal Park AuthoriIes, appear good; relaIons elsewhere are patchier, 
and we were told there had been liJle interest in AC in fostering them. Even in Swansea there have been 
tensions over future funding that might have been avoided by stronger prior engagement, while in 
Gwynedd, we are aware there is a feeling that AC could be a more acIve partner with the local authority in 
promoIng and developing the Llanberis site. 

12.34 Every local authority area in Wales has a Public Services Board. The aim of the boards is to improve 
joint working across all public services in the area. Each board must carry out a well-being assessment and 
publish an annual local well-being plan that sets out how they will meet their responsibiliIes under the 
Well-being of Future GeneraIons (Wales) Act 2015. Public Services Boards can invite addiIonal members 
e.g. the NaIonal Library is a member of the Ceredigion board. Member or observer status at the boards 
would be one way of bringing AC closer to the six local authoriIes which host AC sites. 

12.35 Another obvious area of cooperaIon is with municipal museums. Local authoriIes in Wales either 
run or fund around 40 museums. A 2015 report from an expert group chaired by Dr Haydn Edwards, a for-
mer Vice-President of AC, proposed greater collaboraIon in the naIonal and municipal museum sectors, 
with the establishment of a naIonal Museum Council. AC informed us that it is working with a number of 
local authoriIes where it has no physical presence including Wrexham and a touring exhibiIon Celf100/ 
Art100 in Powys, Ceredigion and Anglesey. It is certainly arguable that AC cannot be successful as a naIonal 
museum unless there is a robust network of municipal museums, but there is a view that AC should do 
more to support local authority museums, which receive no revenue funding from WG and are inhibited 
from charging by the fact that AC has free access. AC is, of course, quite different in scale, but this does not 
mean there should not be a parity of esteem, and that the opportuniIes for sharing experIse, and for giv-
ing advice and support – in both direcIons – should be capitalised upon. The FederaIon of Museums and 
Art Galleries of Wales, of which AC, many municipal museums and other museums are members, may be a 
vehicle for this, alongside the WG Museums Team. 

12.36 There has been greater evidence of a willingness to support loans and touring exhibiIons in local au-
thority museums, as the recent Celf ar y Cyd tour of artworks demonstrates. Further imaginaIve schemes 
to disperse AC’s collecIon temporarily or permanently around Wales’s municipal museums are desirable. 
The example of the Galloway Hoard and cooperaIon between NaIonal Museum of Scotland and Dumfries 
and Galloway Council is a very good precedent. We return to this when we discuss deaccessioning later. 

12.37 Most schools in Wales are the direct responsibility of local government, and work with schools has 
been one area where AC can claim great credit. It takes its educaIon responsibiliIes very seriously, and 
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rightly so – the opportuniIes it has to support the delivery of the naIonal curriculum in history, art and de-
sign and science is enormous. More importantly, it delivers cultural enrichment to children and does that 
very well. No-one we encountered had anything but praise for its educaIonal effort. However, while some 
of its educaIonal faciliIes, for example at St Fagans and Swansea, are excellent, others, especially in Llan-
beris, require considerable investment. In Llanberis, we hope this will be forthcoming as part of the rede-
velopment of the Llanberis site. We return to educaIon later (see paras 13.34 to 13.43). 

12.38 Local authoriIes understand the educaIonal, economic and cultural needs of their own communi-
Ies, and AC should regard working with them as a priority. 

RecommendaDon 44: that AC should further develop its work with local authoriDes throughout Wales, 
especially with their museums, and should become involved as appropriate with Public Services Boards. 

NHS 
12.39 A non-tradiIonal area of partnership is between museums and the NHS. This is most obvious 
through what is known as social prescribing – defined in Wales as ‘connecIng ciIzens to community sup-
port, to beJer manage their health and well-being’. The model moves away from a medicalised approach, 
to one where the sources of referral are cross-sectoral and not limited to healthcare/primary care. We 
were told by AC staff that they were keen to become involved and see the potenIal for AC sites to be part 
of therapeuIc outputs. AC has responded to the Welsh Government’s consultaIon on social prescribing. 
There have been instances already of people living with demenIa being sImulated by, for example, reliving 
previous experience by going underground at Big Pit. There is much more potenIal to take artefacts to care 
homes and so on. 

12.40 We are aware, however, of some administraIve barriers that inhibited AC from working with health 
officials within WG or from liaising with NHS management. This is indicaIve of the silo approach for which 
the WG is someImes criIcised and which means that AC’s conduit to the wider WG is through its sponsor 
department only. We know, for example, that Public Health Wales is very keen to work more closely with 
AC in relaIon to social prescribing, mental health, disadvantage, disability and demenIa. We have already 
recommended that WG should enable such collaboraIon across its departmental boundaries and our NHS 
engagements reinforce that imperaIve. The shortly to be published Framework for Social Prescribing pro-
vides an opportunity for AC to develop work in this area. 

RecommendaDon 45: that AC take advantage of Public Health Wales’ willingness to work with it and of 
the forthcoming Framework for Social Prescribing in order to extend and improve its contribuDon to uni-
versal access. 

Welsh private sector 
12.41 The private sector and the voluntary sector are also involved in Wales’s cultural life. AC needs to en-
sure that partnerships are built with private galleries, private museums and organisaIons like the NaIonal 
Trust. In the case of privately-owned museums, most of which are very small, the FederaIon of Museums 
and Art Galleries is a medium for this cooperaIon – it was acknowledged that links here could be im-
proved. The WG Museums Team are a key medium for enabling partnerships with the independent sector, 
with the FederaIon as a partner. We understand the WG Museums Team (part of the wider Culture Divi-
sion) plan to review the support and development offered to the local sector. This will be carried out with 
AC and the federaIon, to ensure that all organisaIons work together to the best effect. Including the mu-
nicipal museums referred to earlier, there are around 100 accredited museums in Wales, and others that 
are unaccredited. Given its size, influence and lion’s share of resources, AC has a leadership and support 
role to play in relaIon to these museums, for example, in supporIng staff development, providing access to 
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restoraIon, conservaIon and curator experIse and generally providing support and encouragement with-
out being overbearing. We know that small museums have been very grateful for this support when it has 
been made available. 

12.42 We heard very liJle from AC about partnership with business more widely in Wales. OrganisaIons 
represenIng business whom we approached for views on AC were silent, perhaps because they had never 
themselves considered the relaIonship as important. Engagement with business perhaps is more difficult 
for an organisaIon infused with public sector values, but business in Wales should see AC as welcoming 
them as much as other parts of the Welsh community. We turn later to look at one parIcular aspect of the 
private sector, tourism (see paras 13.64 to 13.66 ), and also to the important potenIal benefit for AC from 
linkage with business – corporate financial support (paras 12.53 to 12.55). 

RecommendaDon 46: that AC should engage more acDvely with the private sector in Wales, especially 
Wales-based corporaDons. 

Wider UK partnerships 
12.43 While the disIncIveness and idenIty of Wales is rightly represented by AC, cross-border cooperaIon 
with the rest of the UK is important: there is no merit in doing things differently in Wales simply to be dif-
ferent. We had some evidence from England that AC did someImes seek differences rather than common-
aliIes, and one board member told us that connecIons with English insItuIons were underdeveloped. 

12.44 CooperaIon with other museums throughout the UK is something that gives benefits both ways. This 
applies to loans, joint exhibiIons, research collaboraIon and sharing of experIse across the whole range of 
museum acIviIes. We were surprised to learn that there is no acIve collaboraIon between AC and either 
the NaIonal Museums of Scotland or NaIonal Museums Northern Ireland. We also understand (and to the 
regret of the other parIes) that AC withdrew in 2013 from the NaIonal Museum Directors’ Council (NMDC) 
– a Council that contains all major naIonal museums of the three other countries of the UK. We were told 
that withdrawal was decided execuIvely without the involvement of trustees. 

12.45 We have been advised of the reasons for the withdrawal: NMDC was seen as too supporIve of 
Westminster Government policy posiIons, there was a dispute over translaIon and NMDC subscripIons 
were not seen as good value for money. We feel that these issues are now largely historical and in any case 
are outweighed by the need for naIonal museums to work together under a common umbrella organisa-
Ion. In this way AC can influence those things it disagrees with. On the financial point we make a submis-
sion later in our report for an implementaIon budget to assist AC where our recommendaIons have a cost 
implicaIon. 

RecommendaDon 47: that AC reconsiders membership of the NaDonal Museum Directors’ Council in the 
next financial year, in the light of our advice that membership is beneficial, with trustee involvement in 
the decision. 

12.46 Though AC is a Welsh public body and therefore firmly within the responsibiliIes of the Senedd and 
Welsh Ministers, it should not neglect the Parliament and Government in London. It is interesIng that the 
levelling-up funding recently announced supported two museum-related projects in Wales, one of which 
will indirectly support AC’s site in Llanberis. Engagement with other relevant public insItuIons elsewhere 
in the UK – like universiIes – should also be encouraged. It would be sensible for parameters of engage-
ment to be agreed with the PT but the reach of museums stretches well beyond their geographical borders 
so AC should not be unduly constrained in seeking to engage UK wide and internaIonally. 
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RecommendaDon 48: that, while respecDng the fact that culture and museums are devolved, AC should 
engage appropriately with the UK Government, with other devolved governments and with insDtuDons 
elsewhere in the UK. 

Interna7onal partnerships 
12.47 AC’s 2030 strategy puts considerable emphasis on its exisIng internaIonal partnerships, and sets out 
its aim to develop these. Football has shown the soR power advantage Wales can gain from internaIonal 
visibility. AC has a role in the promoIon of Wales – and it is one that could be leveraged beJer in the fu-
ture. Its work fits parIcularly well with the internaIonal aims of WG – that Wales should be recognised as a 
globally responsible and outward-looking naIon. 

12.48 That said, when called upon to do so by the InternaIonal Division of WG, AC appears to be very co-
operaIve and engaged. This is demonstrated by not only its engagement with the FIFA Men’s Football 
World Cup, but also its interacIon with the Ireland-Wales Forum. The occasional use of St Fagans and 
Cathays Park as venues for internaIonal dialogue enable both AC and WG to promote the deep cultural 
heritage that underpins Wales, and the role that it can play in forging internaIonal relaIons. 

12.49 AC is an established anchor that can aJract internaIonal visitors, and this report makes a number of 
recommendaIons in this regard; it is an effecIve tool in internaIonal diplomacy; and it offers opportuniIes 
to people in Wales to reflect on wider global issues/themes and on what other parts of the world are do-
ing. It can also receive and give loans to internaIonal museums, and foster professional development 
through internaIonal links, as well as using those links to promote its sites and the wider regions where 
they are – the UNESCO designaIon for the slate areas of North Wales is a parIcular opportunity. DigiIsa-
Ion of collecIons and online programming offer opportuniIes to link further with the Welsh diplomaIc 
representaIon across the globe, as well as diaspora and internaIonal audiences. AC can also promote the 
values and the bilingualism of Wales to an internaIonal audience, as it is intended it should do at the UN-
ESCO General Assembly in Paris later this year. 

12.50 The internaIonal-museum field has very many players and AC is not parIcularly well-known, with 
some excepIons, even to museum professionals elsewhere in the world. Limited resources inevitably mean 
that AC must concentrate internaIonal efforts where opportuniIes that suit it best arise. These will oRen 
be in places with parIcular affinity with Wales – BriJany, Quebec or Japan, for example. An example of this 
is the relaIonship with Ireland. Following the wider Wales/Ireland shared statement and joint acIon plan 
of 2021, an MoU was signed by AC with the NaIonal Museum of Ireland (NMI). This has led to good coop-
eraIon at senior staff level, parIcularly on joint events, staff exchange and collecIon research. There is also 
potenIal for AC to learn from Ireland’s very successful outreach to its diaspora, through NMI’s links with 
Global Ireland and other insItuIons in the Irish State. We were told that the staff of both insItuIons had 
benefiJed greatly from these links. We welcome this co-operaIon but note with surprise that it is not 
replicated by a relaIonship between AC and NaIonal Museums Northern Ireland – despite the close rela-
Ions between the museums on both sides of the Irish border. 

12.51 But other links can also be fruiuully developed. The relaIonship between AC and the Museum für 
Naturkunde in Berlin is an example. The museum manages a project, financed by the German Government, 
that fosters co-operaIon between African and European museums by offering 50 fellowships a year that 
allow fellows to spend short periods of professional development in other museums. 25 fellowships are 
offered to African museum professionals; 25 to European museum professionals. AC has received two Eu-
ropean fellows and one African fellow. Fellows were made welcome and were posiIve about their experi-
ence. 
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12.52 The recently developed links with Qatar also show how AC responded quickly to the opportuniIes 
that the FIFA Men’s Football World Cup offered – despite the cultural challenge and a degree of internal 
and external criIcism for doing so. AC’s approach followed the WG line that engagement and demonstra-
Ion of Welsh values is preferable to disengagement. CooperaIon with the Museum of Islamic Art in Doha 
may in the future bring important loans to Wales, as well as helping to counter negaIve a_tudes to the 
Arab world and to Islam in some Welsh communiIes. 

RecommendaDon 49: that the convening power of WG, coupled with collaboraDon across a wide range 
of bodies to enable Wales to present its best face to the world at the FIFA Men’s Football World Cup, be 
regarded as an example to be followed in the future and that, using this posiDve experience and the Ire-
land Wales Forum, WG should idenDfy appropriate collaboraDons with AC to support the reputaDon of 
Wales on the global stage. Such collaboraDons should be consistent with AC’s objecDves in its strategy, 
and – where needed – resources should be made available to enable maximum parDcipaDon by AC in 
promoDng the reputaDon of Wales on the global stage. 

Philanthropic partners 
12.53 AC has a good relaIonship with a limited number of FoundaIons and Trusts, and we heard extremely 
posiIve reports about AC from their representaIves. These relaIonships tend to be long-term and are reli-
able sources of support. On corporate support, despite having a corporate membership scheme, AC does 
seem to lag behind several large museums elsewhere in the UK. This is partly explained by Wales’s compar-
aIvely weaker economy and private sector. But AC also believes that engagement with corporate donors is 
challenging – success usually relies heavily on an individual at the organisaIon, and there is high steward-
ship with low returns. There are also ethical quesIons: any corporate supporters would need to align with 
the 2030 strategy in such areas as commitment to the environment and sustainability. 

12.54 We do not believe these barriers are insuperable. We do not wish to pretend that there is an El Do-
rado in Welsh business which AC has not recognised, but we do think that effort should be made to in-
crease the number of corporate partners and to develop new concepts like, for example, hotel partner-
ships. We would like to see AC examine the untapped possibility in the corporate sector. WG may also have 
a role: one idea suggested to us was that WG could leverage a matched funding scheme to incenIvise 
companies to engage with AC and support it financially. 

12.55 Encouraging individual philanthropy also needs momentum. At present, AC’s income from donaIons 
and legacies almost matches the cost of generaIng this income – one trustee told us that AC was too coy 
about its fundraising from high net-worth individuals and should be less reIcent in doing so. Wales does 
not have the base of wealth of south-east England or even Scotland’s central belt, but there are some 
wealthy individuals who may be prepared to support AC. The Welsh diaspora, both within the UK and over-
seas – especially the USA, could be beJer targeted. The best pracIce of other insItuIons in such things as 
“friend-raising” or encouraging legacies should be emulated. 

RecommendaDon 50: that more emphasis in its income generaDon strategy (as part of an overall finan-
cial strategy) should be given by AC to sDmulaDng philanthropy. 
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13. ContribuDon to Economy and Society 

Society and economy 
13.1 This secIon focuses on the terms of reference specifically relaIng to “AC’s impact on Welsh society 
and economy, including at a global level” (TOR, 4.2, page 4). 

13.2 In the course of our stakeholder consultaIon, AC’s impact on Welsh society and economy came as a 
final topic of engagement during meeIngs, allowing stakeholders to think - in much broader terms, com-
pared with the other discussion topics - about AC’s role and influence. In general, engagements on this top-
ic were posiIve, especially in relaIon to AC’s work with communiIes and schools. Its intenIons, as set out 
in its ten-year strategy, were widely welcomed. Areas of improvement were also suggested, and stakehold-
ers offered ideas for deeper collaboraIons and iniIaIves. 

Role of AC in the Welsh economy and society 
13.3 The Remit LeJer from WG [AC remit leJer: 2021-26] sets out six broad objecIves, included in the Pro-
gramme for Government, and which AC is expected to consider in exchange for its public funding. Most of 
these have social import, while the objecIves around the creaIon of opportuniIes for young people and 
the promoIon of a posiIve image of Wales offer some potenIal for economic benefit. 

13.4 As already referenced, AC’s ten-year strategy, se_ng out its vision to 2030, is very much aligned to the 
requirements of the Remit LeJer. 

13.5 To this end, we selected, to varying degrees, the six objecIves / strategic themes as touch stones for 
this secIon of our report. In addiIon, the issues addressed in this secIon reflect the range of views gar-
nered through our consultaIon, as well as the views of the Panel arising from a desk review of AC’s policies 
and plans. Our observaIons and recommendaIons are also informed by our engagement with the various 
AC sites, as well as the professional and experience-led views of the Panel itself. 

13.6 ConsideraIon is also given to the external environment in which AC operates, and which we consid-
ered in the ‘Environmental Scan’ secIon above (p.10-17). 

What is a na7onal museum? 
13.7 Ahead of considering the impact of AC on Welsh society and its economy, we deliberated on the ques-
Ion of ‘what is a naIonal museum?’ and how it differs from other museums across Wales which collect, 
preserve and make available collecIons, of relevance to Wales, to the public. 

13.8 The strongest expression of what AC is lies within the Royal Charter, which, as a reminder, describes its 
role in the context of: 

13.9 “…the advancement of the educa;on of the public: (i) primarily, by the comprehensive representa;on 
of science, art, industry, history and culture of, or relevant to, Wales, and C:3470563v1 (ii) generally, by the 
collec;on, recording, preserva;on, elucida;on and presenta;on of objects and things and associated 
knowledge, whether connected or not with Wales, which are calculated to further the enhancement of un-
derstanding and the promo;on of research.” [Royal-Charter] 

13.10 While the Royal Charter idenIfies a range of funcIons, it does not underscore any specific funcIons 
that might be considered exclusive to a naIonal museum. Therefore, it is helpful to look outside Wales for 
a more specific definiIon. Those naIonal museums underpinned by legislaIon generally have very pre-
scribed funcIons, with special emphasis on the nature of the collecIon and how the museum interacts 
with the State. A useful, flexible definiIon is that used in France: 
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13.11 “Na;onal museums are museums whose collec;ons belong to the State. A dis;nc;on is made 
between museums under the authority of the Ministry of Culture, the list of which is included in the Herit-
age Code (Ar;cles R. 421-2 et seq.), and museums that are under the authority of another ministry. They 
are generally either public establishments or services with na;onal competence. They have the designa;on 
‘Musée de France’.” [DefiniIon - NaIonal Museum] 

13.12 Such a definiIon creates a clear disIncIon, based on the public ownership (“the State”) of the col-
lecIon. The definiIon is broad enough to include museums that are part of the public sector in-
frastructure, or that have an arm’s-length relaIonship underpinned by “naIonal competence”. 

13.13 In addiIon to placing responsibility for holding the naIonal collecIon as the unique funcIon of AC, 
the approach to collecIng, caring for and making accessible this collecIon should be comprehensive and 
contemporary. We note that AC is developing a new CollecIons Development Strategy (currently out for 
consultaIon as at April 2023) which is Imely since collecIons policies have not been revised since 2016. A 
strategy is not a policy so it is important that collecIons policies are implemented as a result of the strate-
gy. In this regard, we understand it is intended to establish a CollecIons Policy Group with trustee involve-
ment. Given the centrality of the naIonal collecIon to the work of AC, such a policy should undergo more 
regular, rigorous and substanIal appraisal to ensure it is fit for purpose and overseen by the board. Al-
though wider than our remit, there is an opportunity for Historic Wales to develop a protocol and Memo-
randum of Understanding in relaIon to naIonal collecIons. 

RecommendaDon 51: that a shared understanding of what a naDonal museum is, in Wales, would pro-
vide clarificaDon and a criDcal building block upon which to situate expectaDons and responsibiliDes that 
go with holding the naDonal collecDon on behalf of the people of Wales. 

RecommendaDon 52: that AC’s range of policies relaDng to collecDons are in need of a significant revision 
to take account of its strategic objecDves, and contemporary, pressing issues, including sustainability and 
climate change. Work underway to deliver a new CollecDons Development Strategy is welcome, and 
once approved, the strategy should be placed on the website to enhance accountability to the public for 
the naDonal collecDon. 

Society 
13.14 The approach that any museum takes to collecIng, managing and making accessible the naIonal col-
lecIon shapes the extent and reach of ensuring public benefit. 

13.15 We are aware that where AC invests in building deep relaIons with selected communiIes, the im-
pacts are significant for the individuals involved, and barriers and misconcepIons are broken down. This 
approach to deep engagement, taken by AC, was highlighted throughout the stakeholder research, al-
though it has to be said that not all communiIes felt they had these advantages or opportuniIes. 

13.16 However, as AC works towards its strategic commitment to making sure that “everyone” in Wales is 
represented through its work, it may be required to adapt and scale up its partnerships across Wales to 
maximise the social benefits of public interacIon with the naIonal collecIon. 

13.17 Furthermore, in becoming a museum where everyone is represented, AC will have to factor in its 
statutory obligaIon to collaborate in the delivery of the objecIves set out in the Well-being of Future Gen-
eraIons Act. 
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13.18 A clear roadmap will be needed to maximise the social benefits linked with access to the naIonal col-
lecIon by the public in Wales. In developing this roadmap, we believe the following should be taken into 
consideraIon: 

Digi7sa7on 
13.19 The COVID pandemic showed that museums across the world struggled to ‘pivot’ to digital. In this 
context, AC appeared to respond well to the enforced ‘pivot’ and iniIaIves in healthcare se_ngs, for ex-
ample, were very innovaIve and welcomed. 

13.20 AC conInues to focus on developing and delivering its schools’ programme using digital. This ap-
proach would benefit from evaluaIon, perhaps in the next two years, to secure a comprehensive insight 
into how the shiR to digital is working for teachers, students and AC’s educaIon team. At face value, it ap-
pears to be working well and presents some strong opportuniIes to strengthen AC’s reach and engage-
ment. 

13.21 At a strategic level, the Panel was pleased to note that a digital museum is the third limb of the 2030 
strategy, and we are also aware of AC’s ambiIous engagement acIon plan. We welcome, too, the new digi-
tal, data and technology strategy and the aJenIon being given to new ideas, like 3D digital outreach. 

13.22 However, during our work, it became clear that AC has had to work to find a balance between its on-
line programming and the demands for in-person engagement. While some of AC’s social media plauorms 
have strong engagement, performance and engagement has the potenIal to be further developed, espe-
cially as this relates to connecIng communiIes with their collecIons. 

13.23 The level to which AC has digiIsed and made the naIonal collecIon available for public interface is 
unclear. A public-facing digital strategy is not available, and perhaps this will emerge in the future based on 
current plans. OpportuniIes to search and engage with the collecIon online are limited. DigiIsaIon, in 
this regard, appears under-invested, although there has been welcome recent investment as part of the 
NaIonal Contemporary Art Gallery project. Fulfilment of ambiIon, therefore, will need significant re-
arrangement or resourcing. 

13.24 DigiIsaIon – especially as this relates to AC’s collecIon of items such as photography and prints – 
should be prioriIsed. Making such collecIons available throughout Wales and beyond, through digital 
channels, or through collaboraIon with communiIes and local authoriIes, offers easy ways to maximise 
the reach of the naIonal collecIon and AC’s ambiIons on cultural democraIsaIon. Access to AC through 
digital engagement opportuniIes support internaIonal reach and engagement which, in turn, can support 
the posiIve reputaIon-building of Wales in the global arena. 

13.25 A comprehensive digital strategy, covering the digiIsaIon of collecIons and the approach to public 
access, including consideraIon of digital poverty, will be required to support AC’s strategic objecIves. Such 
a strategy will have to idenIfy ways in which digital engagements can grow alongside in-person engage-
ments. Regular effecIveness reviews of digital strategy and approaches, which include trackable metrics, 
will be required to ensure they remain fit-for-purpose. 

RecommendaDon 53: that the data, digital and technology strategy be re-visited in the light of our obser-
vaDons. 

Deaccessioning collec7ons, loans and partnerships 
13.26 Unlike in England, Wales does not have a designaIon scheme to recognise collecIons of naIonal sig-
nificance outside of the AC and NaIonal Library collecIon, although the appeIte and potenIal for a recog-
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niIon scheme for Welsh collecIons is being explored. In any naIonal museum, the work of distribuIng the 
collecIon across the naIon, through deaccessioning, loans and partnerships, is a constant task linked with 
a framework of ethics consideraIons, community engagement and pracIcal consideraIons in respect of 
issues such as transport, storage and climate. AC has, to some extent, considered – on a very limited basis 
– deaccessioning in its CollecIons Development Policy, 2016. [CollecIon Development Policy 2016]. A new 
RaIonalisaIon Policy was approved by the board in September 2022 and is in the process of being imple-
mented. The policy does not, however, appear on the list of policies on AC’s website. Accountability is es-
senIal when it comes to AC’s strategy, policy and approaches to managing the naIonal collecIon. 

13.27 In the context of the role of the naIonal collecIon, documenIng, and where opportuniIes exist, 
deaccessioning, provides an opportunity to consider how AC’s collecIon of over five-million items can play 
a much more important role in the communiIes where they came from, rather than in the naIonal reposi-
tory. An approach of distribuIng collecIons, aRer full documentaIon, would, of course, require deep eval-
uaIon of objects, as well as engagement with communiIes (e.g. through local authority museums or local 
landscapes). In this context we also envisage a role for WG in facilitaIng the necessary conversaIons. In 
some cases, deaccessioning items that could have a stronger societal or research value outside AC should 
also be considered, in line with accepted internaIonal best pracIce in this area. [Guidelines on Deacces-
sioning of the InternaIonal Council of Museums] 

13.28 During our consultaIons we developed an impression that AC was not especially proacIve in enga-
ging with the regions – through local authoriIes and other organisaIons – on how the naIonal collecIon 
could be made available through loan or other arrangements. In some cases, where a loan system was in 
operaIon, the experience was that there was very liJle engagement beyond making a loan available. Train-
ing and knowledge-sharing by AC was suggested, as well as some public programming, in collaboraIon with 
the relevant regional agency, based around loaned collecIons. 

13.29 While AC does not consider itself – any longer – to house ethnographic collecIons that may be sub-
ject to repatriaIon requests, it would be useful for it to have a more long-term and broad view on items in 
the naIonal collecIon that came from outside Wales. Given the scale of the naIonal collecIon, items may 
be idenIfied that have a contested history. This scenario should be considered at a policy level, with 
lessons applied from the experiences of other countries, including elsewhere in the UK and Ireland. These 
can offer AC a robust and responsive approach to appropriate repatriaIon, interpretaIon or reinterpreta-
Ion. 

13.30 Sharing the collecIons with communiIes, through a broader range of partnerships with local author-
iIes and agencies with a role in cultural heritage, can deepen community pride and understanding, and 
pride of place. AC, as already highlighted, knows and approaches partnerships with this in mind. However, 
it may need to grow the scale of its partnerships, becoming more ‘light touch’ in some, and giving partners 
the tools to maximise their capacity to drive public engagement without overly drawing on AC resources. 
Given the declining demographic in a number of regions in Wales, greater access to the naIonal collecIon, 
especially outside South Wales, will be important in supporIng an ageing populaIon in areas such as brain 
health, well-being, community cohesion and democraIsaIon of the collecIon. In our discussions with 
stakeholders on the issue of ‘social prescribing’, access to the collecIons and AC’s services was raised as a 
barrier to its effecIveness in engaging with more remote communiIes. The museum-wide iniIaIve for 
people with demenIa, an element of which we observed at Big Pit, was underlined as a parIcularly strong 
model, but spreading its capacity required AC to work outside its walls and consider broader ranges of set-
Ings for programming. 

13.31 Broader social and cultural histories, referenced in the naIonal collecIon, can help enable communi-
Ies to move beyond single histories that define them: cognisant of the Well-being of Future GeneraIons 
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Act, the communiIes in the vicinity of the NaIonal Slate Museum and Big Pit may become less defined by 
their historical associaIon with extracIon. To this end, the development plans for the NaIonal Slate Muse-
um will require AC to be a partner in conceptualising plans for the overall UNESCO heritage site, envisioning 
how it can contribute to a sustainable community, and widen and deepen interpretaIon to consider mulI-
ple histories, some of which might have fewer tangible links with slate extracIon. 

13.32 Social histories which support the interpretaIon of local cultural heritage are widely used in the Na-
Ional Slate Museum. In looking beyond the story of slate, AC will have opportuniIes to consider consulta-
Ion with, for example, the diaspora, including those who emigrated to America to support newly-emerging 
extracIon industry in slate, steel and coal mining during the 1800-1900s. EmigraIon links and family histo-
ry increasingly play a role in enabling people to be connected to place and community, a theme which 
seems seldom explored in Wales, at least compared with, for example, Scotland or Ireland. 

13.33 Finally, as the populaIon ages, fewer will have lived direct experiences of industrial Wales. At some 
stage, le_ng go of certain interpretaIons will require a ‘palliaIve approach’ to deaccessioning of heritage 
that cannot be maintained. Besides, younger generaIons will not have the same level of interest and nos-
talgia to encourage them to visit / engage more (beyond school). This diminishes the chances of returning 
visitors in adulthood. It would be prudent to consider a long-term vision for industrial heritage sites, which 
enable communiIes to come to terms with collecIons and interpretaIons that are no longer sustainable. 
A useful tool in considering this issue is found in the UK Heritage Futures Report: Heritage Futures: Com-
paraIve Approaches to Natural and Cultural Heritage PracIces - UCL 

RecommendaDon 54: that the RaDonalisaDon Policy be revisited in the light of our findings, located with-
in the collecDons policy and be reviewed and updated at least every five years. The policy should consid-
er deaccessioning in the widest terms, and through a lens of maximum public benefit and sustainability, 
including as this relates to collecDons accrued from outside Wales. The trustees of AC have a responsibil-
ity to ensure such policy is up to date and fit for purpose. 

RecommendaDon 55: that wider engagement, through loans and partnerships with local authoriDes and 
agencies with a cultural heritage remit, should be developed in the context of AC’s strategic objecDves, 
with a view to accepDng that not all partnerships can have the level of depth and collaboraDon as some 
of its current, very successful partnerships. Programming outside AC locaDons should be developed over 
Dme and in line with resources.  

RecommendaDon 56: that, in future-proofing, AC needs to consider its approach at its industrial heritage 
sites to ensure relevance to future generaDons, while respecDng and working with exisDng communiDes. 

Educa7on, learning and research 
13.34 EducaIon and learning is the cornerstone of AC’s mission, as set out in the Royal Charter. AC prides 
itself in being the largest educator in Wales, outside the classroom. We have noted a parIcular emphasis 
on focusing educaIonal efforts at school-learners. Throughout our site visits, the quality and prevalence of 
school visits was noted. 

13.35 We have already made a number of observaIons in relaIon to AC’s digital educaIon offering, and 
how this has accelerated in growth and reach since the pandemic. An evaluaIon of this offering would be 
Imely. During the course of stakeholder consultaIon, a view was expressed about the potenIal of in-
creased moneIsaIon of the educaIon offering. This view was arIculated in a number of ways, ranging 
from charges for school-based programmes to research publicaIons by AC itself. In any evaluaIon of AC’s 
educaIon work, a quesIon about moneIsaIon could be usefully explored. 
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13.36 The panel noted the diverse range of educaIon resources offered by AC: on a limited review of these 
resources, some consideraIon could be given to introducing a uniformity of quality across all resources. 
Resources could be grouped into themes (e.g., industry; art; biodiversity), with, perhaps, more resources 
developed to meet strategic objecIves in areas such as climate change and EDI. 

13.37 AC is, of course, a research organisaIon, one of only two Independent Research OrganisaIons recog-
nised by UK Research and InnovaIon in Wales. It does and should cooperate with the rest of the Welsh 
higher educaIon research community. We were made aware of a variety of ways in which AC cooperates 
already with universiIes in Wales. These range from co-sponsoring PhD students to working together on 
exhibiIons. Staff in areas from archaeology to engineering work across AC and the university sector. Many 
of the areas of community engagement, partnership and learning are also ones that are important both for 
AC and universiIes. In Aberystwyth University, AC is a major project partner in the future of the major Old 
College development. Glyndŵr University has also worked with AC in a number of areas, even if its linkages 
with NaIonal Museums Liverpool are closer due to geography. There is also an MoU with Bangor Universi-
ty. However, there is a move to replace rather general MoUs with more specific collaboraIon agreements. 
In the case of Cardiff University, a new Strategic Partnership Agreement with concrete deliverables has re-
placed rather vague previous agreements. AC is one of only 20 designated strategic partners of this Russell 
Group University. This is expected to be a route both to beJer research income and to achieving results al-
lied to AC’s strategy. These links all need to be fostered and new ways to cooperaIon explored: for exam-
ple, see the suggesIon above that AC and universiIes could sponsor a series of talks at venues around 
Wales based on parIcular artefacts. 

13.38 CollaboraIons with third level insItuIons across Wales are very posiIve, opening the naIonal col-
lecIon to increased rigour across history and the sciences, as well as art and design. 

13.39 In our engagement with the higher educaIon sector, the Panel did note that many representaIves 
were impressed with the approach taken by AC in developing MoUs, linked to strategy and aligned with 
university prioriIes. The role of the outgoing DG in forming – and giving credibility to – these partnerships 
was especially noted. With imminent changes in the leadership of AC, it will be criIcal that these new-
found engagements with the university sector are resourced and prioriIsed in transiIon. 

13.40 We did note efforts, both at the NaIonal Slate Museum and Big Pit, to manage succession planning 
through apprenIce training for skilled jobs, such as slate spli_ng / craR and coal mine management. AC 
also works with Adult Learning Wales and with the wider post-16 educaIon sector. One UK-wide charity 
that aJempts to create a skilled, inclusive and diverse cultural sector throughout the UK was parIcularly 
complimentary about what AC has achieved in its area of experIse through such mechanisms as offering 
placements or helping develop people with heritage skills. Beyond this, there was very limited engagement 
by stakeholders on the role of AC in promoIng heritage skills and apprenIceship / skills-based learning. 

13.41 Given AC’s role and physical presence in many working-class communiIes and considering the future 
skills required to support climate acIon, some consideraIon of how it could promote and support heritage 
skills, with reference to the naIonal collecIon, would be prudent. Working collaboraIvely with like-mind-
ed organisaIons – for example, the Princes’ FoundaIon and local colleges – could provide a “win-win” in 
heritage skills promoIon. 

13.42 EducaIon is an area of work that AC can measure through basic metrics (school visits; online classes; 
downloads etc.), KPIs linked with the organisaIonal strategy, and through evaluaIon and reporIng under 
the objecIves of the university MoUs. It is unclear to what extent AC invests in such measuring and report-
ing in a systemaIc way. UlImately, in terms of evaluaIng its success in “creaIng opportuniIes for younger 
people”, as set out in the Remit LeJer, measuring and reporIng would be useful. Furthermore, a consis-
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tent approach to measuring would help AC move to a situaIon where it can measure impacts over the 
medium to long-term. This would be especially important as the university MoUs become embedded, in-
creasing the potenIal for internaIonal research and funding opportuniIes. 

13.43 AC has recently approved a research strategy for 2022-27 alongside a new strategic partnership with 
Cardiff University. There is also a Learning and Public Programme Strategy. While research was only refer-
enced sporadically in our work, there would appear to be potenIal for greater investment in research op-
portuniIes for staff, based around key collecIons and strategic prioriIes. Once shared, this knowledge 
would strengthen the ownership, understanding and value of the naIonal collecIon through educaIon and 
community-engagement programmes. In addiIon, engagement in the naIonal collecIon through research 
provides opportuniIes for diaspora engagement, tourism and commercialisaIon of products based on the 
naIonal collecIon. Opening the potenIal of research with the private sector, especially as this relates to 
natural history and innovaIon in climate miIgaIng soluIons, could be explored as AC develops its role in 
climate acIon, while opening opportunity for income generaIon. 

RecommendaDon 57: that learning and research conDnue to be core funcDons of AC acDvity and that ac-
companying strategies and policies be regularly updated within the context of the strategic plan. 

RecommendaDon 58: that the creaDon of new strategies enable the development of new metrics to 
measure progress and conDnue to improve reporDng to stakeholders and the public. 

Welsh language 
13.44 AC is one of the bodies in Wales that is required to meet a series of Welsh Language Standards 
agreed with the Welsh Language Commissioner. The Compliance NoIce [AC Compliance NoIce (muse-
um.wales)] under SecIon 44 of the Welsh Language (Wales) Measure was issued on 25th July 2016 and AC 
is required to meet 168 standards covering the areas of Service Delivery, Policy Making, OperaIonal and 
Record Keeping. No standards from the PromoIonal category were assigned to AC. However, the Monitor-
ing Report 2021–-2022 notes that promoIng and publicising the Welsh language and its bilingual services 
as well as celebraIng the use and development of the language is an integral part of AC’s work. AC pro-
duces an Annual Monitoring Report outlining progress in meeIng the standards. 

13.45 AC also has a Welsh Language Policy [Welsh Language Policy (museum.wales)], which was last re-
viewed in January 2017 and outlines how AC meets the requirement of its Welsh Language Standards. 

13.46 Evidence for this review was collected from the Welsh Language Commissioner (by interview), the 
Deputy Welsh Language Commissioner (by correspondence) and internal and external stakeholders. 

13.47 AC has a Welsh Language Monitoring Group, chaired by the Director of Learning and Public Pro-
grammes and managed by the Welsh Language Co-ordinator. The group is responsible for monitoring com-
pliance with the standards and reviewing the implementaIon of the Welsh Language Policy across AC. The 
group meets quarterly, reporIng to the SET and the Performance Review CommiJee. MeeIngs are held 
bilingually using simultaneous translaIon to ensure a broad membership. 

13.48 The 2021-22 Monitoring Report notes that 25 staff received Welsh language training during that year. 
During the same year 25 posts were adverIsed as Welsh essenIal, 4 as Welsh desirable, 80 with a re-
quirement to learn within a set Imeframe, with only 5 posts being adverIsed with no Welsh language re-
quirements. 

13.49 The Welsh language skills of staff and trustees is collected annually. In 2021-22, AC employed 772 
staff with 624 compleIng the survey. Out of those who completed the survey 177 (25%) were proficient in 
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Welsh with a further 193 (26%) having some Welsh language skills. 254 (35%) had no Welsh language skills. 
In recruiIng a new chair/vice-chair and CE a balance will need to be struck between encouraging a wide 
field of applicants and ensuring that the successful candidates are sensiIve and supporIve of the vital im-
portance of Welsh language and culture to a naIonal cultural insItuIon. All things being equal it would be 
desirable for all the successful appointees to be Welsh speakers. Failing that, we aJach importance to flu-
ency in Welsh for either the chair or CE and a willingness to learn if not fluent. 

13.50 Amongst the board of trustees, four were proficient in Welsh, with 11 having some Welsh language 
skills and only one with no Welsh language skills. We noted from our trustee meeIng observaIons that a 
number of execuIves and trustees chose to express themselves through the medium of Welsh and that 
translaIon faciliIes were very effecIve. 

13.51 During 2021-22, AC received one complaint in relaIon to the Welsh language. The Welsh Language 
Commissioner did not receive any complaints in relaIon to AC. 

13.52 Feedback from senior managers is that significant progress has been made in turning AC into an or-
ganisaIon where the Welsh language is valued and used and this was illustrated by a comment made by a 
member of staff who noted that when they joined around 20 years ago, it was like joining an English insI-
tuIon – that has all changed. This posiIve change was also highlighted by the Deputy Welsh Language 
Commissioner who noted that there is a very high level of assurance of compliance with the standards. 

13.53 Some of the examples of good pracIce noted during visits and interviews was that AC does not pro-
duce its informaIon in English and translate into Welsh, but develops original content in both languages 
and there were posiIve examples of working with individuals learning the Welsh language. 

13.54 The main challenge for AC is how it can build on this posiIve situaIon and further embed the Welsh 
language into its work, both internally and externally. 

RecommendaDon 59: that, building on its current work, the next revision of the Welsh Language Devel-
opment Plan to provide addiDonal opportuniDes for people to use Welsh. 

RecommendaDon 60: that the new CE and/or chair can speak Welsh or there is an expectaDon to learn. 
As part of the recruitment process all candidates need to be tested on their antude to the Welsh lan-
guage and their understanding of its importance to the culture and society in Wales. 

RecommendaDon 61: that the use of Welsh internally be further embraced, especially in departments 
where the majority of staff speak Welsh. 

Environment 
13.55 Given the focus by WG, and by AC itself, on climate acIon and protecIng the planet, we had com-
paraIvely low levels of engagement on this topic. In our stakeholder engagement, however, those who did 
focus on this topic feel AC is under-ambiIous and there is a concern about how it can reach the WG target 
to be carbon-zero by 2030. 

13.56 AC requires a dual strategy in supporIng climate acIon: (1) it needs to become more sustainable in 
everything it does, reducing its carbon footprint in a measurable way – its buildings; how people travel to 
and connect with its collecIons; its collecIons policy and collecIons management policy (including deac-
cessioning, digitlisaIon and the use of biometrics in natural history collecIons). (2) it needs to elevate the 
role of its collecIons to aid educaIon, awareness and soluIons, especially linked with natural history and 
biodiversity. InnovaIng through digital and biometrics, it needs to help track biodiversity loss in Wales, 
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working with NaIonal Parks and Natural Resources Wales. It can further drive public awareness through its 
public exhibiIon policy, at all sites and across all online channels. 

13.57 While AC does have a sustainability policy, this is not public-facing and, at the Ime of wriIng this re-
port, we noted that the sustainability pages of the website were ‘being updated’ and unavailable for fur-
ther reference. That said, the SET’s presentaIon to trustees in December, coupled with other strands of 
AC’s work shows that sustainability is being considered in educaIon, programming and in the approach to 
energy consumpIon across the sites. Before the website pages became unavailable, we noted the ambi-
Ion to maximise biodiversity on its sites, as well as the commitment to the circular economy model. What 
is less clear is how AC reports on its sustainability efforts: it is generally accepted, in Environmental, Social 
and Governance (ESG) modelling and sustainability reporIng, that being transparent and accountable are 
key to achieving targets and securing buy-in from staff and stakeholders. A clear, systems-approach, model; 
roadmap for achieving success; and transparent and public-facing reporIng programme will be required to 
give real credibility to AC’s leadership in this area. 

13.58 A significant challenge will be AC’s approach to interpretaIon at the NaIonal Slate Museum and Big 
Pit. While respecIng the history and tradiIons of the extracIon industries, a way needs to be found to in-
clude explanaIons of the damage done by coal and slate in local landscapes and in relaIon to global warm-
ing through the use of fossil fuels. This challenge was underlined by a number of those we consulted. It was 
not evident in any of our work that there were any future-proofing strategies in place to ensure that rein-
terpretaIon and educaIon shiRs are being considered, while managing the community expectaIons about 
an important aspect of their history. AC could usefully consider iniIaIves underway in Scotland’s mining 
museum, as well as the broader iniIaIve in Scotland that requires cultural insItuIons to act on climate 
change. [New climate change art and science exhibiIon opens NMS] 

13.59 It was not possible to look, in great detail, at collecIon storage although we did benefit from a visit to 
the NaIonal CollecIons Centre, but a quesIon needs to be asked about the effecIveness of AC’s collec-
Ions and storage policy. The Museum, like the NaIonal Library, collects many items, including pho-
tographs (early negaIves); archives; art; as well as its vast collecIon of objects and industrial heritage 
buildings. This extensive collecIon requires different levels of storage and care. CollaboraIve collecIons 
and storage policy should be explored with the NaIonal Library to avoid duplicaIon, and minimise climate 
impacts of storage. 

RecommendaDon 62: that AC’s sustainability strategy should be robustly tested to ensure it is compre-
hensive; public facing; inclusive of targets; is reported on and measured (including successes and 
failures); and takes account of all aspects of AC’s acDviDes. 

RecommendaDon 63: that there should be board-level competency in the area of sustainability to ensure 
that oversight is effecDve on such an important issue, strategically and for compliance purposes. 

Economy 
13.60 Other secIons of this report consider AC’s own capacity to generate income. The Thurley Report 
made wide-ranging recommendaIons to this end, many of which have yet to be acted upon. We observed, 
in our stakeholder engagements, some unease about the status of the Thurley recommendaIons, especial-
ly as they relate to funding and the economic performance of AC. We have seen AC’s response to Thurley 
and our report builds upon it. Taken together the reports represent a significant programme of work for AC 
to undertake under new non-execuIve and execuIve leadership. 

13.61 To situate fully AC in the wider context of the Welsh economy, we consulted Dr AnneJe Roberts, 
Reader in Economics at Cardiff Business School. Together with her colleague, Professor Max Munday, Dr 
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Roberts undertook desk research of a number of bodies of research from 1998-2017, all of which – in dif-
ferent ways – aJempted to measure the economic benefits of AC in Wales. This longitudinal desk review 
highlighted a common theme from all research bodies over the past two decades: studies stressed the risk 
that economic effects might take away from the socio-economic role of a museum, and the two elements 
(i.e. economic and social) should not be seen as compeIng, but rather complementary. This view was 
picked up throughout our consultaIon with stakeholders. 

13.62 The research presented to us usefully examined the economic acIvity linked with AC’s sites across a 
range of categories, including visitor spending on the sites, spending in the site vicinity (including in hospi-
tality), as well as the economic impacts of jobs at the sites. It also contextualised the range of ‘unmeasur-
able’ economic benefits, the list of which outweighed those that are measurable. 

13.63 We take the view that AC provides quanIfiable benefits for society. We also accept that it offers 
many unquanIfiable, intangible benefits. However, it is reasonable that some outcomes are tracked and 
reported on, including economic benefits. AC is an important resource to encourage inward investment, 
promote tourism and generate economic acIvity locally to its sites and is therefore an invesIble economic, 
as well as cultural and social, proposiIon. Given the vast body of previous research in this area, and the 
willingness of a potenIal partner, such as Cardiff University, ongoing tracking would support accountability 
for public spending; poliIcal and public understanding of the value of cultural insItuIons in various loca-
Ions; as well as offer a strong basis for decision-making when it comes to considering increased/reduced 
public funding of the sector by Government. There should be a shared acceptance, at the level of Govern-
ment and publicly-funded cultural bodies, that the social role of cultural spaces is criIcal, and should not be 
undermined by economic targets. 

RecommendaDon 64: that tracking and measuring AC’s economic impact should be a consistent acDvity 
in the publicly-funded cultural sphere in Wales, including AC. 

Tourism 
13.64 The role of AC in supporIng tourism in Wales, both domesIcally and outside the country, was raised 
by stakeholders during the Panel’s consultaIons. We also had the benefit of a conversaIon with Visit Wales 
about current interacIons and acIviIes with AC. Some stakeholders noted an apparent lack of connecIv-
ity across much of the cultural heritage sector. Others, especially outside of the sites in the South of Wales, 
highlighted the importance of the local AC site in aJracIng visitors, or giving them a reason to stay in a loc-
aIon for longer. 

13.65 Tourism is an obvious area where business can benefit from AC – which should be a key part of 
Wales’s tourism offer, both to UK and internaIonal visitors. Co-operaIon between AC and the commercial 
tourist industry like the hotel sector is therefore vital. We heard of good schemes like the bringing of pas-
sengers from cruise ships docking in Pembrokeshire to the Wool Museum. More generally, there are differ-
ing views on the extent of AC’s engagement and cooperaIon with Visit Wales. It is imperaIve that the two 
organisaIons should work together to present Wales in the fresh and exciIng way that will help aJract vis-
itors. Certainly, the authenIcity of the craRspeople at several AC sites is parIcularly aJracIve to visitors 
and AC plays an important part in maintaining tradiIonal skills. 

13.66 AC has very limited visibility on the Visit Wales website, and its promoIonal material. AC could be 
more proacIve in presenIng plans and ideas to Visit Wales for promoIon. Equally, it does not appear that 
Visit Wales plays any co-ordinaIng or promoIonal role in the cultural sector. 
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RecommendaDon 65: that AC, together with other publicly funded cultural insDtuDons perhaps via His-
toric Wales, should work on an ongoing basis with Visit Wales to maximise tourist interest. The following 
offer some ideas for collaboraDve work, and promoDon, with Visit Wales: 

o A ‘culture month’ or ‘culture fesDval’ could be considered on an annual basis (ahead of, or around 
St David’s Day).  # 

o With more collaboraDon, there should be more signposDng to other culture / heritage acDvity in 
specific ciDes / towns (Visit Scotland promotes such connecDvity, encouraging visitors to do mul-
Dple things in an area, instead of one, culminaDng in a day out involving larger spends in local 
economies).# 

o Greater parDcipaDon and leadership in promoDng European Heritage Days or Heritage Week 
could be considered as other ways of encouraging people to do a series of acDviDes in a week / 
day in cultural heritage.# 

Effec7veness, efficiency and economy 
13.67 In our opening paragraphs, we stressed that there is much to celebrate in relaIon to AC. However, as 
we recover from the impacts of COVID 19 and face an energy and cost of living crisis across the whole of 
the UK, there is work to do to ensure AC is the most effecIve and efficient it can be for the future. 

13.68 The appointment of a new CE and, if our recommendaIon is acIoned, a finance director, provides an 
opportunity to ensure that the overall organisaIon, structure and culture of AC is aligned with the 2030 
strategy, fit for purpose and sustainable, both environmentally and financially. 

13.69 AC’s recent GIA seJlements have been appreciated by AC. WG has provided protecIon for inflaIon 
and energy costs alongside capital support and project funding. Nevertheless, like the culture and heritage 
sectors across the UK, AC faces considerable headwinds. In recent years AC has been using reserves to sup-
port day-to-day spending. On present trends reserves will be exhausted by 2025/26 unless there is a signifi-
cant increase in GIA. AC therefore needs to align income with expenditure in the short term through the 
implementaIon of a financial strategy and an organisaIonal culture geared to income generaIon and cost 
control. We consider these issues in more detail below, but this snapshot sets the scene in relaIon to the 
imperaIve for greater efficiency. 

13.70 Perhaps because of recent tensions, we detected a certain defensiveness in the SET. It was notable 
that, during the Panel’s site visits and during engagements with managers and staff, SET members were al-
most always present throughout. While we appreciate SET devoIng Ime to this, we noIced that, on the 
few occasions when alone with non-SET staff, they were much more forthcoming, but tended to fall silent 
in the presence of SET members. 

13.71 When we probed on issues relaIng to organisaIonal effecIveness with senior managers, there was a 
tendency to steer us towards governance with a “nothing to see here” a_tude in relaIon to their own 
structures and organisaIon. 

13.72 The new CE will, no doubt, wish to look at organisaIonal culture and structure, with reference to this 
review. SET has a criIcal role in leading strategically, enabling and promoIng managers to manage effec-
Ively. Middle management and, in parIcular, site managers should be encouraged to innovate and be en-
trepreneurial. Greater leadership at this level can free up SET Ime for organisaIonal development and 
more strategic prioriIes; and result in a more sustainable organisaIon, from a leadership and succession 
perspecIve. 
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RecommendaDon 66: that the new CE should carry out a full review of structure, organisaDon and cul-
ture to ensure that they are financially and environmentally sustainable and aligned with the delivery of 
the 2030 strategy. 

Policies, processes and strategy 
13.73 As well as the areas highlighted during the review, we feel there needs to be clarity within AC and 
with WG on policies, processes and strategy. At Imes, these terms are used interchangeably, and there 
does not appear to be a clear structure on what policies and processes are needed. Trustees, staff and, at 
Imes, WG seem unclear what policies and processes are being followed. Many policies are out of date and 
others are referenced but impossible to find on the website. The development of a high-level culture strat-
egy for Wales provides an opportunity to develop (alongside rather than as part of it) a more coherent set 
of policies and processes. 

KPIs 
13.74 As part of the review, we were provided with some KPIs to benchmark the performance of AC with 
other naIonal museums in the UK and Ireland of similar scale. Discussion with SET and trustees suggested 
that this kind of benchmarking was not reviewed by AC, nor the other naIonal museums on a regular basis, 
which could be useful. It raises a number of quesIons about commercial performance, visitor figures and 
staffing levels and we would suggest that colleagues at AC undergo a similar benchmarking exercise for 
their own benefit to help them set targets for their own KPIs. Performance data should be a key part of the 
management and governance of any business and yet, at the board meeIngs we have observed, financial 
performance data was not discussed. This could be explained by the fact that such reviewing takes place in 
the PPRC which includes all trustees. However, during our review, this commiJee failed to meet unIl mid-
February. We cover the issues this raises around governance in that secIon and have made a number of 
recommendaIons there (see p.44-50). However, we welcome the creaIon and reporIng of annual KPIs, 
with monthly targets. 

RecommendaDon 67: the dashboard of KPIs should be revised to include financial reporDng to board and 
relevant commieee meeDngs. 

Areas for improvement 
13.75 Throughout the review, 5 main areas were highlighted as areas which could be holding AC back in 
terms of effecIveness. All five of these areas were referenced by AC colleagues, trustees and external 
stakeholders. 

• Financial planning# 
13.76 We have already referred to the need for a Finance Director appointment and the development of a 
financial strategy. AC is currently drawing upon reserves to meet current spending which is clearly not a 
sustainable proposiIon. Projected income and expenditure need to be brought into line over Ime and 
headroom created for capital investment and maintenance. ForecasIng is on a cost-plus basis. Since over 
80% of turnover is devoted to payroll costs, AC feels a zero-based approach would be overkill but a more 
strategic approach to budget se_ng is clearly required. The term of Government approach to the Remit 
LeJer and indicaIve budgets over three years help forward planning but current fiscal pressures place this 
in jeopardy. In parIcular the income generaIon targets will need to be achieved and exceeded net of costs 
on a sustained year on year basis. 

13.77 This lack of a long-term strategic approach affects AC’s ability to make strategic decisions and needs 
to be reviewed as a maJer of urgency. Whilst we appreciate the impact of short-term poliIcal decisions on 
funding, a long-term plan based on assumpIons, with sensiIvity analysis and accompanied by a risk regis-
ter could be produced. 
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• Condi7on of the historic estate# 
13.78 Like many, if not all other naIonal museums across the UK, AC has a significant capital backlog of 
works to their estate which needs addressing. Much work has recently been done on quanIfying the back-
log, which is in the region of £65 million. AC is responsible for important cultural and historic buildings. The 
investment in this estate over the years has not been at a high enough level to maintain it to an effecIve 
standard and, with increasing drivers to decarbonise the estates as well, it will require significant invest-
ment. On current projecIons the posiIon will only worsen. 

RecommendaDon 68: WG should work with AC (with advice from Cadw) to produce a long-term view of 
the capital investment needed in its Welsh Historic estate over the next 25 years. 

• Commerciality and income genera7on # 
13.79 The recruitment of officers with skills in income generaIon by AC recently is very posiIve. However, 
as part of further recruitment, AC needs to include this requirement in other job descripIons, to develop 
the commercial capacity of AC and make this a funcIon across the organisaIon, not one for a small de-
partment. Income generaIon should be embedded in the culture across the organisaIon. This needs to 
commence with the recruitment of the chair and CE and their approach to commercial development 
should be assessed as part of the recruitment process. 

13.80 With a change of culture and upskilling of staff it is likely that AC can develop a more ambiIous in-
come generaIng approach and provide it with an opportunity to grow while reducing the proporIon of 
public funding as part of its budget (always provided the income generated is addiIonal to not a subsItute 
for GIA). The new leadership provides an opportunity for a fresh vision on income generaIon and AC 
should aim to develop a new Income GeneraIng strategy (building on the current one) within a year of the 
new chair and CE commencing their posts. 

13.81 Current policy in Wales, in common with the rest of the UK, is not to charge for admission to naIonal 
museums. Although local museums which do not receive revenue support could charge, in pracIce it is dif-
ficult for them to do so, especially if they are near an AC site. On the other hand, Cadw does charge for ad-
mission to 26 of its 131 sites, which appears on the face of it to be logically inconsistent. The policy of not 
charging was introduced across all naIonal museums in 2001. We have been informed that when charging 
was removed, visitor numbers increased by 50%. There are also VAT benefits for capital developments for 
free museums and issues such as eligibility for NaIonal LoJery funding must be borne in mind. The PT has 
advised us that free access is a poliIcal decision but that WG does encourage paid-for exhibiIons (outside 
of the naIonal collecIon) since it understands the need for AC to be financially sustainable. We also note 
here, since we received mixed messages from our evidence base, that there is no policy direcIon from WG 
which would preclude AC from exploring the introducIon of charges outside access to the naIonal collec-
Ion. 

13.82 GIA will always need to be the principal source of income for AC but, given fiscal pressures, a decline 
in the quality of its offer is inevitable unless more flexibility can be introduced. We agree that entrance to 
the sites should remain free, but we conclude that further examinaIon of the following opIons would be 
beneficial: 

• The ability to charge for special exhibiIons and “visitor experience” elements such as going under-
ground at Big Pit. We commend the pracIce at the NaIonal Coal Mining Museum Wakefield, 
whereby visitors going underground are asked to pay a £5 deposit for a token. Over 90% of visitors 
do not reclaim the deposit. The “JobaKnock” scheme at Big Pit which charges £5 to book a slot for 
an underground Icket has seen good take up. Such schemes also enable planning of visits to avoid 
disappointment and provide visitor data for AC to develop its services. 
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• A professional review of the catering and retail offers at AC sites. 
• More donaIon points placed more strategically. 
• A review of car parking charges where applicable. 
• More cross markeIng with other local aJracIons. 
• As noted previously, a review of the income generaIng capacity of the spaces e.g. for events, spon-

sorship, naming rights and philanthropic donaIons. 
• Enhanced retail offering, including online presence. 
• Venue and site hire for major events. 

13.83 There is rightly praise for the work AC has done coming out of COVID to commercialise its offer and it 
has produced a very ambiIous Income GeneraIon Strategy for delivery over the next few years. Despite 
this, there is an ongoing discussion with WG, trustees and stakeholders about whether it can do more. Hav-
ing visited all AC sites, it is certainly true to say that in some cases the cafés could be beJer, the shops 
could sell different things (perhaps referencing the collecIons more) or more could be done to push dona-
Ions and corporate sponsorship. However, all of these things are covered in the commercial plan, and we 
are told that it is on track in terms of financial targets. To really make a step change in commerciality, AC 
and WG need to work together to understand what would be possible and poliIcally acceptable in terms of 
generaIng income from the sites while of course paying aJenIon to affordability and the need for conces-
sionary rates. 

RecommendaDon 69: that AC should remain free at the point of access, but WG should advise on the 
boundaries for income generaDon from the estate and collecDons with a view to enabling AC to generate 
more income in addiDon to GIA. 

RecommendaDon 70: that commercial skills and understanding be included in the role descripDon of a 
wider range of staff and trustees so that, over Dme, an entrepreneurial culture becomes embedded in 
the organisaDon. 

RecommendaDon 71: that AC reviews its current income generaDng acDviDes and idenDfies how it can 
resource the generaDon of addiDonal income, with the aim of developing a new income generaDon 
strategy within a year of the new chair and CE commencing their posts. 

• A “Cardiff centric approach”# 
13.84 When speaking with staff, trustees and stakeholders, they oRen refer to AC when actually they are 
just referring to NaIonal Museum Cardiff; many stakeholders were unable to name all AC venues, and on 
visiIng each site, there is certainly a feeling that aJenIon and resource is focused on NaIonal Museum 
Cardiff and St Fagans. Staff across the service raised issue with this approach and the challenges of cen-
tralised management vs local focus. There are also quesIons about the quality of the visitor offer across all 
venues and whether all live up to the standard of a NaIonal Museum. 

13.85 A number of interviewees commented that AC is a largely serendipitous collecIon of museums 
rather than a single museum. This prompted us to consider whether Amgueddfeydd Cenedlaethol Cymru/ 
NaIonal Museums Wales might be a more appropriate Itle to reflect the fact that AC is a collecIon of very 
different oRen geographically dispersed museums and not just the Cathays Park building which many peo-
ple think of as the naIonal museum. The official name of AC under its Charter is Amgueddfa Cenedlaethol 
Cymru/NaIonal Museum of Wales but AC has recently rebranded as Amgueddfa Cymru/Museum Wales 
following an extensive professional research process. Wales has relaIvely few naIonal insItuIons. We 
were fortunate to have a chair and a director of naIonal museums on our panel and we do think the term 
“naIonal” is an important signifier, especially when other naIons such as Scotland and Ireland have na-
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Ional museums. We do not make a recommendaIon here since the re-branding has recently been com-
pleted, but note the issue for future reference when AC next considers re-branding. 

RecommendaDon 72: that when reviewing the structure, the board and execuDve should include consid-
eraDon of what standards are expected of a naDonal museum and whether all sites reach them, together 
with a review of the balance of centralised and devolved management of the sites. 

• Collec7on management across Wales# 
13.86 The historic collecIon of Wales is currently collected and cared for through a variety of organisaIons 
but, of course for the public, they all form part of the NaIonal CollecIon. The people of Wales have the 
right to access the NaIonal CollecIons and be sure of their care regardless of the collecIng organisaIon, 
but during the course of the review, there has been confusion over who collects what, which we believe is 
making it more difficult than it needs to be. AC, RCAHMW, the NaIonal Library and Cadw were all estab-
lished to collect and care for Welsh heritage. They need to focus on working together to do this in the best 
interests of the people of Wales. WG has now begun a review of collecIons storage needs which is being 
conducted by a collecIons expert. We believe this should be widened (or a separate review commissioned) 
of collecIons policies for the NaIonal CollecIon of Wales. 

RecommendaDon 73: that the review of collecDons storage needs be widened (or a separate review 
commissioned by WG) of the NaDonal CollecDon of Wales, to provide guidance, perhaps via the Historic 
Wales Partnership, on which organisaDon should be responsible for collecDng the components compris-
ing the NaDonal CollecDon. 
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14. OpportuniDes for investment, growth and shared services 

Introduc7on 
14.1 AC is facing significant challenges, along with other public bodies, over the next few years, therefore if 
it wants to develop and grow (or even retain its current work), it needs to be more creaIve and develop 
new sources of income and new ways of working. This may challenge its tradiIonal ways of working. 

14.2 Over the past decade there has been a strong theme in Welsh public life that some of the challenges 
and capacity issues can be resolved by greater joint working and collaboraIon. This can cover a wide range 
of opIons from two or more organisaIons working together on an acIvity or project to the merging of a 
number of whole organisaIons to create a new organisaIon. While there are a number of examples of 
good pracIce in relaIon to this, there are an equal, if not greater number of examples where projects have 
not been successful. A key challenge for AC is how it can develop successful collaboraIve iniIaIves that 
support the delivering of its outcomes while also contribuIng to the wider aspiraIon of the WG and part-
ners. 

Back-office services 
14.3 A significant focus has been given to joint working in back-office funcIons and while there are some 
benefits from economies of scale, they rarely lead to significant cost cu_ng and can oRen be offset by 
greater bureaucracy and lack of clarity in decision making. 

14.4 However, AC, along with the NaIonal Library, Cadw and RCAHMW have recently issued a joint tender 
to assess possible savings through collaboraIon on back-office services. The PT led on this process with in-
put from the partners. No tenders were received. The PT would welcome AC, as the biggest partner, taking 
a lead in this area. While some interviewees were scepIcal of the benefits of shared services, if work could 
be progressed, it should provide a valuable assessment of any potenIal collaboraIon and cost saving op-
Ions. Failing that, other opIons should be explored by WG e.g. via condiIons of funding. There may be 
benefits in specialist areas where the good pracIce of one could be shared with others. In view of this, 
there should be a commitment from all partners to take forward any recommendaIons (e.g. in areas such 
as payroll, procurement, internal audit, capital project management) and WG could consider providing 
funding on an invest-to-save basis to implement these recommendaIons. Such an approach would be 
complementary to savings that could be generated from our proposals above in relaIon to shared storage 
and collecIons policies. 

RecommendaDon 74: that AC, along with the NaDonal Library, Cadw and RCAHMW, commit to imple-
menDng shared back office services where appropriate and cost effecDve and that WG consider other 
opDons such as funding condiDons to secure the desired outcome. 

RecommendaDon 75: WG should consider providing funding to implement the changes on an invest to 
save basis. 

Place-based collabora7on 
14.5 While an organisaIon such as AC wishes to retain its autonomy, it is providing a public service and, 
along with partners, needs to idenIfy how its work delivers this service and the experience for the user. 

14.6 AC sites do not funcIon in isolaIon and on three sites they funcIon in close proximity to other her-
itage sites, these are: 

• Blaenavon – Big Pit and the Blaenavon Ironworks (managed by Cadw) both of which form com-
ponent parts of the Blaenavon Industrial Landscape World Heritage Site. 
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• Caerleon – NaIonal Roman Legion Museum, Caerleon Roman Fortress Baths and Caerleon Am-
phitheatre (both managed by Cadw). 

• Llanberis – NaIonal Slate Museum and the Slate landscape of Northwest Wales World Heritage 
site. 

14.7 On all three sites, there is key input and partnership with the relevant local authority. When visiIng 
the sites, the offering by various public bodies lacks cohesion. For example, entry to the Roman Museum in 
Caerleon along with the Amphitheatre and access to the remains of other parts of the Roman Fortress is 
free, while there is a charge to visit the Fortress Baths. All sites provide different guides. We agree with Dr 
Simon Thurley that it is reasonable to expect a visitor to Caerleon would be interested in visiIng all sites 
and would benefit from a coherent interpretaIon approach that tells the story of the locaIon. In addiIon 
to site management, other partners such as local authoriIes deliver services that impact on these loca-
Ions. An example of this is Llanberis, where Gwynedd County Council manage the nearby car park. 

14.8 There is considerable benefit in all partners working together to develop place plans that contribute 
towards a seamless experience for visitors. This should include issues such as transport and access to sites, 
interpretaIon, markeIng, food offering and commercial opportuniIes. These place plans may provide a 
framework for collaboraIon that protects individual organisaIons while providing a beJer visitor experi-
ence. We are therefore pleased to note that Cadw has iniIated a discussion between AC, Newport CC and 
Cadw to develop a collecIve vision for Roman Caerleon to inform a collaboraIve future partnership. We 
hope our recommendaIon below will give impetus to that process and provide a model for other historic 
places in Wales. 

RecommendaDon 76: that AC should work with partners such as Cadw and local authoriDes to develop 
place plans for Blaenavon, Caerleon and Llanberis, thus providing an integrated customer experience for 
historic and cultural aeracDons in those areas and supporDng the local economy. 

15. ImplementaDon 

15.1 We are conscious that we have produced a large number of recommendaIons which will require con-
siderable resource to work through. In many cases this will be staff Ime which carries an opportunity cost, 
but in other areas financial support will be required either from re-allocaIon within AC or external invest-
ment. However, we have been careful not to put forward proposals that are clearly unaffordable. Much of 
what we propose could be achieved within available resources through changes of culture, organisaIon 
and partnership working. A huge amount of diversionary, costly and nugatory work has been devoted to 
recent events. Under new leadership that can now be re-purposed. We are confident that AC will become a 
more sustainable, invesIble proposiIon if our reforms are implemented. 

15.2 Some of our proposals may generate savings as well as costs e.g. the appointment of a finance direc-
tor. We understand that an implementaIon budget of £750k accompanied the NaIonal Library of Wales 
Tailored Review. We therefore think it reasonable, while acknowledging fiscal challenges, for a similar one-
off sum to be earmarked for AC to meet part of the direct costs of our review. 

15.3 We do not believe that reviews such as these should be bidding vehicles for resources or special 
pleading, so we suggest the following criteria to underpin any implementaIon support: 

• it should be directly related to the implementaIon of our report. 
• AC should produce a business case to support release of funds, including any possible AC or third-

party contribuIon. 
• implementaIon should be monitored through partnership working arrangements. 
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• implementaIon should be completed within a calendar year of the publicaIon of our report wher-
ever pracIcable. 

15.4 Once decisions have been made on our recommendaIons, WG and AC working together should pro-
duce a costed plan so that decisions can be made on resourcing. This might be achieved through a task and 
finish group of trustees, senior execuIves and WG officials which could oversee implementaIon and report 
on progress. 

RecommendaDon 77: that WG/AC establish a task and finish group of trustees, senior execuDves and WG 
officials to oversee implementaDon, report on progress and produce a costed acDon plan for implement-
ing approved recommendaDons. 

16. Conclusion 

16.1 We end where we began. There is a huge amount to celebrate in the work of AC. It is a jewel in the 
crown of Welsh culture. We put forward a programme of work to WG and AC which, in our view, will enable 
AC to move forward in partnership with other organisaIons and with the full support of the Welsh Gov-
ernment, as a lynchpin of the cultural regeneraIon of Wales. 
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Report Annexes 

Annex 1 

Glossary of terms 

AC - Amgueddfa Cymru/NaIonal Museum Wales 
ACW - Arts Council of Wales 
AI - ArIficial Intelligence 
AO - AccounIng Officer 
AAO - AddiIonal AccounIng Officer 
AW - Audit Wales 
ARAC - Audit, Risk and Assurance CommiJee 
BLM - Black Lives MaJer 
CE - Chief ExecuIve 
DG - Director General 
EDI - Equality, Diversity and Inclusion 
GIA - Grant in Aid 
MoU - Memorandum of Understanding 
NMDC - NaIonal Museum Directors Council 
NMI - NaIonal Museum of Ireland 
PBU - Public Bodies Unit 
PPRC - Planning, Performance and Resources CommiJee 
PT - Culture and Sport Partnership Team within Welsh Government 
RCAHM - Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales 
RemCo - RemuneraIon CommiJee 
SEP - Strategic Equality Plan 
SET - Senior ExecuIve Team 
SID - Senior Independent Directors 
ST - Senior Trustee 
TOR – Terms of Reference 
WCVA - Welsh Council for Voluntary AcIon 
WG - Welsh Government 
WGSB - Welsh Government Sponsored Body 

Annex 2 
Review Panel Members 

• David Allen OBE, former chair of the Higher EducaIon Funding Council for Wales (chair) 
David hails from Barry and graduated from Swansea and Cardiff universiIes. He is currently a Principal Con-
sultant at the Halpin Partnership, mainly direcIng governance reviews of universiIes. UnIl recently he 
chaired the Higher EducaIon Funding Council for Wales and he has also chaired Exeter College, an Ofsted 
Outstanding further educaIon and terIary college and been AcIng Chair and Vice-Chair of Torbay and 
South Devon NHS FoundaIon Trust. In his execuIve career, senior posts included Registrar and Deputy 
Chief ExecuIve of the University of Exeter and Registrar and Secretary of the universiIes of No_ngham 
and Birmingham. He is the only person to have chaired the Russell Group Registrars, the UK AssociaIon of 
University Administrators and the AssociaIon of Heads of University AdministraIon. He was appointed OBE 
in 2012 for services to higher educaIon, awarded the honorary doctorate of LLD from Exeter in 2013 and is 
a Fellow of the Learned Society of Wales. He has a long standing interest in arts and culture, including over-
sight of the Barber InsItute in Birmingham, the University of No_ngham Arts and DH Lawrence Centres 
and the NorthcoJ Theatre in Exeter. 
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• Sir Paul Silk KCB, oneIme Clerk of the then NaIonal Assembly for Wales (vice-chair) 
Paul Silk was born in Crickhowell and lives near there now. Most of his career was spent as an official at the 
House of Commons, but he was also Clerk of the NaIonal Assembly for just under six years from 2001. 
From 2011 to 2014, he chaired the UK Government’s Commission on DevoluIon to Wales. He was also a 
member of the 2017 Expert Group on the Size and Electoral Method of the NaIonal Assembly. Recently, he 
has mainly been working on parliamentary strengthening programmes around the world. He also chairs the 
Membership SelecIon Panel for Glas Cymru and the Governance Reform Working Group of the Church in 
Wales. He is an honorary professor at Cardiff University, an honorary fellow of Aberystwyth University, an 
honorary Doctor of the University of the Open University and a Fellow of the Learned Society of Wales. 

• Catherine Heaney, chair of NaIonal Museum of Ireland 
Catherine Heaney is a strategic communicaIons and leadership specialist with 25 years’ experience. She is 
based in Ireland. 

She works as consultant at DHR CommunicaIons, a company she founded 18 years ago. She has led influ-
enIal, public-interest campaigns in the cultural heritage, human rights, regulatory, health and educaIon 
sectors.       

Under her leadership, DHR CommunicaIons was recognised for its CSR programme in successive naIonal 
CSR awards in Ireland. She was appointed as Chairperson of the Irish Government’s Forum on Corporate 
Social Responsibility and has led on the implementaIon and reporIng of Ireland’s most recent CSR acIon 
plan. 

Catherine has considerable, non-execuIve leadership experience. She is Chairperson of the NaIonal Mu-
seum of Ireland, as well as Chairperson of the CiIzens InformaIon Board. Outside of the statutory sector, 
she is a trustee of the charity, One in Four. 

Catherine studied journalism at undergraduate level and criminology at postgraduate level at TUI Dublin. 
She holds an MPhil in Public History and Cultural Heritage from Trinity College Dublin. Her area of research 
lies in the use of cultural heritage pracIces in supporIng the ‘just transiIon’ of industrialised landscapes. 

Catherine undertakes conInuous professional development. She is a graduate of the presIgious Global 
Strategic CommunicaIons Programme at Columbia University in New York; she has a level-five QQI in em-
ployment law; she has undertaken several short programmes in corporate governance; and she is, current-
ly, a parIcipant in the CPD in Sustainable Green OrganisaIons programme at Trinity College Dublin. 

• Laura Pye, Director, NaIonal Museums Liverpool 
Laura Pye joined NaIonal Museums Liverpool in August 2018. Born in Liverpool, Laura returned to the city 
following several years as Head of Culture for Bristol City Council, with responsibility for five museums in 
the city. 

Prior to moving to Bristol, Laura was interim Heritage and Culture Manager for Warwickshire County Coun-
cil, covering a similar mix of services to Bristol, including the Museums and Archives, Arts, Archaeology and 
Ecology teams. 

Laura’s early career in museums was focused mainly on museum educaIon and she has a wealth of experi-
ence of working in the North of England, across Liverpool, Yorkshire and Lancashire. 

• Tegryn Jones (from 20 October 2022), CEO of Pembrokeshire Coast NaIonal Park Authority 
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Tegryn Jones is Chief ExecuIve of the Pembrokeshire Coast NaIonal Park Authority. Originally from Lam-
peter in Ceredigion, he lives in Llangwm, Pembrokeshire. He has a degree in Geography from Aberystwyth 
University, an MBA from the Open University and postgraduate qualificaIons from the InsItute of Educa-
Ion, London and Queen Margaret University, Edinburgh. He has previously worked for Keep Wales Tidy, the 
General Teaching Council for Wales, Swansea University and Urdd Gobaith Cymru. He has previously been a 
trustee of the Youth Hostel AssociaIon, the DPJ FoundaIon, which supports farmers with mental health 
issues and UNA Exchange a charity that supported young people to undertake internaIonal exchanges. 

Tegryn is currently chair of Governors of Ysgol Caer Elen, a 3-16 Welsh Medium School and is chair of the 
UK NaIonal Parks Charitable FoundaIon. 

• Efa Gruffudd Jones (unIl 17 October 2022), now the Welsh Language Commissioner 
Originally from Morriston, near Swansea, Efa Gruffudd Jones received her secondary educaIon at Ysgol Gy-
fun Ystalyfera, before going to Aberystwyth University to study in the Welsh Department. 

She has followed a career that has combined her interest in the arts, and in the Welsh language. She 
worked for the Welsh Language Board and the Arts Council of Wales before being appointed Chief Execu-
Ive of Urdd Gobaith Cymru, Wales’s largest youth organisaIon, in 2004. 

In 2016, she was appointed Chief ExecuIve of the NaIonal Centre for Learning Welsh, which is the body 
funded by the Welsh Government to provide strategic guidance in the field of Welsh language teaching in 
Wales for adults in Wales. During her Ime there, the Centre developed a new curriculum and resources, 
with an emphasis on digital resources, and led to the establishment of innovaIve projects, including ‘Work 
Welsh’. 

UnIl recently, Efa was chair of the board of Theatr Genedlaethol Cymru. She was also Vice-Chair of 
CWVYS, a trustee of the WCVA, and a member of the Welsh Language Partnership Council. 

Efa was a panel member for the tailored review of NaIonal Library of Wales. She resigned as a panel 
member for the tailored review of NaIonal Museum Wales when it was confirmed she was the preferred 
candidate to be Welsh Language Commissioner. Efa started as Welsh Language Commissioner in January 
2023. 

• Professor Aaqil Ahmed, Director, Aaqil Ahmed Media Consultancy (co-opted Panel Member to ad-
vise on Equality, Diversity and Inclusion 

Aaqil Ahmed is the former Head of Religion and Ethics at both Channel 4 and the BBC. At Channel 4, he was 
also the Head of MulIcultural Programming. He has won numerous awards from EMMY to BAFTA and has 
an Oscar nominaIon. Aaqil is currently a Non-ExecuIve Director at the AdverIsing Standards Authority, 
media and communicaIons regulator OFCOM and The Bradford Literature FesIval. He is also a member of 
council of The Higher EducaIon Funding Council for Wales and a Senior Independent panelist for Public 
Appointments made by the Welsh Government. 

Aaqil runs media producIon and communicaIons consultancy, Aaqil Ahmed Media with a number of 
clients in the media, broadcasIng, fesIvals, educaIon, training Government and the corporate sector. 

Aaqil is Professor of Media at the University of Bolton and teaches at a number of UniversiIes in the UK. He 
is a published writer, speaker, event chair and leader in media, diversity, religion, demographics and cul-
ture. 

Annex 3 
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Terms of Reference 

This review is part of the Tailored Review programme in Wales to encourage a more proporIonate and col-
laboraIve approach to reviewing our Public Bodies. In conducIng Tailored Reviews, due consideraIon is 
given to the guidance and methodology published by the Cabinet Office in Tailored Reviews: Guidance on 
Reviews of Public Bodies. 

Amgueddfa Cymru: NaIonal Museum Wales (Museum) is an ExecuIve Welsh Government Sponsored Body 
(WGSB), established by Royal Charter, and receives the bulk of its funding from the Welsh Government 
(WG). It is also subject to the regulatory oversight of the Charity Commission, and therefore regulated by 
both the WG and the Charity Commission. 

Several discussions and workshops were held with the Group, consisIng of the Partnership team (Culture 
Division), appointed Board of Trustees and Senior ExecuIve Team (SET), including the Director General and 
AccounIng Officer, and key Heads of the Museum to agree the terms of reference, nominate review panel 
members and idenIfy the key skills and characterisIcs required, as well as agree stakeholders and methods 
of engagement. 

The Group will agree the relevant documents and other Reviews that need to be considered as part of the 
Tailored Review. These will include an update on the Thurley review done in 2017, the Welsh Government 
(WG) Governance Document Review, and a benchmark exercise comparing with sponsored museums else-
where in the UK, specifically those with parity to the Museum. 

The appointed independent Review Panel members will visit some Museum sites across Wales, reflect on 
the key documents, relevant reviews and the conversaIons held with the individual members of the Group 
and key stakeholders. DraR reports will be discussed with the Group, before a final draR will be submiJed 
for scruIny to a subgroup of the Efficiency Board. 

Prior to publicaIon, the report and its recommendaIons will be shared with the Deputy Minister for Arts 
and Sport, and Chief Whip, the Minister for Economy, the Minister for Social JusIce who has oversight re-
sponsibility for Welsh Public Bodies and the First Ministers. 

An independent team within the Public Bodies Unit (PBU) will facilitate the review and provide secretariat 
support to the Group and the Review Panel members. 

AIM OF THE REVIEW 
2.1 Cabinet guidance states the aim of tailored reviews is to provide a robust challenge to and assurance 
on the conInuing need for individual organisaIons (form and funcIon) and where this is agreed, to review 
its capacity for delivering more effecIvely and efficiently, including potenIal saving efficiencies and contri-
buIon to economic growth. 
2.2 The Tailored Review (TR) will assess in parIcular: 
- the control and governance arrangements in place to ensure that the Museum is aligned with WG’s con-
trol and governance frameworks and in the context of the Museum being a registered charity, that these 
direcIves are opImal for the organisaIons’ effecIveness 
- the Museum’s current delivery and capacity for delivering more effecIvely and efficiently, including idenI-
fying the potenIal for efficiency savings, and where appropriate, its ability to contribute to economic 
growth, and/or play a greater role in Welsh society. 
- the relaIonship with Welsh Government, including the potenIal for the Museum to make a greater con-
tribuIon to Welsh society and economy. 
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3. KEY PRINCIPLES 
The review will be conducted in line with the following principles: 

ConfidenIality 
ProporIonality 
CollaboraIvely 
Open and transparent 
Inclusivity 
Equality and diversity 
3.1 Not all review panel members have to be present at all meeIngs or discussions (“interviews” with 
Group and key stakeholders). Notes will be made and stored securely, with access only to Review Panel 
members and the WG tailored review team. PotenIal sensiIve informaIon will not idenIfy an individual 
or organisaIon without their wriJen consent. 
3.2 The terms of reference have been agreed to focus on maximising the Museum’s effecIve delivery on its 
2022 published strategy, by considering previous and current reviews, audit reports and performance as-
sessments and best pracIce, considering restricIve pracIces or barriers to the opImising of its objecIves 
and remits. 
3.3 The Tailored Review (TR) scope and terms of reference and mechanism thereof have been collabora-
Ively agreed by the Group via discussions, workshops and correspondence. Virtual working has significant-
ly increased availability of the Group, which resulted in posiIve discussions and consensus. 
3.4 Discussion notes have been shared with everyone in the Group to allow conInuous feedback. This 
transparency will conInue with the review panel members presenIng draRs to the Group at key points to 
ensure it is accurate and there are no surprises. All media and public communicaIon will be jointly man-
aged with early noIficaIon to relevant parIes to ensure the necessary Imelines are respected and ad-
hered to. 
3.5 All members of the appointed Board of Trustees, Senior ExecuIve Team, and relevant Heads of De-
partments, as well as the Partnership team were invited to meeIngs and had the opportunity throughout 
to feedback. A wide range of stakeholders as appropriate and proporIonate to the terms of reference 
were considered for inclusion in this review. 

3.6 Equality and diversity is interwoven in the Museum’s strategy, with impact considered in its planning 
and delivery. This was considered an important aspect in the nominaIon of the Review Panel members, 
with one of the key skills consideraIons for panel members having championed or extensive leadership ex-
perience of equality and diversity or actual lived experience of some of the protected characterisIcs. 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 
The terms of reference have been agreed by the Group, referring to the Guidance of Cabinet. The review 
Panel member team will consider available data sources, which includes the document pack, updates on 
relevant reviews, and the conversaIons with the Group and key stakeholders. 

4.1 Form and FuncIon 
As the Museum is fundamental and a symbol of Wales’s heritage, it is accepted that the Museum is need-
ed. 

The Tailored Review (TR) should reflect on the WG Document Review to consider if the Museum’s status as 
a registered Charity and classificaIon of an ExecuIve WGSB remains appropriate to deliver its objecIves 
and remits. 
The TR should consider how the Museum aligns its objecIves and strategy to the Welsh Government’s Pro-
gramme for Government, other prioriIes in the Remit LeJer and delivers its statutory obligaIons. 
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4.2 EffecIveness, Efficiency and Economy 
The Tailored Review should assess – 
how the Museum can be more effecIve in delivering on Charter objecIves, Welsh Government remit and 
its own strategy; 
if a change in structure and how the Museum is governed will opImise delivery on future prioriIes in its 
strategy, strategic commitments, and its enablers; 
how effecIve and relevant the metrics used for assessing performance are; 
how agile and robust to maximise on opportuniIes presenIng itself; and 
the Museum’s impact on Welsh society and economy, as well as globally. 

4.3 OpportuniIes 
The Tailored Review should aim to idenIfy the opportuniIes to deliver the Programme for Government 
and Amgueddfa Cymru’s strategy including: 

opportuniIes for investment and growth in the Museum’s services for the future 
shared service agreements and / or potenIal shared key arrangements with other (cultural) organisaIons, 
if there is potenIal for cost and efficiency savings in current operaIons and how they are delivered without 
reducing or diminishing these services for the public. 

4.4 Governance 
The Tailored Review should consider the governance arrangements with regard to the following principles 
(referencing to exisIng reports where applicable) -
Statutory accountability (applicable statutes, regulaIons, statements of best pracIce, GDPR, FOIs, Social 
Partnership and Public Procurement (Wales) Bill, Equality Act, Welsh Language Act and other relevant 
strategies) 
Accountability for public money (accountable for the use of public money and the stewardship of assets) 
Adherence to the Nolan Principles, as well as the Museum’s own RegulaIons and Code of Conduct 
Ministerial accountability (overall performance and oversight of the body, which includes appointment of 
CEO and Trustees), as well as consider 
DemocraIc accountability (i.e., governance based on feedback and the learning from experience) and its fit 
into the Museum’s governance framework for the future 
In parIcular, the Tailored Review should examine the management and governance structures and ac-
countability, which includes the Museum’s Senior ExecuIve Team, including the AccounIng Officer, key 
roles in the Museum, the Board and its subcommiJees, as well as independent members or specialists. 

4.5 OrganisaIonal Performance 

Assess whether the processes for agreeing targets and how they are measured and monitored are fit for 
purpose in relaIon to WG remit and Programme for Government. 

Explore recruitment pracIces, training and development analysis and delivery within the context of the 
need of a changing organisaIon. 

Evaluate current performance appraisals processes across the Senior ExecuIve Team and the Board of 
Trustees. 

Appointment of Trustees and Specialisms 
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Consider diversity and representaIon of the Welsh naIon (Board diversity covered in Museum’s 5-year 
plan) in line with ReflecIng Wales in Running Wales by reviewing: 
current appointment processes (Both WG and Museum-led); 
current recruitment criteria, idenIfying barriers or restricIons and opportuniIes for greater diversity; 
role(s) of recruiIng independent members for specialist roles/funcIons 
Consider feasibility of a nurturing model of governance to support more Board members. 

4.7 Achieving Excellent RelaIonships 
Examine the culture, responsiveness and transparency of the Welsh Government, the Board of Trustees 
and the ExecuIve in their relaIonships and scruIny of operaIons and conduct. 
Consider the sufficiency and equity of the processes for invesIgaIon and reporIng of issues, and support 
and guidance for all parIes, when there is a breakdown in relaIonships at any level. Review the scope of 
Welsh Government powers especially in relaIon to any escalaIon processes and the sufficiency and effec-
Iveness thereof. 
Consider whether the role and of Welsh Government Sponsorship and the Public Bodies Unit, is aligned 
with the framework document, annual remit and CEO leJers. 

5. METHODOLOGY 
Discussions and workshops to agree the focus for the terms of reference within Cabinet guidance frame-
work. 
Review Panel members nominated by the Group, with selecIon made on key skills and experIse, as well as 
experIse or lived experience of diversity. 
Review Panel members will visit a selecIon of museums across Wales to give them the tourist experience 
as well as a look at the “behind-the-scenes” work involved. 
A benchmark exercise completed by the Public Bodies Unit Tailored Review Team will consider comparable 
UK Museums, looking at funding, governance structures, objecIves and remits. Recent relevant reviews 
and reports will be considered as part of this review. 
A virtual document pack will provide the necessary informaIon for the iniIal desktop research by the Re-
view Panel members. 
Review Panel members will meet with individuals from the Senior ExecuIve Team, key Museum staff, Board 
of Trustees and following stakeholder analysis, idenIfy key stakeholders to further inform the Report. 
The Tailored Review is transparent with a no-surprise ethos and draRs of the report will be shared with the 
Group. The Review Panel members are the responsible authors but can be challenged to strengthen the 
report and its recommendaIons. 
The Imetable will be agreed once diary availability of the Group and stakeholders are matched with that of 
the Review panel members. First draR is tentaIvely agreed for October with final report in December but 
emphasis on tailoring the review to achieve the best outcome rather than expectaIons of set Imetables or 
other influences. 

6. STAKEHOLDERS 
Stakeholder analysis should be done at an early stage. 
Agreement as to how stakeholder analysis is to be done, i.e., focus only on those groups with high influ-
ence, or high interest, or high influence and interest – this will be part of terms of reference. 
As part of the process need to agree balance of looking forward and learning lessons to ensure right bal-
ance of appropriate stakeholders. 
Methodology of engagement – workshop/focused group interviews, open interviews with diverse random 
groups? These could be done virtually, face-to-face or a blend of the two. 
Consider if the following groups are appropriate: 
Stakeholder list from the Museum’s community engagement programmes including Fusion and other iniIa-
Ives. 
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Partnership organisaIons with whom the Museum has MoU; 
RepresentaIves from cultural services and local authoriIes with a mix of local authoriIes; 
RepresentaIves from Minority Ethnic Groups; 
Former Museum Trustees who had served prior to the COVID -19 pandemic, those who had served from 
2010 unIl 2016 as well as others involved with the Museum; 
Stakeholders from Museums and cultural organisaIons, with strategies that align with that of Amgueddfa 
Cymru, elsewhere in the UK and Ireland. 
Partners who collaborate on Museum’s public programmes and research; 
Funders; 
Arts and Culture Bodies in Wales; 
InternaIonal 

Annex 4 

The tailored review panel would like to thank the following for their contribuDon: 

Amgueddfa Cymru 
David Anderson (Director General) 
Baroness Kay Andrews (Trustee) 
Dr Carol Bell (Vice President) 
Phil Bushby (Director of Corporate Resources) 
Elizabeth Connolly (Head of Human Resources) 
Kath Davies (Director of CollecIons and Research) 
Catherine Duigan (Trustee) 
Manon Edwards Ahir (Head of Planning and External Affairs) 
Elisabeth Elias (previous President) 
Nia Elias (Director of Business Development) 
Eleri Evans (Head of Learning and InterpretaIon) 
Caroline GarneJ (Head of Finance) 
Jennifer Geroni (Head of Research) 
Madeleine Havard (Trustee) 
Gwyneth Hayward (Trustee) 
Carys Howell (Trustee) 
Peter Holt (Chief OperaIng Officer) 
Rachel Hughes (Trustee) 
Sioned Hughes (Head of Public History and Archaeology) 
Rob Humphreys (Trustee) 
Hywel John (Treasurer) 
Hywel Ceri Jones (Trustee) 
Janice Lane (Director of Visitor Experience) 
Abigail Lawrence (Trustee) 
Bethan Lewis (Head of Museum: St Fagans) 
Roger Lewis (President) 
Eleri Lynn (Head of ExhibiIons and InternaIonal Touring) 
Mared Maggs (Head of Events) 
Steph Mastoris (Head of Museums and NaIonal Waterfront Museum) 
Mark Petherick (Corporate Governance Manager) 
Michael Prior (Trustee) 
Elen Roberts (Interim Head of Site: NaIonal Slate Museum) 
Marc Simcox (Head of Enterprises) 
Royston Smith (Head of ICT) 
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Freya Stannard (Trustee) 
Catrin Taylor (previous Head of MarkeIng and CommunicaIons) 
Richard Thomas (Trustee) 
Rheon Tomos (Independent member of Audit, Risk and Assurance CommiJee) 
Neil Wicks (previous Chief OperaIng Officer) 
Cai Wilshaw (Trustee) 
Nia Williams (Director of Learning and Public Programmes) 

Stakeholders 
Aberystwyth University 
Arts Council of Wales 
Audit Wales 
BBC 
Cadw 
Cardiff University 
Chartered InsItute of Public Finance and Accountancy 
Charity Commission for England and Wales 
CreaIve & Cultural Skills 
Diverse Cymru   
English Civic Museums Group 
Eryri NaIonal Park Authority 
Ethnic Minority Youth Support Team 
FDA Union  
FederaIon of Museums & Art Galleries of Wales 
Glyndŵr University 
Gwynedd Council 
Hamlyn FoundaIon 
Historic Wales Partnership 
Indian Society of South West Wales 
Innovate Trust 
Museum Für Naturkunde (Berlin) 
Muslim Council of Wales 
NaIonal Library of Wales 
NaIonal Museum Directors' Council 
NaIonal Museum of Ireland 
NaIonal Museums Northern Ireland 
NaIonal Museums Scotland 
Natural Resources Wales 
Now in a Minute Media 
Office of the Future GeneraIons Commissioner 
Open University 
Pembrokeshire Coast NaIonal Park Authority 
People's Postcode LoJery 
Prospect Union 
Public Health Wales 
Race Council Cymru 
SEF Cymru 
Visit Wales 
Wales Council for Voluntary AcIon 
Welsh Language Commissioner 
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Welsh Government 
Tara Croxton (Senior Events Manager) 
Steve Davies (Head of Group IntegraIon) 
Craig Greenland (Head of Diversity and Honours) 
Dr Nicola Guy (Deputy Director – Culture) 
Catrin Hughes (Senior Advisor – Strategy, Programme & InternaIonal) 
Peter Kennedy (HR Director) 
Sara Maggs (Museums and CollecIons Advisor) 
Sally Rees (Head of EvaluaIon and New Models of Care) 
David Richards (Director of Propriety and Ethics) 
Steffan Roberts (Deputy Director – Tourism Development and Sport) 
Victoria Rogers (Head of Museums, CollecIons & Workforce) 
Andrew Slade (Director General / AddiIonal AccounIng Officer) 
Jason Thomas (Director Culture, Sport and Tourism) 
Paula Walsh (Deputy Director InternaIonal RelaIons) 
David Warren (Head of InternaIonal RelaIons) 

The following were contacted and invited to contribute: 
Adult Learning Wales  
All Public Services Boards 
Alzheimer's Society 
Bannau Brycheiniog NaIonal Park Authority 
Chwarae Teg 
Children in Wales 
Children's Commissioner 
ConfederaIon of BriIsh Industry 
Council for Wales of Voluntary Youth Services 
Cwmpas 
Disability Wales 
Equality & Human Rights Commission 
Ethnic Youth Support Team  
Football AssociaIon of Wales  
Global Welsh 
Juke Box CollecIve 
Llamau 
NaIonal Heritage LoJery Fund 
North Wales Regional Equality Network 
Older People's Commissioner 
Oxfam Cymru 
PCS Union 
Race Equality First 
Stonewall Cymru 
Sub-Sahara Advisory Panel 
Unique Transgender Network 
Welsh Local Government AssociaIon 
Welsh NHS confederaIon 
Welsh Refugee Council 
Women's Equality Network Wales 
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Annex 5 

DraX Dispute ResoluDon Process [in the event informal and mediaDon processes are exhausted] 

1. The AAO shall be informed by the AO of any material high-level disputes or disagreements as soon as 
they become apparent. In the event that the AO is compromised or fails to do so, the AAO can be informed 
by any other competent third party, such as the senior trustee role we propose, the independent chair of 
audit or a senior WG official. 
2. On being informed, the AAO should arrange an early discussion with the chair and CE together or sepa-
rately, at the discreIon of the AAO. 
3. If the AAO forms the view that the maJer relates to the chair and the CE and is not reasonably likely to 
be resolved by internal processes, the AAO should inform the trustees in confidence and indicate that this 
process may be invoked. 
4.The Deputy Minister should be informed by the AAO in order that co-ordinated and equitable acIon can 
be taken by the Deputy Minister in relaIon to the chair, and the AAO in relaIon to the AO. 
5.The Deputy Minister and the AAO shall decide whether the Deputy Minister and/or the Trustees should 
request (in the absence of formal powers) the chair to step aside on full pay (if remunerated), pending in-
vesIgaIon. 
6. Alongside 5 above, the AAO should consider whether it would be in the best interest of the Museum for 
an alternaIve AO to be idenIfied pending invesIgaIon. 
7. In the event that the chair and CE agree to step aside pending invesIgaIon, the vice-chair (unless con-
flicted) would act as chair and the AAO would appoint an interim AO. 
8. Having been informed, the trustees (as the AO’s employer) would need to decide whether the AO should 
be suspended on full pay from execuIve duIes, pending invesIgaIon. 
9. This process could be formalised and be included in the contract of employment of the CE and the terms 
of engagement of the chair and annexed to the Partnership Agreement at some point in the future. [Note: 
it would be preferable for there to be a contractual power to suspend in the contracts of the chair and CE]. 
10. In the event that acIon is taken under this process, the Charity Commission, the Auditor General for 
Wales and, confidenIally, the appropriate Senedd commiJees, should be informed by AC, in consultaIon 
with WG. 

Annex 6 

Diversity checklist 

1 We collect and report equity/diversity data when recruiIng members. 

2 We target adverIsing in publicaIons/websites/social media aimed at parIcular 
sectors of the populaIon. 

3 We build relaIonships, for example with ethnic minority communiIes. 

4 We use role models on the basis of 0you have to see it to be it.. 

5 We use bespoke equity statements to target applicants who are parIcularly 
sought, rather than generic statements. 

6 We avoid all-male or all-white shortlists and we re-adverIse if that is the outcome. 
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7 If we use execuIve search firms, we are specific in the brief about the need for 
diversity and make sure we are clear as the client about its importance. We take 
account of an execuIve search company.s prior success in gathering diverse fields 
in their selecIon process. 

8 We use diverse selecIon panels which have received unconscious bias training. 

9 We provide development opportuniIes for board, giving them exposure to the 
lived experience of those with different characterisIcs to them. 

10 We invite bodies elecIng members to reflect on their own processes to the extent 
that they encourage a diverse outcome, or otherwise. 

11 We reflect on board membership and its composiIon over, say, the past 5–10 
years. What are the trends? 

12 We invesIgate contemporary developments in other sectors to experiment e.g. 
with apprenIce non-ExecuIve Directors. 

Annex 7 

Summary of RecommendaDons 

RecommendaDon 1: that WG acknowledges the good work AC does for Wales and is more proacIve in 
promoIng this. 

Governance 

RecommendaDon 2: that AC prepares a revised, modernised and simplified Corporate Governance and 
Standards Code of PracIce. 
RecommendaDon 3: that, consistent with the recommendaIons of the tailored review of the NaIonal Li-
brary of Wales and the review of Chartered Bodies, AC should conInue to be incorporated by Royal Char-
ter. 
RecommendaDon 4: that AC remain a registered charity, exisIng for the public benefit. 
RecommendaDon 5: that the Governance Manager should prepare a schedule of compliance with the 
Governance Code for Larger ChariIes and that, where AC is not compliant, an appropriate explanaIon be 
provided in its Annual Report. 
RecommendaDon 6: that a Partnership Agreement be drawn up, in consultaIon among PT, PBU and AC 
and implemented as soon as pracIcable to replace the Framework Agreement. 
RecommendaDon 7: that WG supports the principle of easy access for AC to all parts of WG to which it can 
contribute and facilitates it either through a designated official or via some other appropriate intervenIon. 
RecommendaDon 8: that, in the short term, priority be given to harmonising appointment processes and 
building a robust, diverse skills and experience matrix to guide board recruitment rather than an early re-
ducIon in trustee numbers. 
RecommendaDon 9: that, in the medium to longer term, a proporIonate board size is maintained, reflect-
ing the broad range of skills required, diversity imperaIves and other essenIal board characterisIcs and 
competencies. To this end (and consistent with board numbers on other WGSBs), board membership 
should not fall below 12 to 14 members. 
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RecommendaDon 10: that the current balance of trustee appointments between WG and AC should con-
Inue to be the case. 
RecommendaDon 11: that WG appoinIng panels for AC trustees, including chair and vice-chair, be chaired 
by an independent panel member (or Senior Independent Panel Member in the case of chair/vice-chair), 
that a WG official sit on AC trustee appointment panels and that appointment processes between WG and 
AC be harmonised as far as possible, including the use of a co-created and shared skills, experience and di-
versity matrix. 
RecommendaDon 12: that remuneraIon of trustees be supported, subject to Charity Commission ap-
proval, as part of a range of measures to encourage a diverse range of applicaIons for trustee vacancies. 
RecommendaDon 13: that, in line with current WG pracIce, the Ime commitment of the chair should be 
kept under review in the light of experience and that the chair should use the Ime to be high level and 
strategic rather than office-bound. 
RecommendaDon 14: that the President Itle is replaced by that of non-execuIve chair, as permiJed in the 
Statutes, and the Vice-President Itle by that of vice-chair. [already acIoned] 
RecommendaDon 15: that the post of treasurer be disconInued once the current post holder demits office 
and that the current Treasurer should no longer chair nor be a member of the Audit, Risk and Assurance 
CommiJee and that the financial statements in future be signed by the chair rather than the treasurer, 
alongside the AO. 
RecommendaDon 16: that AC takes steps to appoint a finance director and that an early task of the ap-
pointee be to lead the process of developing a robust financial strategy. 
RecommendaDon 17: that, for future appointments, the paid head of AC should be enItled Chief ExecuIve 
and appointed on a fixed term, renewable basis. [already acIoned] 
RecommendaDon 18: that, subject to legal advice commissioned by WG and AC, a process along the lines 
of that in Annex 5 be put in place as soon as pracIcable. 
RecommendaDon 19: that an experienced, respected trustee be appointed through an AC board nomina-
Ions process (including consultaIon with the PT) as senior trustee and that WG consider including the se-
nior trustee in the appraisal process for the chair of trustees. 
RecommendaDon 20: that the board review its commiJee structure taking account of our advice. In par-
Icular, we advocate the creaIon of a finance commiJee to replace PPRC, a people commiJee, an in-
frastructure commiJee and an educaIon and outreach commiJee, the appointment of an independent 
chair of ARAC and the replacement of ARC by separate nominaIons and remuneraIon commiJees, with 
the nominaIons commiJee, but not the remuneraIon commiJee, chaired by the chair of trustees. 
RecommendaDon 21: that all commiJees should be strengthened by co-opIon. 
RecommendaDon 22: that a board secretary should be appointed with a contractual accountability to the 
chair and, via the chair, to the board for corporate governance. 
RecommendaDon 23: that a scheme of delegaIon be drawn up and approved as soon as possible, and that 
a schedule of forward business is provided to the board at the beginning of each financial year and kept 
updated. 
RecommendaDon 24: that, in the interregnum between new chair and CE appointments, the board and 
SET hold a workshop to learn lessons from recent events and rebuild their relaIonships. 
RecommendaDon 25: that appropriate arrangements for reflecIon, evaluaIon and review be put in place 
as soon as pracIcable. 
RecommendaDon 26: that the chair and Corporate Governance Manager put in place appropriate induc-
Ion, development, mentoring and appraisal processes in consultaIon with the board. 
RecommendaDon 27: that any strategy refresh should conInue to be accompanied by SMART (specific, 
measurable, achievable, relevant and Ime-bound) objecIves in order that trustees, WG and stakeholders 
can monitor progress and exercise proper scruIny. 

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion 
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RecommendaDon 28: that a board champion is idenIfied for EDI and that EDI features as a standing agen-
dum item on each board and commiJee meeIng. 
RecommendaDon 29: that the Strategic Equality Plan acIon plan includes Imelines and responsibility for 
delivery of the various acIons. 
RecommendaDon 30: that, working with local communiIes, decolonisaIon should be further developed 
beyond slavery and BLM to embrace the effects of the BriIsh Empire on wider populaIons in Wales. 
RecommendaDon 31: that greater account be taken of demography in developing plans and acIons. 
RecommendaDon 32: that training and targets be more widely deployed, including at board level e.g. 
workshops on demographic literacy and unconscious bias. 
RecommendaDon 33: that AC be encouraged, building upon its exisIng acIvity, to work in partnership with 
Public Health Wales, the wider NHS and the voluntary sector to improve access for people living with dis-
abiliIes and adapt interpretaIon and the Museum environment accordingly. A commitment to universal 
design in all new AC projects would be important in this regard. 

Partnerships and RelaDonships 

RecommendaDon 34: that, building upon strategic partnership acIvity that has worked effecIvely, AC de-
velop a focussed strategy for partnership and community engagement uIlising the new outreach commit-
tee we propose above. 
RecommendaDon 35: that AC examine how it can enhance and embrace cultural democraIsaIon and 
reach out to people who do not at present engage with it, and that it redoubles its efforts to become a mu-
seum for the whole of Wales. 
RecommendaDon 36: that AC should further invest resources in developing the skills of volunteers, espe-
cially building on its work to encourage the young and those facing disadvantage to volunteer. 
RecommendaDon 37: that fostering good relaIons with staff should be a priority for the new CE, suppor-
ted by the chair and the trustees, with parIcular aJenIon to healing damage to morale caused by recent 
events. 
RecommendaDon 38: that the Historic Wales Partnership should now be reset as an opportunity for part-
nership working and mutually beneficial cooperaIon, and that all publicly-funded cultural insItuIons be 
required, as a condiIon of their funding, to co-operate. 
RecommendaDon 39: that a broad framework – potenIally through legislaIon in the fullness of Ime – for 
the Historic Wales Partnership be considered, including clarifying responsibility for the naIonal collecIon, 
as it relates to each cultural insItuIon. the Partnership could also be given a policy advisory funcIon to 
support work of WG and the cultural insItuIons. 
RecommendaDon 40: that there should be more clarity about the plans for and governance of the NaIonal 
Contemporary Art Gallery and the role of AC in those plans. 
RecommendaDon 41: that the intenIon of WG to produce its culture strategy by the end of 2023 be wel-
comed. 
RecommendaDon 42: that AC should conInue to recognise the importance of engagement with Senedd 
Cymru members and the relevant Senedd commiJees. 
RecommendaDon 43: that AC should consider how it can conInue to develop cooperaIon with broadcast-
ers. 
RecommendaDon 44: that AC should further develop its work with local authoriIes throughout Wales, es-
pecially with their museums, and should become involved as appropriate with Public Services Boards. 
RecommendaDon 45: that AC take advantage of Public Health Wales’ willingness to work with it and of the 
forthcoming Framework for Social Prescribing in order to extend and improve its contribuIon to universal 
access. 
RecommendaDon 46: that AC should engage more acIvely with the private sector in Wales, especially 
Wales-based corporaIons. 
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RecommendaDon 47: that AC reconsiders membership of the NaIonal Museum Directors’ Council in the 
next financial year, in the light of our advice that membership is beneficial, with trustee involvement in the 
decision. 
RecommendaDon 48: that, while respecIng the fact that culture and museums are devolved, AC should 
engage appropriately with the UK Government, with other devolved governments and with insItuIons 
elsewhere in the UK. 
RecommendaDon 49: that the convening power of WG, coupled with collaboraIon across a wide range of 
bodies to enable Wales to present its best face to the world at the FIFA Men’s Football World Cup, be re-
garded as an example to be followed in the future and that, using this posiIve experience and the Ireland 
Wales Forum, WG should idenIfy appropriate collaboraIons with AC to support the reputaIon of Wales 
on the global stage. Such collaboraIons should be consistent with AC’s objecIves in its strategy, and – 
where needed – resources should be made available to enable maximum parIcipaIon by AC in promoIng 
the reputaIon of Wales on the global stage. 
RecommendaDon 50: that more emphasis in its income generaIon strategy (as part of an overall financial 
strategy) should be given by AC to sImulaIng philanthropy. 

ContribuDon to Economy and Society 

RecommendaDon 51: that a shared understanding of what a naIonal museum is, in Wales, would provide 
clarificaIon and a criIcal building block upon which to situate expectaIons and responsibiliIes that go 
with holding the naIonal collecIon on behalf of the people of Wales. Such a clarificaIon could be con-
sidered in future amendments to the Royal Charter. 
RecommendaDon 52: that AC’s range of policies relaIng to collecIons are in need of a significant revision 
to take account of its strategic objecIves, and contemporary, pressing issues, including sustainability and 
climate change. Work underway to deliver a new CollecIons Development Strategy is welcome, and once 
approved, the strategy should be placed on the website to enhance accountability to the public for the na-
Ional collecIon. 
RecommendaDon 53: that the data, digital and technology strategy be re-visited in the light of our observa-
Ions. 
RecommendaDon 54: that the RaIonalisaIon Policy be revisited in the light of our findings, located within 
the collecIons policy and be reviewed and updated at least every five years. The policy should consider 
deaccessioning in the widest terms, and through a lens of maximum public benefit and sustainability, in-
cluding as this relates to collecIons accrued from outside Wales. The trustees of AC have a responsibility 
to ensure such policy is up to date and fit for purpose. 
RecommendaDon 55: that wider engagement, through loans and partnerships with local authoriIes and 
agencies with a cultural heritage remit, should be developed in the context of AC’s strategic objecIves, 
with a view to accepIng that not all partnerships can have the level of depth and collaboraIon as some of 
its current, very successful partnerships. Programming outside AC locaIons should be developed over Ime 
and in line with resources. 
RecommendaDon 56: that, in future-proofing, AC needs to consider its approach at its industrial heritage 
sites to ensure relevance to future generaIons, while respecIng and working with exisIng communiIes. 
RecommendaDon 57: that learning and research conInue to be core funcIons of AC acIvity and that ac-
companying strategies and policies be regularly updated within the context of the strategic plan. 
RecommendaDon 58: that the creaIon of new strategies enable the development of new metrics to mea-
sure progress and conInue to improve reporIng to stakeholders and the public. 
RecommendaDon 59: that, building on its current work the next revision of the Welsh Language Develop-
ment Plan to provide addiIonal opportuniIes for people to use Welsh. 
RecommendaDon 60: that the new CE and/or chair can speak Welsh or there is an expectaIon to learn. As 
part of the recruitment process all candidates need to be tested on their a_tude to the Welsh Language 
and their understanding of its importance to the culture and society in Wales. 
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RecommendaDon 61: that the use of Welsh internally be further embraced, especially in departments 
where the majority of staff speak Welsh. 
RecommendaDon 62: that AC’s sustainability strategy should be robustly tested to ensure it is comprehen-
sive; public facing; inclusive of targets; is reported on and measured (including successes and failures); and 
takes account of all aspects of AC’s acIviIes. 
RecommendaDon 63: that there should be board-level competency in the area of sustainability to ensure 
that oversight is effecIve on such an important issue, strategically and for compliance purposes. 
RecommendaDon 64: that tracking and measuring AC’s economic impact should be a consistent acIvity in 
the publicly-funded cultural sphere in Wales, including AC. 
RecommendaDon 65: that AC, together with other publicly funded cultural insItuIons perhaps via Historic 
Wales, should work on an ongoing basis with Visit Wales to maximise tourist interest. The following offer 
some ideas for collaboraIve work, and promoIon, with Visit Wales: 

o A ‘culture month’ or ‘culture fesIval’ could be considered on an annual basis (ahead of, or around St 
David’s Day).   

o With more collaboraIon, there should be more signposIng to other culture / heritage acIvity in 
specific ciIes / towns (Visit Scotland promotes such connecIvity, encouraging visitors to do mulIple 
things in an area, instead of one, culminaIng in a day out involving larger spends in local 
economies). 

o Greater parIcipaIon and leadership in promoIng European Heritage Days or Heritage Week could 
be considered as other ways of encouraging people to do a series of acIviIes in a week / day in cul-
tural heritage. 

RecommendaDon 66: that the new CE should carry out a full review of structure, organisaIon and culture 
to ensure that they are financially and environmentally sustainable and aligned with the delivery of the 
2030 strategy. 
RecommendaDon 67: the dashboard of KPIs should be revised to include financial reporIng to board and 
relevant commiJee meeIngs. 
RecommendaDon 68: WG should work with AC (with advice from Cadw) to produce a long-term view of 
the capital investment needed in its Welsh Historic estate over the next 25 years. 
RecommendaDon 69: that AC should remain free at the point of access, but WG should advise on the 
boundaries for income generaIon from the estate and collecIons with a view to enabling AC to generate 
more income in addiIon to GIA. 
RecommendaDon 70: that commercial skills and understanding be included in the role descripIon of a 
wider range of staff and trustees so that, over Ime, an entrepreneurial culture becomes embedded in the 
organisaIon. 
RecommendaDon 71: that AC reviews its current income generaIng acIviIes and idenIfies how it can re-
source the generaIon of addiIonal income, with the aim of developing a new income generaIon strategy 
within a year of the new chair and CE commencing their posts. 
RecommendaDon 72: that when reviewing the structure, the board and execuIve should include consider-
aIon of what standards are expected of a naIonal museum and whether all sites reach them, together 
with a review of the balance of centralised and devolved management of the sites. 
RecommendaDon 73: that the review of collecIons storage needs be widened (or a separate review com-
missioned by WG) of the NaIonal CollecIon of Wales, to provide guidance, perhaps via the Historic Wales 
Partnership, on which organisaIon should be responsible for collecIng the components comprising the 
NaIonal CollecIon. 

OpportuniDes for investment, growth and shared services. 
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RecommendaDon 74: that AC, along with the NaIonal Library, Cadw and RCAHMW, commit to implement-
ing shared back office services where appropriate and cost effecIve and that WG consider other opIons 
such as funding condiIons to secure the desired outcome. 
RecommendaDon 75: that WG should consider providing funding to implement the changes on an invest to 
save basis. 
RecommendaDon 76: that AC should work with partners such as Cadw and local authoriIes to develop 
place plans for Blaenavon, Caerleon and Llanberis, thus providing an integrated customer experience for 
historic and cultural aJracIons in those areas and supporIng the local economy. 

ImplementaDon 

RecommendaDon 77: that WG/AC establish a task and finish group of trustees, senior execuIves and WG 
officials to oversee implementaIon, report on progress and produce a costed acIon plan for implemenIng 
approved recommendaIons. 
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